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helluva big future!

leceiving tubes spell opportunity. The re)lacement market was approximately $442
pillion* in 1972, and 75% of new TV sets
)roduced last year use tubes.
Nith all the TV sets in use and the new ones

RCA is a leader in tube development. Our
record is over three billion receiving tubes
produced to date.
You can count on RCA to lead the way in

getting this big, profitable replacement

3eing added, there's a potential replace- business. Go with RCA and get your share.
ment base of over one and a quarter billion Over one and a quarter billion tubes are
turning it on.
sockets.
'sad on actual and projected E.I.A. figures for 1972 and calculated at RCA's optional hat prices
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The PHILIPS PM 3200

doesn't look like a $395

portable scope...
It doesn't perform like oneyeither.
Developed and manufactured by N. V.
Philips of Holland, the PM3200 looks...
and performs...like an expensive, lab-

oratory -quality instrument.
Yet it costs only $395, weighs less than
12 pounds, operates 51/2 hours on its optional battery pack, is rugged enough for
any kind of field work you can name and

offers a wide range of professional performance capabilities, including:
Freq response flat (-3 db) to 10 MHz
Sensitivity of 2 mV/div
21 calibrated sweeps from
100 nsec/div to 0.5 sec/div
Vertical amplifier dynamic range allows
any signal to be expanded to 24
divisions, with any 8 displayed to 1 MHz

Negligible DC drift: 1/4 div/day
And the PM3200 is simple to operate;
even semi -skilled factory workers find it

easy to use it for precision test procedures. Most tests require only Y AMPL
and TIME/div settings; other functions

PM3200X FOR TV SERVICE

PM3200 IS DRIFT -FREE AND
INHERENTLY DC BALANCED

Sensitivity and DC drift are both on the order
of the noise voltage.The active drift corr pensa-

tion loop compares vertical amplifier input to
output and provides feedback to attenuate any
drift voltage by a factor of 1 + 1/213, where B
is the feedback amplifier gain (approx. 30).

play. Even for pulses with low duty

eliminated.

when the " AMPL gain setting is changed,
and when there is leakage around the AC
coupling capacitor. Need for a DC balance
control, even at 2 mV/div sensitivity is totally

cycles. And for TV work, a modified version of the PM3200, the PM3200X, adds
automatic selection of TV frame or line
sync for triggering.
PM3200 needs no DC balance control; a unique feedback circuit reduces
trace drift to only 1/4 div/day @ 2 mV/div
and automatically compensates for DC
offsets caused by attenuator tracking and
by differences in AC and DC coupling.
Try the PM3200 (or the PM3200X) with
no obligation. We are convinced that at
$395, considering its portability, rugged-

FROM

7:4;
Mote RI.

1
room

JL

Q

of

STABILITY
ALIT() TRIGGIRING
CIRCUIT

PHILIPS PM3200 OFFERS AUTOMATIC TRIGGERING
TO 10 MHB WITHOUT STABILITY OR
CONTINUOUS -LEVEL CONTROLS.

Time base generator is free running at TIME/
div setting. Any signal produces simultaneous
pulse -shaped inputs to time base control 01,

02 and to auto -trigger control 03, Q4. The
THREE AUTOMATIC TRIGGER MODES IN
PHILIPS PM3200

tions, production and QC departments,
schools and engineering laboratories.
For details of our no -obligation, 15 day free trial offer and for complete descriptive literature on the PM3200 and
the PM3200X, write: Test & Measuring

Instruments Inc., 224 Duffy Avenue,

Trigger mode selection allows triggering on
the mean value of the AC signal, on the peak
value of the signal, or on the AM component
of an HF signa'. Mode switches
select DC level of "hysteresis gap"
of pulse shaper relative to mean
signal value to determine shape of
switching pulses applied to time

Hicksville, N.Y. 11802. Tel: 516-433-8800.

base and auto -trigger controls.

INgr/Tiliirill2WIN/1.
.

LIPC,ATIUCT

MU' YIVIBRATOR

STA

ness, precision, flexibility, simplicity of

for all kinds of field service organiza-

nized display.

interstage attenuators are switched.

when

operation and its Philips -of -Holland professional performance-you'll agree that
it's the optimum general purpose scope

up to 50 usec/div produces frame -synchronized displays. Setting the TIME/div control
to any sweep speed of 20 usec/div or faster
results in a perfectly stable TV line -synchro-

DC offsets are automatically compensated

are automatic.
For instance, the PM3200 has no need
for trigger -stability or continuous -level
controls. Choose a trigger mode, choose

a time base...and you see a stable dis-

PM3200X offers automatic TV frame/line sync
selection for convenience in TV service work.
With TRIGGER'NG switch in TV position, setting the TIME/div control to any sweep speed

for more details circle 151 on Reader Service ;:ard

time base control switches the time base generator off and the auto -trigger control switches
05 to charge C1 to the mode -set trigger level
and starts the time base generator via Q3, Q4
in sync with the signal.

OW PRICES ON WINEGARD®
Set Couplers -2 -way splitters

band

Why buy "second line" TV components when you can buy
the best ... Winegard engineered -and -built for less
and get the same high quality and performance?

CC -482 82 CH.

AM

PM

4 -SET COUPLERDeluxe low loss coupler
connects four TV -FM sets to a single 300 ohm downlead.
Efficient coupler circuit provides a maximum amount of
signal to each receiver. Specially designed for
color, black and white and stereo.

CS -285 300 OHM V -U

BAND SEPARATORHigh quality, low loss Band
Separator for adapting single 300
ohm downlead to separate 300 ohm
VHF and UHF antenna connections
of TV set. Perfect match insures
7
perfect color and black and
white reception.

1
CC -33 82 CH.

2 -SET COUPLERInexpensive coupler for
connecting two TV or FM
sets to a single 300
ohm downlead. Features
handy no -strip terminals
for easy connection.

CS -387 75 OHM V -U -FM

BAND SEPARATORBand Separator for making connection
between 75 ohm coaxial downlead and
separate 300 ohm antenna terminals
of TV set and FM receiver. Features
latest printed circuit design for low loss,
high isolation and perfect match.
Excellent for quality color and FM
stereo reception. Connector included.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, MAY 1973

Check with your
distributor for new
low pricing
on these items.

QUALITY ACCESSORIES!
separators-matching transformers "drte,d 31%
jp11111101frt\ft (#16

CS -380 300 OHM

V -U -FM BAND

SEPARATOR-Latest
Band Separator design adapts
300 ohm downlead to separate
VHF and UHF antenna terminals
of TV set and provides FM
stereo thru handy no -strip
screw terminals. Unique printed
circuit design has extremely
low loss, excellent
match and high
isolation for
perfect color
and FM stereo.

75 OHM V -U

BAND SEPARATORQuality 75 ohm Band
Separator for attaching coaxial
cable to separate 300 ohm
antenna terminals of TV set.
Features printed circuit and
latest circuitry for low insertion
loss and perfect color
transmission. Connector
included.

to

CC -282 82 CH.

2 -SET COUPLEREfficient 300 ohm
coupler connects two TV -FM sets to a single 300 ohm
downlead. Input and output connections are
handy no -strip type for easy installation.
Quality circuitry insures perfect color
and black and white reception.

NEW
LS -27 82 CH. LINE

TT_

0

75 ohm coaxial cable

into two trunk lines.
Indoor type with
transformer network features
excellent match. Connectors

NEW
T-12BLK 82 CH. MATCHING
TRANSFORMER-Compact indoor
Matching Transformer for attaching
coaxial cable to 300 ohm antenna
terminals of TV or FM receiver.
Packed 6 per poly bag, 8 bags per
master carton. Connectors included.

SPLITTER-High
quality line splitter
for dividing a single

included.

WINEGARD

ANTENNA SYSTEMS
3000 KIRKWOOD ST. BURLINGTON, IOWA 52601
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There is: Sylvania's Chek-A-Color test jig.
TV servicemen were never meant to be
movingmen.

(diagonal) screen. It adapts to both high
and low focus voltage sets and a full line
of adapters lets you test over 5,000 different models.
A front -panel switch controls a yoke

But, that was before antique, modern
and French Provincial units that included
hi-fi, tape decks and record players were
built around a large -screen color TV set.
Getting those units to the shop can be
a big job.

programming system that gives you a
range of impedances and/or deflection
voltages to closely match both tube and solid-

That's why we developed our two Chek-A-Color test jig
state systems.
units. One, our full -house model, gives everything you need
For actual testing, a convenient meter lets you measure anto test a chassis. The other is a basic unit that practically lets ode voltage and a speaker lets you check sound performance.
you design your own test jig.
Since Chek-A-Color handles tube, hybrid and solid-state
All you have to take back to the shop is the electronic guts chassis, there won't be many complete cabinets to lug.
of the TV monsters.
With a Chek-A-Color test jig all you have to take is the
Regardless of the size of the original picture, Chek-A-Color chassis. Get the picture? Sylvania Electronic Components,
lets you see it on a benchtop 14 -inch
100 First Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154

(71'4 SYLVANIA
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EDITORIAL
He's Human, Too
This month's
editorial does not
deal directly with
the current association merger
situation. Although
your editor is
increasingly optimistic that there
will definitely be a
merger approved
by the members of
at least significant segments of both
NATESA and NEA, unfortunately copy
deadlines do not always correspond with
association activity and an editorial
concerning the details of association
merger must await another issue. (We
fully expect complete coverage by our
July issue so that there will be ample

time for members to "digest" all
available merger information well in
advance of voting at the August
conventions.)

There is unfortunately one fact too
frequently overlooked, not only by the
members of NATESA and NEA, but also
by members of ISCET and even EIA (A
manufacturers' association which has
assumed many responsibilities
overlapping those also assumed by
NATESA, NEA and ISCET), plus those

that do not choose to be affiliated with
any association-still the majority of our
readers. Far too many people in all these

classifications fail to realize that the
other fellow is human too and has a
need for personal dignity. And as a
result, some have allowed personal fears
to run rampant.
Some in NATESA and NEA fear the
members of ISCET, developing the notion

that a group of upstart electronic
technicians may somehow turn it into a
treacherous union. In turn, some
members of ISCET fear both NATESA

and NEA, and feel that once merger is
accomplished the shop owners will be in
a really good position to effectively "cut
the throats" of the electronic
technicians.
Some members of NATESA fear NEA
because its membership has not been
as restrictive as NATESA's and there

might be elements in NEA that would
seek to destroy NATESA's past

accomplishments. On the other hand,
some members of NEA fear that with a
merger it might be forced to accept
elements of NATESA that have an

"entirely different" outlook concerning
association activity, central leadership
and involvement with "outside
elements."

Then too, there is a feeling of
distrust held by some members of
NATESA, NEA and ISCET concerning the

activities of some manufacturers that
belong to EIA-this same distrust
being reciprocated. Some EIA members
cooperate well with one or more other
associations in the evaluation of product
serviceability, warranty programs and
in-service training. Other manufacturers
prefer to operate alone in such efforts,
forming their own "independent"
serviceability committees or only
begrudgingly cooperating in any joint
training programs. Thus they have
"earned" the mistrust held by some
members of NATESA, NEA and ISCET.

Those manufacturers that prefer not to
cooperate, fear being accused of favoring
one "outside" association over another,
or delegating any undue authority or
prestige to an "outside" association of
mere shop owners or service men.
And then there are the manufacturers,
electronic technicians and service
dealers that simply do not want to have
anything to do with any association.
They feel that such alignment requires
too much valuable time, costs too much
money, or simply delegates too
much power to others. Whatever
their reason, the majority of our readers
still do not belong to any professional
association, and many of these readers
do not trust the manufacturers,
electronic technicians or service
dealers that do belong. In return, there
are members of all these associations
that consider non-members freeloaderspeople quick to reap the benefits of
association activity, but slow to
develop their own professional
business standards.
What far too many people fail to

realize is that such people as Frank
Moch, Dick Glass, Ron Crow, . . . , etc.
have quite a number of things in
common. Those listed, and most of the
many not, are married men who have
families that they love dearly. Once
while I was on an evening hike with

enjoy bringing along to many
association functions. Ron Crow loves
camping with his family, and if he could
also take an entire association out in
the woods camping, he would. Similar
personal comments can be made
concerning the others.
I realize that there are many
conflicting attitudes and strong feelings,
but sane of these have developed to
such an irrational extreme that I have
received complaints in the past from
the supporters of some of the above
mentioned officials for even printing
these names together in the same

paragraph-such an act lowering the
stature of others. Whether or not such
hate and anger is justified, these
outbursts are but an insult to the
intelligence of the parties issuing them.
Some of us realize that we are human
enough to overreact to stress, ignoring

the tact that the other fellow has a
similar human frailty. Then we, in turn,
overreact to the other fellow's
overreaction-despite generally
supporting the same basic principles.
If we all look out for our own
interests without any personal concern
for the other fellow, and if our own
egos are too big to permit us to
realize that everyone else is also human
and facing similar problems within our
industry; then we may be forced to
delegate our responsibilities to still
another party, one quite ready and
willing "to set things straight." Dear
old Uncle Sam has his own way of
"doing it right." His ways could well
inciude federal licensing laws slightly
out -of -step with the realities faced by
manufacturers, electronic technicians
and service dealers; regulated warranty
programs that could destroy any
manufacturer, electronic technician or
service dealer unable to conform;
training programs that will flood the
industry with "experts;" and price
controls that fail to acknowledge the
need for an adequate return on
investment, or the worth of one's skills.
Are we going to grow up and learn
how to get along, or must we face an
even greater, more effective consumer
cry for Uncle?

Frank, he spoke to me of the fact that
he had to return home early from our
Wisconsin meeting to attend his
grandchild's baptism. Dick and Dot
Glass have very cute kids that they
1973, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER
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READERS' AID

NOW, FOR ANY

ASSIGNMENT..

Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

attache

I have a Ham Transmitter Model
No. AF -100 manufactured by Supreme Transmitter Corp., New York,
N.Y. and would like to obtain a sche-

matic diagram and other technical
data on this set. I would like to know
if this company still exists and if so
where it is located.

Part Needed

LESLIE PITTMAN

I would like to obtain a schematic
and a power transformer for a Type

P.O. Box 484
Curling, Newfoundland

CB -1-60 Solar Capacitor Analyzer.

W. R. DASHO

tool cases

445 Sunny Hill Rd.
Bremerton, Wash. 98310

with different tool selections

We are in need of a schematic and
power transformer for a Rickenbacker Supersonic, Model B -16A, two
channel guitar amplifier.
W. J. COOK
Box 3086
Sioux City, Ia. 51102

Service Business for Sale
I have a TV sales and service business for sale in a growing city with a
population of 15,000. The business has

been located in the same area for 16
years and there is only one other major shop in the city. Retirement is the
reason for selling. Please write for
more details and price. Address "Personal."
BELCHER ELECTRONICS

J. H. W. BELCHER

I am in need of a channel selector
switch for a Pearce Simpson Model

33 W Downtown Mail
Ozark, Ala. 36360

Companion.
A. G. HAMMOCHER

2450 Granada
South Daytona, Fla. 32019

Model TC 100/ST

Test Equipment for Sale

I have for sale a Sencore Model
SS137 TV Sweep Circuit Analyzer
purchased recently. Make an offer.

I would like to purchase the test
leads and probes for a DuMont Model
208-B Cathode -Ray Oscillograph.
JOHN C. Cox

1329 Devonport Drive
Lexington, Ky. 40504

BARNET TOYEN

39 Saddle Hill Rd.
Newington, Conn. 06111

I have a number of used test instruments for sale. Please write for
complete listing and price.

Schematics Wanted
I would like to purchase Tekfax
Groups 154 through 226, Schematics
No. 926 through 1364.

Model TC-200/ST

Technicians, servicemen, field engineers: Here's

the ideal combination- Xcelite professional
hand tools made to highest standards for any job

. all housed in a rugged, attractive attaché

B. A. MURPHY

9750 Frankford Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19114

Your choice of two: Model TC-100/ST provides
a larger, yet compact case containing an exten-

sive selection of 41 individual and 13 inter-

I would like to obtain a schematic
and part list for a Continental Model
327 CBK Stereo MPX Receiver or a

Belair

Model CRH-401 Portable
Cartridge Tape Player and radio com-

changeable tools with 3 handles, and 5 separately

bination.

cased sets of specialized drivers. Model TC-

Boa & LEE'S TV's
P.O. Box 168
Wrightwood, Calif. 92397

200/ST offers an economical but extremely ver-

satile selection of 10 individual and 28 inter-

changeable tools and handles for less demanding
work.
WRITE FOR
BULLETIN N273.

nationwide availability through
local distributors

O
XCELITE, INC.. 14

Bank St.. Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd

... for more details circle 147 on Reader Service Card
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I have several used test instruments
and a number of Sams Photofacts for
sale. Please write for details and price.
DUANE WILSON

style case personalized with your initials. Tools
neatly mounted in see-thru pockets on removable
pallets and trays ... plus generous space for individualized selection of test instruments, parts
boxes, soldering gun and other tools.

GARY GIPSON

Box 19B
Newark, Ark. 72562

I would like to obtain a schematic
and operating instructions for a Solar
Model CE, Serial No. E-6842, Capacitor Analyzer.
HAROLD HOFFMAN

11682 Magnolia St.
Garden Grove, Calif. 92641

Rt. 2
Guymon, Okla. 73942

I want to sell a Beckman Model
5571 Frequency Meter in good condition with manual.
JASPER J. SIPES, CET

P.O. Box 85
Bethel Island, Calif. 94511

I have for sale a Heath, Model IG57A, Post Marker/Sweep Generator,
complete with cables and service manual. Used one time.
STEPHEN GRIMES

Rt. 1, Box 284A
Independence, Kans. 67301

Announcin
RCA IT in_
Antenna
System

The profit le new
achievement in antenna technology.
The Mini -State is brand new from RCA. It's the first true
miniaturized rotating antenna system on the market. It

nel. Exclus've airection indicator light on the hand held

and works well!
works _
This system is specifically made for your metropol tan and
suburban customers who want the quality re2eption of an
outdoor -type antenna, in a beautifully compact unit suitable for homes and apartments.
Measu-ing just 21" across and 7" high, the Min. -State is

The RCA Mini -State rotating antenna system iriclJdes:
The antenna with built-in amplifier. Built in rotatcr and

.

completely enclosed in an attractive sturdy plastic case
that's weatherproof and resistant to dust anc dirt. It
weighs just 6 pounds and can be mounted almost anywhere: rooftop, chimney, window, attic and closet.
The RCA Mini -State's uni-directional pattern, \'HF slotted ri ig and multi -element UHF design, combined with its

completely integrated solid state circuitry, prcvides excellert reception on all channels, and helps avoid interference and ghosts.

Mini -State model 5MS440, with built-in rotator, allows
your customers to zero -in for best reception on any chan-

control uni.: tells them where the antenna is aimed_

hand neld remote control unit. A 120 volt AC power
supply. A VHF -UHF antenna matching transformer. An
outdoor mast clamp. Legs which can be snapped into place
for indoor Jse.
Although regular coax ia' and rotator cable may be used, a
unique combined coaxial and rotator cable is available in
prefabricated lengths fo- quick, easy installation. (A fixed
non -rotating model 5MS330 is also available.)
Yes, :his new RCA Mir i-State antenna system car. mean
maxi -profits for you. See your RCA Parts and Accessories

distributor today, or contact RCA Parts end Accessories,
P.O. Box 100, Deptford, N.J. 08096. Make sure you're in

on the g-ound floor of this profitable new era in TV
antenna systems.

RCA

l4tlf-711E.11,0L.
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New
SPRAGUE

SEMICONDUCTOR

Q -MART READY

TO SERVE YOU!
Replacement Semiconductors for
Service Technicians, Laboratories,

Hobbyists, Experimenters
Sprague's

"Total -Capability" Replacement
Semiconductor Q -MART. being installed in
more distributors' stores with each passing
day, simplifies the selection and purchase of
small -signal transistors, power transistors.
field effect transistors, silicon rectifiers, linear
integrated circuits, and LED devices, with a
product variety that cannot be obtained from

.........

....................................
.......................................
.............................
*

.

................................
..................................
.................................
...........................

any other single source.
Designed with the service technician/hobbyist/experimenter in mind, it gives you ready
replacements for over 30,000 original manufacturers' part numbers which are frequently
found in home/mobile entertainment and
communications equipment.

You'll enjoy the ease with which you can
serve yourself right from your Sprague distributor's 0 -MART. Every semiconductor is
individually packaged in a handy, reusable
Kleer-Palo plastic box (no hard -to -open bubble packs or blister packs) mounted on a card

that gives you a good description of the
device, conplete with pinning diagram, electrical paraneters, and important cross-reference replacement information.

Don't de:ay . . . Stop at your Sprague distributor's
Q -MART 'oday! And while you're there, don't forget to
pick up your tree copy of Sprague's 48 -page Semiconductor Replacement Manual K-500. Or
write to
Sprague Products Co., 65 Marshall St.. North Adams,
.

Mass. 01247

.

.

What's more, every device is a popular
device. There are no dogs to waste time
with or cause confusion. Your distributor's
Q -MART contains only the hottest, fastest selling semiconductors based on frequency of -use. With this kind of movement, you can be
sure you're always getting factory -fresh stock.

SPRAGUE'

MEMBER

THE BROAD -LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
.

12

.
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THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

LETTERS
Reader comments concerning past
feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

We Must Bury Hatchet
Congratulations on your very fine
editorial in your February issue. It is
an extremely well put article that
should help put many of us thinking
deeply about our profession. You will
undoubtedly have some bricks tossed
at you, but this is to be expected.
What made this great country was
the ability of its leaders to discuss
with open minds the problems of the
day. To use logical and analytical reasoning to seek a solution to the problem at hand. Even though at times intelligent people disagree, they can still

rise above their own selfish desires
and agree to solutions that are good
for the majority.
Today-now as never before we in
the consumer electronics industry need
unity to survive the battle of giantism,
consumerism and government harass-

ment. We in the electronics industry
must today each get a "Positive Mental Attitude" (Dr. N. V. Peale) about
unity and working together, and practice the "Good Book's" teaching, "I
am my brother's keeper."
We each must BURY the HATCHET of hate, spite, disrespect, selfishness and greed. We must, to survive,
learn to give a little, admit our mistakes, quit "nit picking" and get at the
more important and very serious tasks
that confront our industry.
Again, let me say you and your pub-

lication need to be thanked and were
brave to come out with such an admirable stand.
CHARLES R. COUCH, JR., CET
PRESIDENT, NEA

Some Write to Gain Prestige
Quite often we feel editors, such as

yourself, create an editorial to gain
prestige in/or within a circle, but after

reading your editorial in the February issue of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/

DEALER, we are convinced you would
never fit in the above -mentioned category.

Realizing you knew in advance that

you, as an editor, from writing such
an article had much more to lose than
you could possibly gain, still you dug
up the bold, truthful facts and printed
them like you saw them.
Having been a NATESA member
the past 18 years, I realize the many
accomplishments it has made for our

industry. On the other hand, I have
closely and enviously observed the accomplishments that NEA has attained

in the short 10 years it has been in
existence.

This makes us wonder just how

much could be accomplished for our
industry if the efforts of both groups
with their many great leaders were directed in one direction for one common cause.
In my opinion, one of the main rea-

sons, in the fear of a combined effort
of one strong National Association,

is the fear of the loss of stature of

ents who could get their work done
uninterrupted, knowing the kids were
safe. I saw a beautiful quality in this
giant of industry, for every few hours
he and "Babe" would stroll by to see
if anything was needed, ready to wipe
a drippy nose if necessary. In itself,
unselfishly filling

this kind of need

makes him an uncommon man. We of
the Electronics Technicians Association of Greater New Orleans are honored to have worked with him on this
project.
MALCOLM G. MCCANN, JR., CET

PRESIDENT, ETA OF GNO

some of the leaders of each association.

It is my opinion that if greater emphasis were given to the State Associations and greater recognition be given

to the leaders of each state association, many of these leaders would feel
more secure.
Considering the memberships of
both groups in each state, all 50 should
be fairly well represented in the new
association.

While in Kansas City attending the
recent NATESA Executive Council,
we again visited the Crown Center Hotel facilities. Construction is progress-

ing at a rapid pace. With 850 people
working on the project, I guess it
should.
I

talked with Crown Center Sales

Manager Bill Nuhn this week and they

are to move into their new executive
offices in the hotel the first weekend in
March.

The Hotel will officially open May
8th, 1973.

The facilities will be the greatest
ever for our convention. All meetings,
meal functions and exhibits will be on
the same floor. Sound good?
NOLAN BOONE

Appreciates February Editorial
Please accept my personal gratitude

for your editorial of February. You
could very well clear up more problems in our profession beating your
typewriter than dozens could do
pounding their gavels.
I abstained from voting at the

ISCET meeting in August when you
were elected because of insufficient
knowledge of the candidates. Thankfully the others knew what they were
doing. My belated congratulations.
Mr. Finneburgh deserves another
feather in his cap for his sponsoring
of the "teen room" at the last convention. While it cost as much as a booth,
it didn't sell merchandise. He volunteered in advance to back it because
it was needed. A function such as this
is really only appreciated by the 30
or 40 children who were entertained
during the day sessions, and their par-

Comments on February Editorial
Regarding your February editorial,
which discussed current merger problems between NEA and NATESA, let
me make a comment or two.
First, to me the most important part
of it is the fact that you and your publication had the courage to enter into
the discussion of this important trade

action, and to express your honest
evaluation of the situation. A large
problem in the electronics business

has been the lack of debate and comment on the issues and problems.
Without open discussion, the readers
and the members of this industry cannot understand exactly what the problems are, and therefore cannot participate in the solution to them. On the
other hand, to comment on them, as a
publication, is to assure yourself that
at least some will disagree with you.
Some readers as well as some adver-

tisers-both of which every publication must have.
and others who have read the editorial do not agree with everything you
stated. I doubt that you expected that.
In particular, I felt the editorial left

the reader with the feeling that the
continued rift between NEA and
NATESA is still merely a "Squabble."
Definition: Debate: An argument
between two parties.
Squabble:

When you

aren't one of them.
NEA was formed in 1963 because

there was a definite problem within
NATESA, which could not be solved
from within. The same problem is evident in the present situation. Adding
to the merger difficulties is a giant lack
of understanding of practically all the
details of the two associations. Many
of the people who voted for merger at
the New Orleans convention did not
really understand the definition of that
word and have expressed the feeling

that they would not "merge" under
any conditions. A majority of the
members of both organizations really
have no idea of the differences in ac continued on page 14
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NEW FII.NCO
HOME TV/FM
MULTIPLE SET SOLID STATE

AMPLIFIERS
Amplifies TV -FM signals

for distribution to
every set in the house!
For COLOR. Black & White, FM StereL

Five different models for every
reception requirement.

LETTERS

...
continued from page 13

tivities; services to members; net
worth; or operation of each group.
Without such an understanding, it
is human nature to take the most convenient issue at hand and to choose up

sides and enter a name-calling contest. That is where we are now, and it
really is up to the members to take the
time and to make the effort to see that

their leaders are making the correct
decisions as regards to merger or con-

solidation or the termination of the
talks.

Your editorial is a big step in the
right direction.
DICK GLASS, CET
EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT, NEA

G-922
82 Channel
TV plus FM

300 ohm system
VHF -UHF -FM

.

. 300 ohm input and four
300 ohm outputs using twin lead wire.

merger.

In

retrospect,

time. As I recall, Mr. Moch, who was
billed as a feature speaker in one of
the sessions, did not commit himself
to a definite date of arrival, showing
up at a breakfast meeting attended
by but a small group of delegates. I
cannot recollect the text of his speech,
but it was in generalities. In fact, some
said it was ambiguous, containing

nothing even remotely pertaining to
merger.

fighting the discount houses that cause

List $46.95

75 ohm input and four
75 ohm outputs using coaxial cable.
.

G-924

tions.

82 Channel
TV plus FM

Please process my personal subscription to ET/D, and thanks for all
your efforts. [Money enclosed for
three-year subscription.]
75 ohm system
.

KENNETH G. BROWN, CET
PRESIDENT, TSA OF IOWA

VHF -UHF -FM

75 ohm input and a single
/5 ohm output using coaxial cable.
.

List $45.95

G-920

NATESA Merger 19 Years Ago

VHF -TV plus FM

Your latest editorial relative to the
NATESA/NEA merger has aroused
my memory of a similar affair which
300 ohm system
TV Channels 2.13

300 ohm input
and four 300 ohm outputs using
twin lead wire.
.

List $33.95

occurred nearly 19 years ago in Phila-

delphia. Then, as now, Frank Moch
was head of NATESA. Another national association, called NESDA, encompassed

G-921

many

local

chapters

throughout the Northeastern Atlantic
coastal states, plus some from Missouri and Texas. Max Lobowity, head
of NESDA, along with Lewis Winner,

VHF TV plus FM

75 ohm system
. TV Channels 2-13

owner and publisher of SERVICE Mag-

and FM ... both 75 ohm

azine, had staged a "Color. TV Symposium" at the Bellevue Stratford

List $39.95

Hotel of Philadelphia in April 1954.

and 300 ohm inputs and four
75 ohm outputs using coaxial cable.

Write Dept. ETD -5 for Catalog No. 20-594

The
FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street
Bedford, Ohio 44146
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possible

NATESA was not receptive at the

are fortunate to have capable individuals in important and influential posi-

.

.

a

VHF -UHF -FM

75 ohm system

.

This humble writer had attended
organizational sessions
of
NESDA, trying to find a solution for
some

fine job with ET/D and am glad that
you are the chairman of ISCET. We

G-923

.

as a "Color TV Symposium and Eastern Conference." Despite such publicity, the real purpose of this meeting
was to initiate a program to merge the
two national associations so that there
would be a unified voice to speak for
the Radio/TV Servicemen.

tended here. Moreover, I think the
gentleman is dedicated to the profession. The Radio/TV Service people
owe him a great deal because he's always in the front line battling the ad-

82 Charnel
TV plus FM

and FM

NESDA people had anticipated the
outcome, so they billed the occasion

think your magazine is great. It is certainly relevant to our industry and association, and there has been such a
change for the best that, well, I'm getting a little tired of reading the
school's copy and I would like to subscribe myself.
Personally, I think you have done a

List $43.95

.

Backs Words with Money
It's been a long time since we've
visited, but I want you to know that I

and engineers to lecture the servicing
technique. It was a huge success. The

for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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It was a three-day affair.

Color TV was in its infancy and
servicemen

were

anxious

to

learn

more about the subject. Thus a sym-

posium that attracted the major TV
manufacturers to display their wares

No criticism of Mr. Moch was in-

verse publicity aimed at the Radio/
TV Serviceman, from time to time
financial ruin to independent operators.

Back to the Eastern Conference:
For some reason or another, after a
successful

symposium,

the

locals

seemed to cool toward NESDA and it
went out of existence some time later.
As it looks now, the success of the
scheduled

August NATESA/NEA
merger meeting appears anything but
promising. There are two barriers that
must be removed before a meaningful

negotiation can begin. (1) The NEA
people must abandon any idea that
Mr. Moch has no place in the new association. (2) Mr. Moch must realize
that no mortal man is indispensable.
If past performances mean anything,
neither side is ready to lower the barriers, as mentioned, so long as the
same personnel run the respective organizations.

It is unfortunate that Mr. Moch has
been tying up his personal fortune (fi-

nances) with NATESA. This writer
has no way of knowing the amount,
but it must be considerable. His adversaries often accuse him of using
some of his own funds to operate the
association

so that he can control

same. Such accusation is unfair, for he
has little to gain and everything to lose
should the association fold.

Regardless of the method or mancontinued on page 66

Announcing the first annual Zenith
components and accessories
warehouse sale.

SHOPPING LIST
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CLIP AND TAKE TO THE SAL-

AT YOUR

ZENITH DISTRIBUTOE'S WAREHOUSE

Replacement color picture
tubes
Replacementtubes b8w picture
receiving
tubes
Outdoor antennas

EReplacement

0 Indoor antennas
0 Antenna rotors

0 Wire and cable
Headphones

0 Batteries

chemica s- tuner
Electronic
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cleaner,
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ONE -STOP
SHOPPING

You'll find special values on
Zenith quality components and accessories
at your participating Zenith
Distributor's Warehouse Sale.
Call now for your May sale dates!

For quality you can depend on,
in components and accessories all in one convenient place.
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
JESUP Project Gets Applause
From Attending Technicians

JESUP, the "Joint Electronic Service Upgrading Program," got its first test at the Indianapolis Stouffers Inn,
March 19-20, 1973.

While the 10 participating manufacturers (Admiral,
Sony, Sylvania, Philco-Ford, General Electric, Zenith,

Panasonic, Magnavox, RCA Corp. and Motorola) haven't
as yet concluded their evaluation; the attending independent service technicians expressed mostly praise for the
idea.

The purpose of JESUP is
to give technicians an oppor-

tunity to learn new product
information about all the major brands. At the same time,
they are exposed to lectures
from association trade technicians and college personnel
on general troubleshooting
theory and procedures.
Of the 175 people participating in the Indianapolis
school, 130 were practicing

Forest H. Belt-Forest H. Belt and Associates, Noblesville, Ind.
Dick Glass, CET, Executive Vice President of NEA, and
Coordinator of the Pilot JESUP School, made the following observations:
1. Student/technician reaction to the pilot training school
was outstanding.

2. While many changes will be made in future JESUP
Schools, as a result of the evaluation of this first school,
the concept (which was based on two years of combined
study by various trade groups) appears to be the correct
approach to supplementing manufacturers' individual
training programs, and increasing the capabilities of the
country's independent electronic service technicians who
do over 90 percent of the electronic repair work.
3. The attending technicians were subjected to as much as
11 hours of study on the first day of the school, yet the
most often heard suggestion was that both students and
trainers needed more time!
4. Only a few of the technician attendees, when questioned,
indicated they had attended more than one or two manufacturer/distributor one -brand training sessions during

the past year. The 10 brand aspect of the JESUP Program seemed to be the most appealing part of the school
to attendees.

technicians, electronics instructors or students. This
session that discussed "the sernumber was less than the 200
vice call," providing hints on using
Les Nesvik, CET, leads a special

a professional approach on calls.

quota originally set by the
all -industry committee.

According to Ron Crow, CET, who was in charge of
technical evaluation and curriculum: "The individual
classes at each manufacturer's training booth varied between 6 students and 20. In the future we would not be
afraid to take classes as large as 30 technicians at a set-up,
even though smaller numbers allow the trainer to give more
personal help to the technicians, which has its benefits too."

Andy Murnick of Philco-Ford
simulated troubles with.

uses

a

chassis that

he

can switch -in

During the JESUP School lunches, technicians, instructors, factory reps
and students found time to exchange ideas and information.

The second JESUP Project is scheduled to be conducted
in St. Louis, Mo., on May 22-23, 1973. Those interested
in this project should contact Vince Lutz, CET, 1546 Sells
Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63147, phone (314) 381-9944.
At the Sylvania set

up, Jack Berquist, Sylvania's training specialist,
shows some of the technicians how to service color -TV receivers.

Instructors for the four general sessions, which all the
technicians attended simultaneously, were all Certified

RCA Canadian Subsidiary Designing
Inexpensive TV Satellite Receivers

Electronic Technicians. They were:

RCA Corp. has announced that its Canadian subsidiary,
RCA Ltd., has received a $2 million contract to design a
key earth station for the first satellite relay of TV directly

J. A. Wilson-Kent State University, Warren, Ohio
Les Nesvik-Service Manager, Wholesale TV, Indianapolis, Ind.

Buzz Padgett-Bench Technician, Wholesale TV, Indianapolis, Ind.

0. C. Brown-O. C. Brown TV, Jeffersonville, Ind.
Charles Cave-Ahrens Trade School, Louisville, Ky.
Frank J. Teskey-R.E.T.S. Electronics School, Indianapolis, Ind.
16
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to small village receivers.

The experiment in India calls for educational TV programs transmitted by the RCA -designed station to be relayed through a satellite to inexpensive receivers located
in several hundred settlements throughout the country. It
could be in operation by mid -1974.
The earth station will originate programs carrying every -

thing from birth control information to instructions on how
to plant and cultivate crops. The programs will be received

by the village stations and shown on TV sets located in
community centers.

Besides designing the earth station, RCA will supply
most of the high-technology subsystems for the facility,
and will provide technical assistance and personnel training

for operation and maintenance crews. The contract was
signed with the government of India, with financial assistance from the Canadian International Development Agency.

The spacecraft to be used for the experiment is the

SECURITY SYSTEM

United States' ATS-F communications satellite, which is
due to be launched by NASA in mid -1974. ATS-F is an
applications technology satellite capable of beaming a more
powerful and more highly focused TV signal than present
communications satellites.

Several hundred villages will be equipped with special
TV receiving stations, designed to pick up signals relayed
directly from the ATS-F satellite. Each receiving station
will cost $500.

It will consist of a "dish" antenna,

approximately 8 to 10 ft in diameter, along with the electronics necessary to convert and amplify the signal for
regular TV sets located in community centers.
Mr. I. A. Mayson, Vice President of the Government
and Commercial Systems Div., RCT Ltd., says that the
project "has been widely discussed in national forums, including the United Nations, and it is regarded as an important pilot test of procedures and programs which could
vastly accelerate the advance of national communications
systems in the world."

Colorado Professional Electronics Assn.
Passes Resolution Concerning Merger
WHEREAS,

both NEA and NATESA's general membership voted
at their conventions in 1972 in New Orleans that there
shall be a merger, and
WHEREAS,
the NEA Board of Directors in October in Omaha and
again in January at Phoenix reaffirmed NEA's efforts
toward merger, and
WHEREAS,
the NATESA Executive Council chose to ignore at
their fall meeting the progress of the Merger Committee, even though they were given a copy of the NEA
resolution made by the NEA Board in October and
WHEREAS,
the Executive Director of NATESA failed to attend
the Merger Subcommittee meeting in December, and
WHEREAS,
the officers of NATESA chose to have the January
Subcommittee meeting in Kansas City postponed, and
WHEREAS,
the NATESA Executive Director and the NATESA
President refused to attend the Atlanta Merger Subcommittee meeting in March,
BE IT RESOLVED,
that the Colorado Professional Electronics Association does support the merger movement and is in favor
of one unified National Electronics Service Association. If this is not possible, however, the Colorado
Professional Electronics Association does wholeheartedly support the National Electronic Associations and
it's positive and aggressive programs and does hereby
reaffirm its affiliation with the National Electronics
Associations.

The above resolution passed unanimously at the CPEA
Board of Directors meeting, March 17, 1973.

MERCHANDISING
THAT SPELLS PROFIT!
BECAUSE...

3 systems for total market
18 selected accessories.

BECAUSE.
Realistic pricing
with sales and
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aids.

BECAUSE...

Well organized point -of -purchase
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packaging.
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BECAUSE...
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5 ways to cut Your cost
Of doing more business
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continued from page 17

TESA Wisconsin Announces
Plans for June Convention
TESA Milwaukee, host chapter for the 14th annual convention of TESA Wisconsin, has announced plans for a gala
affair on the week end of June 9th and 10th.
Jerry Hall, past NATESA president and chairman of the
convention, expressed optimistic confidence for a record

Heathkit Transistor - FET Tester... 49.95*

/

Tests transistors, diodes, FETs, SCRs, triacs, unijunction transistors in or out of circuit. 5 current
ranges measure leakage as low as 1 uA and collector currents as high as 1A. Gain (DC Beta),
transconductance (GM), and leakage values
read directly on large meter face. Special

NEWS

breaking attendance. The theme of the meeting is "New
Dimensions in Service," and one of the new dimensions is
that all servicers, NEA members, CETs, as well as the
regular members of TESA Wisconsin, are invited.
Arrangements have been made to conduct a CET exam
on Saturday, June 9th, any time after 8:30 AM. Seminars
will he presented on "Interior design and remodeling," and
"Service productivity and profits." The latter will he presented by well known NARDA member, Dean Ridgely, of
Green Bay, Wisc. Dean has also been a member of TESA

battery testing circuit gives meter indication
of self-contained power supply. Kit 11-121, 6 lbs.

Heathkit Solid -State FET VOM..39.95*
This new dual FET portable multimeter has lab -grade
accuracy, high (10 megohm) impedance input, and the
ranges you really need... at a price you can easily afford. 9 DCV and ACV ranges from 0.1 to 1000 V. at ±
2% accuracy. 6 DC and AC current ranges from 10
microamps to 1 amp. 7 resistance ranges, xl (10 ohm
center) to xl Megohm. 9 dB ranges, -40 to + 62. 1%
precision metal -film dividers. 41/2", 100 uA ruggedized taut -band meter, diode and fuse protected. Bat-

Wisconsin for many years.
Room reservations should he made directly to the Ramada at North 12, West 26500 Golf Rd., Pewaukee, Wisc.
53072, (414) 547-0201. Reservations cannot be guaranteed
after May 19th, and a deposit is requested.
Convention registrations should he made to Mrs. Hazel
Horst, 2521 E. Park Place, Milwaukee, Wisc. 53211, (414)
962-4260. The fee is $15.00 per person and covers all
meals and activities. Registrations received prior to May
19th will qualify for a drawing to win a free "Whirlaway
Weekend Special" at the Ramada.

tery check switch provided. Kit IM -104, less batteries,
4 lbs.

Heathkit 8 -Digit 120 MHz Counter...299.95*
Measures 1 Hz to over 120 MHz. Over range, gate, and two range indicators.
Preassembled TCXO time base. 1 meg-

ohm FET input. Automatic triggering
level. Sensitivity 125 mV or less to 120
MHz. ECL logic. Builds in 15 hours. Kit
1B-1102, 12 lbs.

Heathkit 10 MHz Triggered Scope...229.95*
A 5" triggered sweep scope at a low kit price
you can't afford to pass up. AC - 10 MHz re-

sponse, calibrated attenuator, 50 ns sweep
rate with magnification. AC -DC coupling, 50
mV sensitivity. One of the outstanding scope
values on the market. Order one for your service bench today. Kit 10-103, 36 lbs.

Heathkit Digital Multimeter...229. 95*
A digital multimeter that meets lab specs
at a low, low kit price! 31/2 digits for 100
uV resolution on 200 mV range; 1V on
1000V; 5 DC ranges (100 uV - 1000V),
either polarity; 5 AC ranges (100 uV
500V); 10 current ranges (100 nA - 2A AC
or DC); 6 resistance ranges (0.1 ohm
20 megohms). DC calibrator supplied for

-

-41111111111111W"

-

0.2% accuracy without external equipment. Can be lab calibrated to 0.1%. Kit

Crown Center Hotel, Kansas City, Missouri

IM -102, 9 lbs.

Let's see you at the most unusual and
interesting national association conventions
ever .
and hopefully see the birth of a new

HEATH

r

Schlumberger

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-5

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Enclosed is $

.

, plus shipping.

.

association!

Please send model (s)
Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
Name

NATESA /NEA/ ISCET

Address

City

State

lip

Joint Conventions
TE-279
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August 24-26, 1973

Our 39 audio power transistors replace...

!

and thousands more.
There are a lot of identical transis-

tors around hiding uncle- different
manufacturers' part numbers.
But we've boiled power transistors
down to just 39 types that will handle

Practically everything from diodes
to integrated circuits.
And we don't stop there.

almost all of your replacement prob-

The ECG semiconductor line includes a variety of heat sinks, heat sink compounds, trarsistor mounting

lems.

kits, and sockets.

And we've also puttogether a cross-

reference guide that tells you which
one replaces which.
Our cross-reference guide also tells
you about the rest of our ECG replace-

ment semiconductor line. Altogether
they can substitute for 53,000 others.

In short, carrying Sylvania's ECG
replacement semiconductor line can
take a big load off your back.

And you can still give power to the
people

Sylvania Electronic Components,
Waltham, Mass. 02154.

arj SYLVANIA

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the n ambers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

HEX SOCKET DRIVERS 700
Allows turns unattainable
with conventional drivers

=IVES FROM ANY ANGLE

A line of Allen hex type screwdrivers and
interchangeable blades is introduced with
an unusual "ballpoint" tip design that
reportedly achieves a speed and ease in
engaging and turning that is unattainable
with conventional drivers. The tools are
said to work at any angle, thus being able
to handle hex socket screws that, because
of obstructions, cannot be reached
straight -on. Nine sizes-from .050 in.

through 3/16 in.-are available. Xcelite
Incorporated.

OSCILLOSCOPE 701
Mini -portable unit providing
dc-20MHz wide -band operation

The Model PS910A scope is designed to extend the
feasibility of on -site service and maintenance by
providing dc-20MHz wide -band operation in a
miniature, line or battery operated instrument. Up to
5 hr of operation can reportedly be obtained from the
nickel -cadmium batteries. Other manufacturer
specifications include: Risetime, 18ns; Vertical
Sensitivity, 10mv/div; Time Base, 10Ons/div to
10Ons/div; Trigger, internal or external with automatic
or manual level and slope selection; CRT Gradient,
4 X 10 div with'/4-in. divisions. The instrument
measures 13/4 in. H by 81/2 in. W by 12 in. D and
weighs 7 lb. Vu -Data Corp.

PICTURE -TUBE TESTER 702
Checks three color guns simultaneously

A "three -meter" picture -tube tester,
Model WT -333A, is designed to
simultaneously test the three guns of

a color tube on three separate meters
for emission quality, emission tracking
under varying voltage conditions, and
internal shorts and leakage. Under
continuous monitoring, even a short
term intermittent condition in a gun
can reportedly be detected instantly,
eliminating the need to remember or
record separate gun readings to
determine the emission ratios
(tracking) between the red, green
and blue guns of a picture tube.
Housed in a high -impact blue plastic
case, the tester is supplied with most
popular sockets, plus four tube socket adapters designed to cover
more than 90 percent of the picture
tubes currently used. RCA Electronic
Components.
20
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P.O. BOX 272
BLOOMINGTON, IND. 47401

TEL 812, 824-9331
OKLAHOMA:
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
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of our new
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HOME OFFICE-INDIANA:

P.O. BOX 60566
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73106
TEL. 405, 947-2013

SERVICE CENTERS in

MASSACHUSETTS:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC

P.O. BOX 3189
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01103
TEL. 413, 734.2737

CLEVELAND, OHIO
AN
CA.
HOUSTON,

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA:
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

atco,

P.0 BOX 5794
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92105
TEL. 714, 280-7070
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA:
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

P O. BOX 41354
SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95841

TEL. 916, 482-6220

OKLA OMA CITY, OK.
DELPHIA, P
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--Fast

8 hr. Service!

OHIO:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
5682 STATE RD.
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44134

TEL. 216, 845-4480
COLORADO:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC

P.O. BOX 4245
DENVER COLO. 80204

TEL. 303, 244.2818
TEXAS:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

P.O. BOX 26616
HOUSTON, TEX. 77032
TEL. 713, 644-6793
TEXAS:

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

P.O. BOX 7332
LONGVIEW, TEX. 75601

TEL. 214, 753-4334

FREE JOB CARDS

$ 9 95

FREE SHIPPING LABELS

1 YEAR GUARANTEE

Come and see us. PTS Branches are all company owned-No Franchises-we care for
our customers. For a TUNER PART or COMPLETE TUNER REBUILT, come to us, we
will take care of your tuner problems like no one else can. WE'RE PROFESSIONALS 18 years experience made us what we are!

PENNSYLVANIA:
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

P0. BOX 16856
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19142
TEL. 215, 724-0999
FLORIDA:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC

P.O. BOX 6881
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 32205

TEL. 904, 389-9952

You owe it to yourself
to try P.T.S. We are the fastest growing, oldest and now the
largest tuner service company in the world. Here is what
you get:

Color

Black & White-Transistor- -Tubes

-Varactor- Detent UHF

59.95
516.95

VHF or UHF

Fastest Service -8 hour-in and out the same day. Overnight
transit to one of our plants.
2. Fine Quality! Your customers are satisfied and you are not
bothered with returning tuners for rework!
3. Lower Cost! Up to $5.50 less than other tuners for rework!
4. Friendly, helpful service! We help you do more business-that
way we will do more, too. We want your business and we try
1

UV -Comb.

Major parts, tubes, transistors, shipping
charged at net cost
(Dealer net!)

to deserve it!

for finer, faster,

send faulty unit with tubes shields and all broken parts to:

Precision
TunerService

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC
5682 STATE RD.
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44134

5111 UNIVERSITY AVE
SAF DIEGO, CALIF. 92105

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
4324 TELEPHONE RD.
HOUSTON, TEX. 77032

307 N. MAY
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73106

TEL 216, 845 4480

TEL. 714, 2807070

TEL. 713, 6446793

TEL. 405, 9472013

or to any of our strategically located Service Centers
.

for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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You get more"security"
And it's all do-it-yourself.
The Mallory line of security products
is not only the most complete line you
can get anywhere, it's also just about
the easiest to hook up. It's genuinely
a do-it-yourself line.
Especially the complete systems.
From complete home intrusion alarm
systems (plug-in or wire -in) to smoke
alarms and car alarms.
And we have all the accessories
you need to expand and adapt any of
these systems to your specific
security needs.
Look for our security systems and
accessories on display in their bright,
new packages (with installation
directions printed right on each
package). It's all at your Mallory
distributor's now.
In the meantime, look at the table
on the right. It's everything we have
in security products to date. A
complete selection for one -stop
security shopping.

An;

-ALARM
T

ti
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from Mallory.
THE MALLORY SECURITY LINE
PLUG-IN

WIRE -IN

COMPLETE ALARM SYSTEMS

COMPLETE ALARM SYSTEMS

Smoke Alarm
Self-contained alarm to warn against smoke
and fire.

Closed -Circuit Alarm System

Complete alarm system containing batteries,
switches, wire, etc.

Crime Alert Ultrasonic Intrusion Alarm
Self-contained alarm which detects intruders
moving in an area of appoximatel} 300 sc. ft.

Crime Alert Ultrasonic Intrusion Alarm
Battery -operated, self-contained alarm
Also operates on AC.

Crime Alert Alarm System
Ultrasonically detects intruder. Transmits alarm
signal over house wiring :o signal activated
bell. Simple plug-in insta lation.

Car Alarm
Alarm system containing siren, six switches
wiring, etc.

Manual Alarm Pack
Manually summons help nstantly Oy
transmitting alarm signal over house wiring to
signal activated bel when you push the button.

ACCESSORIES
DC Weatherproof Siren
DC Vibrating Bell
Magnetic Switches
Heat Sensors 135°F or 200'F
Panic Switch
Alarm Hook -Up Wire
Lockswitch Round or Flat Key
Mallory Batteries
Auto Headlight or
Turn Signal Alarm
Warning Decals

ACCESSORIES
Wood Cabinet for Crime Aler:
Alarm Duration Timer for Crime Alert
Easy -Time 24 -Hour Timer

Lockswitch Round or Flat Key
Power Failure Alarm
Mallory Batteries
AC Vibrating Bell
AC Weatherproof Horn
AC Weatherproof Siren
AC Rotating Red Light

PERSONAL ALARMS

SIGNAL ACTIVATED COMPC NENTS

Bloc Alarm
Blocks doorways and warns if door is forced.

Transmit and receive alarm signal through
house wiring.

Handy Blast
Loud, piercing sound scares molesters away.

Alarm Trigger-Transmits signal to:
Weatherproof hor'
Alarm bell
Weatherproof siren
Sonalert

Handy Blast Refill

Outlet

Send for our new Security Systems Catalog 9-654.
It describes every item listed here, explains how to use them.

MALLORY

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
a division of I'. R. MALLORY & CO. INC.

Box 1284.1ndlanspolis. Indiana 46208: Telephone: 317.636-5353

.

.

.

I

for more dtails circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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JERROLD HAS TAKEN THE
MYSTERY OUT OF
MASTER ANTENNA TM
Now, you don't have to worry

about decibels or any other
theory. Just pick out one of the
Universal Systems shown in the
Jerrold Instant MATV Guide,
install it and you have an
excellent system.
If you can deliver good TV
signals to one set from one
antenna, you can easily install
any system in this guide.
Complete with actual
Layouts, Bills of Materials and
Installation Tips.
Send for your Jerrold
INSTANT MATV Guide today.

IT'S FREE!
JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P O. BOX 350, 200 WITMER ROAD. HORSHAM, PA.19044

k GENERAL INSTRUMENT t,r/q,,,

.
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TEKLAB REPORT

Introducing
General Electric's Modular
MA Color -TV Chassis
by Joseph Zauhar

This chassis offers plugability features for
maximum service accessibility
Many color -TV manufacturers are making great
efforts to simplify the
troubleshooting and ser-

vicing of their color -TV
sets. In fact, the color -TV
set featured in this article,
manufactured by General
Electric, was designed
with the help of field -service technicians. The TV
set was then given a high
rating for accessibility and
serviceability by an independent service review
panel using the NEA (Na-

tional Electronic Associations, Inc.) rating form
for the all solid-state color -TV modular chassis.
We received for lab

purposes a General Electric color -TV set, Model
MA9002WD, employing
the MA chassis. This chassis is presently used in

their new line of 25 -in.
(measured diagonally) receivers and is completely
solid-state, except for the

picture tube. It has been
designed to provide maxi -

mum serviceability by em-

ploying 10 plug-in modules, plus numerous interconnecting cable plugs and
instruction labels provided
with the set.

Approximately 66 percent of the TV set's electrical components are lo-

cated on the 10 plug-in
modules. These modules,
plus 17 major components
and five plug-in assemblies, can be removed

without using a soldering
iron, leaving only 41 mi-

nor components that require solder. According to
the manufacturer, approximately 95 percent of the
899 electrical components
in this TV set are in effect
modularized.
The modules permit

practically all of the servicing required to be done
in the home. However, if
module replacement might
involve a delay to the customer in a remote area, all

of the modules are designed with full circuit board markings and comidentifications to

ponent

permit conventional servicing where this approach

is preferable! Too many
other manufacturers attempt to prevent this dual
approach to servicing.
General Electric's Model MA900WD color -TV set employing the 25MA chassis.

When viewing the TV
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set from its front, the controls appear essentially the
same as on the KE-II
chassis assembly. They include the One Touch Auto
button, push -push oN/oFF

receptacle on one edge

grounded

which matches a plug on

spark -gap

master board,

the

screwdriver
method
of

and

checking for the presence

of high voltage (a tech-

UME

slide into place on a plastic guide. Each track has a
retaining nib at its outer
end to hold the module in
place. To remove a modu-

lar board, one need only

designed to accept a 70-

high -voltage indicator that

grasp

position detent UHF tuner
assembly. The UHF channels can now be selected
as easily as a VHF chan-

board with the fingers of

switch and sliding VOLcontrol. However,
the plastic frame has been

the edge

of

nique which can prove disastrous to some solid-state
circuitry). This chassis

contains a built-in neon

the

in, but in a different man-

CAL.,

module is mounted on top
of the power supply chassis and consists of a circuit
board inside a "U" shaped
heat sink.

BRIGHTNESS,

CONTRAST, COLOR, TINT LOCK,

and TINT are mounted on
a hide -away tilt -out panel.

There are a number of
other important features

simply

four

on this chassis to simplify

screws and disconnecting

component removal and

six plugs.
Upon

servicing:

removing

removing

the

back cover by removing
two screws and turning
four clips, the "U" shaped
modular chassis really

caught our eye. It is laid
out in a clean uncluttered,
compact fashion, with the
test points on the modules
being very accessible.

screw and grasping a small

metal handle to remove
both bulb and bracket;
and plugs on the interconnecting cable that are designed so that they can be
plugged in only one way.

As we review some of
the important new circuits
employed in the "MA"

chassis, they can be followed in this month's Tekfax schematic

voltage system and

the
main power supply, arc
quickly detachable from

One Touch Color System

the main chassis and ma)
be completely disconnect-

The improved "One
Touch" control circuit has

ed by unplugging. Also,

two switch positions, MAN-

the

UAL and AUTOMATIC, as in
contr3I panel is essentially

tripler are of plug-in design and no soldering is

The

plug in, and eight of these
modules consist of plug-in
circuit boards. Each of

required for their replace-

frame is now designed to accept
a
seventy poslion cetent UHF

these eight boards has a

the

Nine of the modules

ment.

There will no longer be
need

for

the

old

The modular solid state 25MA chassis is laid out in a clean uncluttered
"U" shaped design.
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picture -tube socket that
can be replaced by discon-

changed by removing a

Major sub -assemblies, such as the high

high -voltage transformer and high -voltage

Other high -serviceability features include: A

tube; the VHF and UHF
pilot lights which can be

ner. This 23v regulator

This complete bin assembly can be removed from
the front of the cabinet by

ent, thus providing an instant check.

removing the socket from
the end of the picture

The ninth board plugs

The secondary controls
which include the VERTI-

the high -voltage compartment. The indicator glows
when high voltage is pres-

necting seven plugs and

both hands and pull
straight away from the
chassis.

nel.

is visible from the rear of

the same as o- the KE II chassis
assembly.

tuner

However,

assembly.

The

the

plastic

secondary

controls pie wonted on the tilt out panel.

previous TV receivers. In
this chassis the AUTOMAT lc position limits the

ranges of the TINT and
COLOR controls so that the
customer always gets a
reasonably good color pic-

Approximately .36 percent of the set's total electrical components are
found on these 10 plug in modules.

cure when he pushes the
AUTO button. In this position, the button is illumina-

ted with a neon indicator.
Power Supply

The power supply as-

by
capacitors
C 1202 and C1203 in conresistor
with
junction
R1202, which produces

filtered

the --34v for the vertical
module. The center tapped
voltage at Pins 4 and 6 are

chassis which is easily re-

full wave rectified by diodes Y905 and Y906, and

moved by disconnecting

filtered

four plugs and two screws
from the chassis lip. This
assembly contains the

R2106 to supply 22v to
the audio module. The

sembly is located on a sub -

power transformer, main
filter capacitors, and the
Insta-Color stand-by filament transformer. It also
accepts the plug-in Low Voltage Regulator Module, which includes the
main power -supply diodes.

The power -supply provides five dc voltages and
two ac voltages. The secondary winding on trans-

by

and

C1206A
voltage

capacitor
resistor

from Pin 8 to

ground is half wave recti-

fied by diode Y907 and
filtered

by

capacitors

C 1204 and C1205, and
resistor R1204 to provide
the I 3v for the vertical circuit. The 22v rectified
voltage from diodes Y905
and Y906 is regulated in a

conventional manner and
supplies several points in

former T1201 normally
provides the 6.3v ac for

the chassis.

the picture -tube filament;
while in the "Insta-Color"

the filament winding of

A dc voltage is fed to
transformer T1202 to ele-

position the 4.0v ac for vate the picture -tube fila-

by circuit breaker CB1200.
VHF Tuner

The wafer -switch type

on the IF response. The

VHF tuner used in this

IF signal from the tuner is
delivered through the link
cable to the first IF ampli-

chassis employs three transistors and is similar to the
one used in the "J" General Electric chassis, al-

though the external connections arc different.
A MOSFET is used for
the RF amplifier and NPN
bipolar transistors arc

used in the oscillator and
mixer stages. The impedance of the VHF input terminal is" 7511. By using
shielded cable between the
antenna terminals and the
tuner input, co -channel or

harmonic interference on
cable systems
mized.

is

mini-

Video IF Module

The Video IF module
contains the Video IF Amplifier, AGC Keycr and Delay, Video Detector, Video

the picture -tube filament

ment voltage to minimize

Emitter Follower, 41.25

is provided by the secondary of the standby filament
transformer, T1202.
A full -wave bridge rectifier, filtered by capacitor
C1702A, produces the
160v dc for the high -volt-

filament -to -cathode breakdown.
A 2.5a Slo-Blo fuse,

Discriminator. The input

age

regulator B+. The

voltage between Pin 9 and
ground is half wave recti-

fied by diode Y908 and

MHz IF Amplifier, 4.5
MHz Detector and AFC

F1201, in the primary of, circuit used in this module
differs from the conventional type in that it is dewhile a 1/2a fuse, F1202, signed to enable the reprotects the primary of the placement of the tuner or
standby filament trans- IF module without the
former T1202. The high - need for alignment.
In this chassis the outvoltage section is protected

the power transformer
protects the entire receiver

put of the tuner is a single
circuit
tuned
broadly
which has negligible effect

fier input of 1C201. The
input impedance of this
stage is essentially constant at 75(1. The selectivity usually provided by the
conventional link circuit is
now furnished by the
tuned circuit consisting of

coils L201, L223, L224
and two traps.
The IF module is completely shielded in a rug-

ged metal enclosure and
can be removed without
the aid of a soldering iron.
Video Low -Level Module

The circuits employed
in this module perform the
following functions: Lowlevel video amplification
impedance matching to
the delay line, video reference shift and picture -tube
beam limiting.

Class A amplifier transistor Q301 provides iso-

lation from the video IF
module, along with impedance matching to the input

of delay line DL301. The
CONTRAST control adjusts
the

video output

from

transistor Q302 before it
is fed to Class A amplifier

Rear view of the color -TV set with the back cover removed showing

Eight of the modules are plug-in circuit boards. Each of these boards
has a receptacle of one edge which matches a plug on the master

the service controls.

board, and slides into place on plastic tracks.
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transistor
0303. The
video signal is then coupled
to video reference shift amplifier transistor Q304. In
this stage the vertical and
horizontal blanking pulses

fore forward biases diode
Y305, whose conduction

voltage multiplier, HVM
1600. These pulses are delivered to the video Low -

establishes a new reference level for the video

Level module and proc-

signal. This circuit simpli-

essed by a voltage doubler

fies customer adjustment -capacitor C341 and diare coupled through di- of the BRIGHTNESS control, odes Y340 and Y341.
odes Y303 and Y304 to which in a 100 percent dc The resulting dc potential
the base of that transistor. restored receiver may be appearing across capacitor

These blanking pulses are
superimposed on the video
signal appearing at the
collector of transistor
Q304. Since the video on
the base of Q304 is
clamped, the same is true
of the collector signal.
Therefore, during the
horizontal and vertical
blanking pulse intervals, a
blanking pulse is present
in the signal at the collec-

difficult for the customer
to understand and adjust

C342 and the CRT beam
limiter control network,
R340 and R341, is a function of CRT beam current.

properly.
The purpose of the
CRT beam limiter is to es-

by

the

clamped
video on the base of Q304
by approximately 3v. This
added pulse voltage there-

Chroma Module
The Chroma module is
a complete chroma system

in one module, which receives its input signal from

the emitter -follower output of the video IF module. The chroma module
contains two integrated
circuits. One, IC601, con-

Zener diode Y346 is tains a chroma-bandpass
tablish a limit of CRT employed as a threshold amplifier, a reference osbeam current under ex- element. BEAM LIMITER cillator, an ACC circuit
treme customer misadjust- control R340 is adjusted and a color killer. The
ment so that it does not so that zener diode con- other, IC602, contains a
exceed the rating of the duction is reached when chroma demodulator, a
CRT.
the CRT beam current color summing matrix and
Horizontal pulses, hav-

reaches 1.7ma. Transistor
0306, acting as an emitter
follower, provides a very

ing a magnitude directly

tor. These pulses exceed proportional to CRT
the reference level estab- beam -current,
appear
lished

by loading after zener conduction is reached.

output

amplifier

stages.

load imped- RGB Module
ance, which prevents the
In addition to providing
voltage developed across a linear composite video
capacitor C342 from be- signal to drive the picture
high input

across the parallel combination of capacitor C1703
and resistor R1703 in the
ground return of the high FOR COAYJAL
OPEN
UNK

three

ing appreciably influenced

tube to full output, the

11114,11

tarn.

VI* 300A
p,ter

7.\:.

*4

'kJ 4 11,
COAXIAL

Provisions are made to accept a 75u coaxial
cable antenna system. A 300u VHF input is
provided via a 75st-to-30011 balun, which is
connected by means of a shorting link.

The 23v regulator module plugs in, but in a
different manner, on the top of the power supply chassis. The circuit board is inside a
"U" shaped heat sink and includes all of the

This chassis features a high -voltage indicator
light which glows when high voltage is present.
the neon bulb is located below the BLUE
SCREEN control and eliminates using a meter
to check for the presence of high voltage.

power supply diodes.

After removing the knobs, the entire tuner
package is removed from the cabinet by removing
plugs.
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six

screws

and

disconnecting four

When the HORIZONTAL -HOLD shaft is pushed

The plug-in high -voltage transformer and high -

voltage tripler eliminates the need for soldering, enabling more service work to be done
in the home.
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in, a shorting switch is activated, killing the
sync signal and causing the picture to float
for a more accurate HORIZONTAL HOLD
adjustment.

RGB module also matrixes the luminance signal

with the color difference
signals, while maintaining
the dc reference level.

The positive output of
Low -Level
the Video
module is ac coupled
through capacitor C314 to

the RGB module. Consequently, dc voltage variations, component tolerances and thermal changes

are not coupled through
the RGB module to the
picture tube.
Basically, the RGB amplifiers consist of individ-

ual transistor amplifiersQ403, Q405, Q407-connected in a common -base
configuration,

one

for

each color signal. Inputs
to each of the three amplifiers are direct coupled
from the emitter -follower
stages, transistors Q402,
0404, Q406. These stages
are essentially in parallel
to the luminance signal,
which is ac coupled to the
base element of each emitter. The BRIGHTNESS con-

trol on the Video Low -

Level module is coupled
through diodes and isolation resistors to the base

complished in the linear
passive network-consisting of capacitors C401

A unique protection device is used in this chassis
to prevent X-ray radiation

elements of the same emitter followers.
This module provides a
linear composite video signal, clamped or refer-

and C403, and resistors
R409 and R410 on the

and protect the circuitry

RGB module, plus resistor
R647 on the Chroma
module.

the B+ regulated line or

enced to a dc potential
during the horizontal retrace to the picture -tube
cathodes. When the TV set viewer changes the dc
reference potential, it produces a net change in the
picture tube bias, causing
a change in the displayed
brightness.
This
dc
BRIGHTNESS control voltage must pass through the
RED, GREEN and BLUE

High -Voltage Regulation
Circuit
High -voltage regulation

is accomplished by the dc
voltage supplied to the
stage,
horizontal -output

and a conventional transistorized voltage regulator is supplied with 160v
from the power supply.
The regulated 130v sup-

from excessive voltage on
failure of the regulator cir-

cuit. If the regulated line
voltage exceeds 150v, an
SCR is triggered to short
circuit the power supply
open

and

the

circuit

breaker, causing it to remain open until the faulty
condition is repaired.

izontal output stage, and

Horizontal -Output
Circuit
The horizontal -output
transistor, Q1701, and
damper diode, Y1602,
employed in this chassis

the regulated voltage is ad-

provide switching to the

and G -Y
signal voltages from the

justed to produce 26.5kv
at the picture tube anode

color demodulators are ac

with the BRIGHTNESS and

coupled to the bases of

CONTRAST

controls set at

horizontal yoke windings,
which arc in a conventional configuration. The collector voltage of transistor

their respective emitter follower stages, which
places the color signal input to each stage in parallel with the luminance signal input. Matrixing of the
R -Y and Y signals is ac -

Depending
minimum.
upon picture -tube require-

Q1701 is the regulated
130v from the low -voltage

ments, the regulated B+
voltage can be between

power supply and is in effect the high -voltage regulator adjusted by the HIGH
VOLTAGE ADJUST control,

DRIVE

controls to obtain

grey scale tracking.
R -Y,

B -Y

ply is delivered to the hor-

120v and 140v to produce
the 26.5kv for the picture
tube requirements.

continued on page 56

INSUFFICIENT OR NO VERTICAL SHEEP

CHART 11

CAUTION: DO NOT REMOVE OR INSERT MODULES OR PLUGS WITH POWER APPLIED
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For fast diagnosis of chassis problems, an in -home service troubleshooting chart
service literature.

is

provided with the
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J. Nick Adams, CET (left)-author of this article-is the Parts and Service Manager at Couch's
Inc. Charles R. Couch, Jr., CET (right)-owner of Couch's Inc.-is President of the National
Electronic Associations, Inc.

A Shop Built for Thieves

by J. Nick Adams, CET

When Couch's Inc. began planning new quarters, the crime
history of the past 36 months was a major factor in the considerations
The planning of a new building
for a business organization is an
awesome task. There are literally

foot of enclosed space, with the

thousands of details and decisionsfrom carpet to roof. Cost and efficiency must constantly be consid-

signed around these factors.
There is probably no system
which offers perfect protectionand very few service dealers can afford to post armed guards every 10

ered as limiting factors, based on
the requirements of the business.
But equally important was the crime

history of the past 36 months! Almost a dozen break-ins [as described

in the article "Smash and Snatch"
beginning on page 43 of the September 1972 issue of ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER] gave owner

Charles R. Couch, Jr., plenty of
food for thought-along with some
additional gray hair and rapidly rising insurance rates.
Mr. Couch realized that he needed
an attractive building for the display
of brown goods. He also needed an
efficient layout to make use of every
30 I
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whole arrangement as burglar proof

as possible. The building was de-

ft. However, the integrated system
described in this article strikes an
excellent balance between cost and
protection.

The front glass area is minimal,
as shown in the photograph of the
building. These are the only windows in the building. The front and
service -entrance doors, along with
the windows, are of Laxan plastic,
rather than glass. This product of
the space age is nearly unbreakable:
and according to specifications, it
will withstand pounding, cutting and

the occasional hurled brick. While

its initial cost is higher than glass,
it will reduce insurance costs considerably.
The burglar protection and alarm

warning system was designed for
simple operation, with all functions
monitored at a central status panel.

Experience with the prototype of
this system indicated that if something went wrong, a major problem

was locating the trouble area. An
indicator panel solves this problem
handily. Lights give a quick status
on continuity, door opened or
closed, etc.
Switch -over to an internal power
source gives additional protection
in case of ac interruption. This
function is automatic.
Pressure switches trigger the audible alarm and alert the police station if someone attempts to break or
otherwise tamper with the windows.

r-

r
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Front view of the nearly completed building
shows the minimal window area.

This

audible

alarm

has

saved

Couch's on a previous occasion
[as reported in the November 1972.
issue Of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/
DEALER].

The noise is provided by a prerecorded tape feeding through a PA
amplifier. A wide-angle dispersion
horn speaker is mounted high above
the building, with monitor speakers
at several inside locations (refer to
diagram).

The effectiveness of the alarm
system dictated that it be installed
during the construction of the building, not just added when everything
else was finished. While under
construction, Couch's employees

is completely protected by pressure switches underneath.

Typical closed-circuit camera and monitor.

worked closely with the architect

blocks any possible entry from

This vast expanse of roof

and contractor to install various
portions of the system as the building went up.
The walls of the building contain
approximately 6000 ft of wire (Belden 8484 was used). This continuity wire is interlaced throughout the
construction, and there is scarcely a
chance that a hole could be opened
without breaking the wire and triggering the alarm. Naturally, latching relays are used. Once the alarm
sounds, they must be reset. A simple reconnection of the broken wire
is not enough.
Just below the metal roof, a net-

work of 2 -in. mesh screen wire

above. Even slight pressure on the
wire trips the alarm.
All doors have two sets of magnetic switches. One indicates if the
door is ajar on the indicator panel.
Another indicates entry with an audible gong, for use during working
hours. At night, this switch provides
continuity for the alarm system.
Smoke and heat sensors are also
a part of the general alarm system.

These sensors are strategically located and tied into the main status
panel. There, a hook-up with the
local fire

department via a tele-

phone line is contemplated.
Finally, provision has been made
MAY 1973, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER
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... continued on page 46
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Tuner Cover Booby Traps
by Bob Cook, CET

BEWARE! or one of these TV

tuner -cover booby traps will get you if you don't watch out!
From the rash of missing tuner
covers these days, one can imagine
that more and more electronic technicians have fallen into one or more

of the many typical tuner booby
traps. But, leaving the tuner cover off

the tuner is a poor solution to the
problem. This will not only introduce stray radiation, but will fill the
tuner with dirt, causing a worse intermittent problem than was present

before the tuner was cleaned. Be
forewarned of the problems that can

and snap locks, you inadvertently
bent one of the center tongues, and
it shorted against a plate -resistor tie
point.

If you caught it quickly enough
(nearly impossible at this point),
you may not have to replace the
1/2 w resistor that found itself between 240v and ground. If you
didn't catch it in time, you will have
to remove most of the channel strips
and replace the burned resistor.
My solution on these tuners is to

happen and watch for them after

carefully inspect the cover before

every tuner cleaning job. (The Standard Kollsman tuners mentioned in
this article can be identified by two

ing the tongues so that they are

replacing it on the tuner, and bend-

tight against the inside of the tuner

criteria: they have green bar channel strips with adjustable contacts
and the detent spring and roller are

mating surfaces. A few minutes
spent on this stage may save a lot of
time later. Result, no more two hour

at the front of the tuner, on one
side. The Sarkes Tarzian tuners

ing.

have square channel strips that snap

into a plastic wafer-which has a
habit of breaking-and the contacts
are not adjustable. The detent for
these is on the back.)

jobs after a 20 minute tuner cleanTrap No. 2

Especially prevalent on RCA, Admiral, Magnavox, Philco-Ford and

tuners-also possible with Sarkes
Tarzian tuners.

Be sure to check the UHF response after every tuner cleaning
job. Here the problem is the rear
corner of the cover on the side of
the UHF input jack.
This corner is easily bent when
removing the cover, and it doesn't
have to be distorted much to hit the
hot point of the UHF jack and short

it out. The result will be a weak,
snowy picture on the strongest UHF

stations-much like a bad UHF
tuner. In fact, one of the distributors
told me they sell a lot of UHF tuners for this very reason, only to find

later that the tuner was okay.
If you don't make a UHF check
after you clean one of these tuners,
you can be sure that you are going
to get a call from your customer
(if you have UHF in the area) accusing you of ruining their UHF
tuner, because it was okay before
you worked on the TV set. This call

back hurts you in more ways than
one. BEWARE!

Trap No. 1
Especially prevalent on Magnavox,

Trap No. 3

Admiral and others using Sarkes

This is one of the more insidious

Tarzian tuners.
You have carefully removed
some of the channel strips, cleaned
and adjusted the stator springs,
lubed the contacts and replaced the

traps that occurs in Admiral, Mag-

navox and others using Standard
Kollsman tuners.
You get a call

on an

inter-

mittent sound and picture, and
when you check the TV set, the

cover. Now you mount the whole
assembly back in the cabinet and
fire the TV set up to see how beauti-

fully it tunes, now with that good
cleaning job you did on it.

The TV set warms up and you
not only don't get a picture; but
worse, you get a strange smell and
smoke begins emerging from the

back of the TV set. After pulling

others using Standard Kollsman

the whole assembly back out of the

Bob Cook, CET, is Treasurer of the International Society of Certified Electronic Techni-

TV set, you find that in removing

cians, as well as being the owner of Cook's

the cover with all of its slots, slides

Electronic Repair in Garden Grove, Calif.

tuner is so bad that you can't get a
steady picture on any channel.
You give the customer an estimate for a tuner cleaning job and
proceed with your usual method of
cleaning the tuner. Upon completing the job you turn the TV set on
to demonstrate how good a job you
did for the customer, only to find

that most channels have tunable
continued on page 45
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The Picture
Tube of the Future
How many of you
remember way back about 22 years ago
when everyone was "buzzing" about color television?
CBS and RCA each had a "system" that they were trying to
get the FCC to approve as "compatible," so that the approved system
could be put into production and sold to the public. Any of you who had the
opportunity to view both "systems," I am sure, could see the advantages of the
RCA system that the FCC finally did approve. All of us who have been in
the service business for some time have been working with color picture
tubes since 1954 that use the internal pole piece gun. This type of
picture tube has been the standard of the industry; and as we
well know, uses dot trios and requires static and dynamic
convergence. The deficiencies of this tube have been
something that we all have learned to live with.

Lo and behold, we are told that
1973 will see a "break through" in
picture tube design. The new tube

will be lighter in weight, with a
shorter neck and above all, will
make the cost of a new color -TV
set much cheaper. Added to these
advantages is the fact that replacing
a defective color -picture tube of the

new style will involve little more
work and set-up adjustments than
black -and -white tube replacement.

There are four major manufacturers claiming that their picture
tube is best, and another up -to -now
unheard of tube maker also issuing
claims of superiority. The four com-

panies who will market this new
version of a color -picture tube are:

RCA, General Electric, Sony and
Toshiba. The fifth entry into the
"race" is David Sunstein, a Philadel-

by Vincent J. Lutz, CET

Mai

Vincent J. Lutz, CET, is editor
of the ELECTRONIC SERVICE
INDUSTRY YEARBOOK, Director of

NEA Special Activities, and
owner of Lutz TV Electronics in
St. Louis, Mo.

improvements in color reception,

rings

and will reduce the problems of the
present-day CRTs.

grooves, each holding but one turn
of wire. These yokes are said to be
more uniform in performance, with
convergence variations being less

RCA

The first one to be discussed will
be the RCA precision in -line type.
The screen consists of continuous

vertical phosphors instead of the

having

precisely

placed

than half that of those in saddle

yokes. The new type yoke is smaller
and less costly, using about 20 per-

cent of the copper used in saddle

conventional dot trios. RCA claims
that the line screen reduces the
beam -to -phosphor mis-register and

yokes and weighing only about 11/4
lb. The PST yoke has an impedance

improves purity and "white" uni-

flection circuits.

formity performance.

The

split -

suited for use with solid-state deIn this new RCA circuit, where

shaped shadow mask does not re-

purity and convergence are indepen-

quire as much reduction in the outer

dent of the driving circuit, it be-

edges, as does the dot trio mask.
To further insure beam position
accuracy, the grids are planar electrodes and the beams inside the gun
mounts are made to travel parallel
paths. The cathodes are electrically

comes

possible to "set-up and
attach" the yoke permanently to the
neck of the CRT at the tube manufacturing plant. The critical adjustments are made at the factory at the
time the yoke is cemented in place

phia engineer who developed the
UNIRAY tube. As each of these
tubes have major differences, re-

separated to allow cathode video
drive using solid state red-, blue -

CRT. It can be seen that with such

and green -drive circuits.

quiring different circuitry (thus are
not interchangeable), and as none
of us has had a chance to make side
by side comparisons; how may we
establish a "standard?"

The RCA deflection yoke is a

a CRT, replacement will be no

and are good for the life of the
more difficult than that of a black -

PST (precision static toroid) type,

and -white CRT.

which is a self -inherent convergence
yoke. Thus convergence (RCA

CRT or the yoke goes bad? Is it

You may say: "Well, what if the

each of the five tubes, an attempt
shall be made to describe each of

says) will be equivalent or superior
to that of present day commercial
TV sets, and will eliminate the need
for dynamic convergence circuitry

the color -picture tubes. Bear in mind

in the TV chassis. The PST yoke

warranty period in the event that

consists of plastic rings cemented to

either the tube or yoke fail. This will

With the information available on

that each of the companies claim
that their product will afford radical
34
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the ends of the core, the plastic

necessary to replace both?" RCA's
applies to
both the tube and the yoke. So both
will be replaced within the two-year

picture -tube warranty

simplify servicing since much less

time is required to install this new
RCA tube. The PST yoke has been
designed to have excellent reliability

by eliminating the normal failure
modes associated with conventional

not be necessary, but if raster size
is incorrect, an adjustment can overcome this. Unlike RCA, which plac-

es the red beam between the green
and the blue beams, G.E. places the

saddle coils in the multiple solder
connections. A simplified field replacement method is being developed for introduction after the twoyear warranty period to replace a

green beam between the red and
blue beams. G.E. engineers claim

defective yoke on a good tube.

The manufacturer claims that its new

What are the advantages of the
RCA in -line system? It is claimed
that: Lines "nest" better than dots;
the effects of geometric trio distor-

in -line

tion can be eliminated; better beam to -phosphor can be obtained; there

that this maximizes picture details
and is responsible for eliminating
the need for vertical adjustments.

picture tube gives greater

brightness, improved apparent picture detail, increased contrast, a reduction in vertical registration errors, improved color uniformity,
lighter weight, and permits slimmer

is less effect by the earth's magnetic field; and chassis generated

cabinet styling. At present, G.E.

fields can be oriented and isolated
for minimum effect. Additional advantages claimed by RCA are the
fact that being about 2 -in. shorter,

tube, but says that it is working to
extend into larger screen sizes-up
to 25 -in. with a deflection angle of

it will make "styling" better for TV set manufacturers. It will be a more
uniform product, more reliable and
cost less, thus providing lower orig-

inal TV pricing and lower in -field

servicing cost by eliminating the
convergence adjustments. It will be
lighter in weight, so easier to handle,
and will have compatibility to solidstate circuits. Only 15-, 17-, and 19 -

contemplates production of a 19 -in.

A black matrix will occupy the
space between each phosphor stripe,
and a thin layer of aluminum is de-

posited over the entire phosphor
area. Thus electrons can pass
through the aluminum, but not

an "aperture grill" or "open grill"

ed back through a "window" in the
back of the bell glass to accomplish
the convergence and synchronization "job." No detailed circuitry or
method of operation was given, so

that has continuous vertical spaces

black matrix screen to improve

and other complexities of the Trinitron, Sony spokesmen say their CRT

brightness and contrast. Black matrix guard bands separate the red,

gives a much brighter and sharper
picture than other CRTs.

12 to only 4.
General Electric will use the vertical striped phosphor pattern,

mask, a brighter picture is obtained
with considerably lower "high voltage" than any present color -TV set.

other tubes described in this article.)
The UNIRAY tube is said to not
require convergence or synchronizing circuits-part of the beam
striking the phosphors being reflect-

Because of these continuous lines

cement the yoke to the neck of the
CRT. Purity and convergence (both
dynamic and static) will be necessary when installing the G.E. tube,
but the dynamic convergence adjustments have been reduced from

tical phosphors on the face plate,
and does not require the use of a
shadow mask. Mr. Sunstein says
that the shadow mask absorbs at
least 80 percent of the beam current; so by eliminating the shadow

with the Sony Trinitron. It too uses
a vertical -striped phosphor screen,
but does not use a slotted shadow
mask. Instead of the vertical slots
used by RCA and G.E., Sony uses
running the entire height of the grill.

color -picture tube. G.E. will not

tube, then he will go into the manufacturing business of the tube and a
TV set that will use it.
The UNIRAY tube is said to use
300 (each) red, blue and green ver-

Sony Trinitron
We have all had some experience

United States portable market. The
17- and 19 -in. tubes will feature a

General Electric
General Electric has announced
the second generation of its in -line

undertake the production of the

light-all of which will be reflected
through the front of the tube-giving a much brighter picture. (A feature also held in common with the

110°.

in. versions will be made for the

green and blue phosphor line triplets.

that if no major manufacturer will

Toshiba
Toshiba, another Japanese manu-

facturer, has also announced the
production of a vertical phosphor
screen using a slotted mask and
guns similar to the G.E. design

we will have to accept Mr. Sun stein's explanation. He does say that
his CRT and circuitry will cut prices

on color -TV sets from $100.00 to
$150.00 per set.
Conclusion
To sum up the mechanical adjust-

ments of the five CRTs, we can
refer to the chart shown below.

described in this article. At the time

of this writing, the details of the
Toshiba yoke or method of conver-

gence of their new CRT are not
known by this author. It is mentioned only to show that the trend

Dynamic

Manufacturer
RCA

General Electric
Toshiba
Sony
UNIRAY

Static

Adjustments Adjustments
none

none

four
three
two
unknown

four
four
one
unknown

is to the in -line system of color pic-

ture tubes, and that there may be

The desire on the part of manu-

slotted mask, in -line gun structure

many different types on the market

and reflection -reducing black matrix
background. The yoke is a multiple

shortly.

facturers to shorten the over-all
length has not stopped. General
Electric says they will go from 90°

layer toroid type. The three beams
arc produced by three electron guns
arranged side by side in a line.
Vertical oriented corrections will

UNIRAY

deflection to 110° and on to 114°

1 he UNIRAY tube developed by
David Sunstein is not now being

CRTs. Sony already has a 114° 17 -

produced. Mr. Sunstein has stated

continued on page 48

in.

color tube on the market in
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Basic Digital Circuitry
by Phillip Dahlen, CET

Part V-More on regulating the decade counters

Fig. 2-Schematic of the control circuitry

Fig. 1-Top and bottom view of Heath's IB-101 Frequency Counter circuitry.

This and the previous
articles in this series include scope traces of virtually every circuit function in Heath's IB-101

Frequency Counter (Fig.
1) that can be photographed in a practical
manner. These photographs have
included
everything from the wave

shape of the 1MHz oscillator signal to partial
photographs of a group of
waveforms that were in effect "stretched" threequarters of a mile to show

the presence of resulting
low -time -constant differentiated signals. This

terval to have any meaning when merely observ-

the completion of each
sweep, or held on the

related to this timing func-

ing an electron beam tracing out the pattern.
Unfortunately, time ex-

screen for up to an hour
after the electron beam

posure photographs long

has completed its trace.

article was limited to only
what occurred as this regulating circuitry was in its

All photographs in this article are of the waveforms
recorded on the CRT, the

kHz mode of operation.
This month's article continues our description of

enough to record the
sweeping of the entire
waveform require working

frequency signal requires

the use of scope sweeps
that require up to 5 sec.
to scan the screen, or

twice that long for alternate sweep coverage of
dual -channel

entire trace having been

this

completed

the camera and scope;

and that too can prove to
be inconvenient (at least
with the scope camera
available in our lab). For
us, the most practical solution was to use Tel -

were able to use a camera
shutter speed of 1/30th
sec. to record waveforms
that required 5 to 10 sec.
to trace out on the scope.
The previous article in
this series (beginning on

(Fig. 2) by showing what
occurs as it functions in
its Hz mode of operation.
(The waveforms shown in
this month's article can be
more easily interpreted if

equipment's Model DM64

page 30 of our February

36
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several

mo-

unless one can form a ments prior to our taking
light -proof seal between each picture. Thus we

tain settings of the controls, it is possible to re-

cord on the face of the
CRT the path traveled by
the electron beam. This is
possible with virtually all

sweep rates, and the re-

inputs- corded path can be either

much too long a time in-

tion, the contents of that

in nearly total darkness-

month's article continues dual -trace memory scope.
our description of the cirThis scope will be decuitry used to regulate the scribed in more detail in a
decade counters while future article, but for this
functioning at a frequency month's article it is suffiof but 1Hz.
cient to say that with cerSuch an extremely low -

Courtesy of Heath Co.

automatically
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erased

at

issue)

1973

was

con-

cerned with the function
of circuitry used to deterthe time

regulating circuitry

they are compared with
those shown in the previous article.)
In the composite photo

of scope traces in Fig. 3
we note the shape of the
1Hz timing signal-originally described with Fig.

interval

14 on page 49 of the Jan-

during which a decade di-

uary 1973 issue-that is

vider chain of integrated
circuits counted the number of cycles present in a

applied to the input of In-

mine

signal

of unknown fre-

quency. Due to the complexity of the waveforms

verter B ( IC24-13 ) . As
before with the 1 kHz signal, this inverter merely
amplifies the more negative portion of the applied

In addition to being your editor, the author of
this article is Chairman of the International Society of
Certified Electronic Technicians.

signal-the signal result-

two outputs (IC24-8&9)

ing at its output ( IC24-2 )
thus differing from the applied signal in both polari-

with every negative excur-

that are of opposite polarity and change state

ty and waveform.
As noted in the previ-

sion of the output of Inverter B (IC24-2). Dur-

ous article, the flip-flop
circuit contained in the

ing the 1 sec. that IC22-8
is negative, it allows the
first circuit in the decade
counter chain to function.

portion of IC22 shown in
the partial schematic has

(This is the Gate-B sig-

Unlike this circuit's kHz

Their resulting outputs are
combined and observed as
they occur at Terminal B.
(The previous article

viewing of both signals

nal shown in the Decem- mode of operation, when
ber 1972 article.) During in its Hz mode the signal
the 1 sec. that IC22-8 is present at Terminal B is
positive, it keeps the dec- fed directly to Terminal C.
ade circuitry from count- Thus the reset and transfer signals operate at the
ing.
The second output of same frequency (both at
this flip-flop circuit (IC22- 1/2Hz), rather than at dif9) is fed to the input of ferent frequencies (one at
Inverter D (IC24-10), 500Hz and the other at
while the output of In- 10Hz) as described in the
verter B is fed to the input previous article. This conof Inverter C (IC24-12). siderably simplifies the

went into detail concerning how these two signals
were combined.)

Fig. 3 also shows the
differentiated signal, re-

sulting from that present
at Terminal B, which is
applied to the base of

transistor Q2. As before,
this

transistor amplifies

only the negative portion
of the applied signal, the
resulting

positive

pulse

(at Q2 -C) being used to
reset the decade counters
to zero prior to beginning
a new count.

Fig. 3-Composite photo of 1Hz signals processed in the control circuitry.

simultaneously on a scope.

In Fig. 4 and 5 of the
February 1973 article we

are able to view the differentiated pulses result-

ing from a 10Hz signal
present at Terminal C
when in the kHz modeit having been made apparent with the use of the
delayed -sweep

circuitry

incorporated in Telequipment's Model D67 scope.

For this month's article,
however, we are using a
1/2Hz signal to generate
the 2ps and 30/is pulses.
And to make a comparable 0.1 -in. trace of the
continued on page 44

Fig. 4-Timing relationships exist between the applied 1Hz signal
the resulting gate, transfer ant reset signals.

and
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EP important as IV
A successful service dealer must be as much
concerned with employee relations as with public relations

When we attended the NEA
Business Management School in St.
Louis some years ago, some of the
courses were taught by Dr. Sokolik

-head of the Business Administration Department of an Illinois col-

lege-a very bright and

flexible

young man. By flexible we mean that
he was modern, able and willing to
adapt to the changing times.
One of his sessions, in particular,
remains firmly imbedded in our

memory. As he stated, we are all

get buddy -buddy with him on social

terms, though he should never be
snubbed. Often times too close a
relationship with anyone will breed
contempt.
Never, never, refer to him as "my
man." At all costs refrain from saying "My man will take care of it,"
"I will send my man out," or "My

man is reliable." The phrase "my
man" implies subservience. This can
lead to rancor in a man and build to

a point where he despises his em-

acutely aware of the need for good
Public Relations, but good Employ-

ployer.

ee Relations

care of it," or "Mr. Doe, one of our
best technicians, will be out this afternoon." You not only build up the
ego of your technicians (remember
he does not want to be, nor should

are very frequently
overlooked. We believe he has
struck a vital point of good business
management.

ER has taken a back seat to PR,
and it is costing business dearly, was

theme. We have neither the

his

space nor the expertise to make the
case like he did; but we will try to
project some of his points.
Employees, to be efficient, must

be happy at work and at HOME.

They must get along well with coworkers. They must like their em-

ployer and/or supervisors. They
must be free from health and financial worries. They should have some
ambition. If employees register on
the positive side in these points, then

they will be efficient, productive,

Rather say "Mr. Doe will take

you, call him a serviceman), but

you also improve the image of your
company.
If an employee begins slipping,

his production lags, or he starts
making errors; something is bothering him. Don't just fire him; he is a
valuable, trained employee, and to

replace him is costly. In addition,
firing can instill resentment among
your crew, and even cause a loss of
customers.
Get at the root of his troubles, but

this must be done diplomatically.
Individuals differ.

Some can be

and good -will ambassadors for the
employer-both on and off the job.
A new employee should be intro-

called into the office for a man-toman talk. Sometimes a supervisor

duced all around, made familiar

Taking a man fishing for a day is a
great common denominator. It is almost uncanny how some men, under
the spell of the quiet outdoors, will
voluntarily loosen up and tell their

with his surroundings, and instructed on policy. He should be made to
feel he is an important entity in the

organization, not a cog in a machine. An unobtrusive effort should
be made to find out something of his

family-his wife's and children's
names, something of his hobbies.
This will afford a background for
establishing a camaraderie with and
concern for him.

This does not mean you should
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may have a clue to the problem.

troubles.

With most men, don't pry, don't
become too persistent. Some employers have the knack of becoming
sort of a father confessor. But whatever the method employed, the first
step is to determine what is bothering the employee.

He may be sick, need an operation, or just need to get away from

it all for a couple of days-just

as

you do occasionally. His daughter
may need her teeth, or his son an
eye, straightened; and he cannot see
his way financially clear. Someone
may be pressing him for repayment

of a debt. A child may be doing
poorly in school, or running with the
wrong crowd. He may have wife, or
in-law trouble.
True, you are not a trained
counselor, but you can evaluate the
matter in an unbiased manner. Here
being on a first -name basis with the
family helps. Sometimes just to

share knowledge of the problem
with a confidant relieves the bearer
of half the load. This is the secret of
many ministers' success.

He may have the idea that he is
doing all the work and you are getting a lion's share of the compensation. A few minutes of time, shooting square with facts and figures,
should suffice.
Sometimes the focal point may be

a feud, a prank, or an injustice, real
or imagined. He may believe he is
getting all the undesirable jobs. He
may despise the type of work he is
given, but covet another at which he
is particularly good. All these are in
your sphere of action. You CAN do
something about them.
These are some of the tenets pro-

pounded by Dr. Sokolik. Strict adherence to them could materially increase production in many businesses
and increase profits substantially.

Aren't they worth reading over?
We do not normally
reprint articles from other
publications, but this material
seemed so exceptional that

it warranted your attention.
Reprinted with permission from
the TSA SERVICE NEWS,
Seattle, Wash., Enos R. Rice,
CES/CET, Editor.

Customers Expect Good Business Manners
How manners are practiced determines how often
each and every customer will return when he or she

very important to look the customer
directly in the eye and provide perfect attention.
Avoid chewing gum and smoking

needs our services

in the presence of customers, particularly while attending to their specific needs. These habits may or may
not be all right, but we cannot afford

by Ernest Fair

As youngsters, we were all taught
a liberal quantity of those rules of
human behavior called Good Manners-the code of conduct which all
of us expect of others and grant to

to offend many of our customers
impression on the others. Learn to
use small words (avoid the big
ones) for small words more effec-

who view them with distaste.
Eliminate familiarity from all

dealings with customers. It never
pays to "kid" customers no matter
how well we know them. Every customer should be treated with maxi-

in social life, so are there good man-

tively get the ideas across to the customer.
Be quick to meet customers. One
of the surest ways of creating an unpleasant reaction is to let them stand

ners in a service shop operation.
Good manners therein are as im-

around waiting while busying one-

each and every moment of business
contact.
Be responsive in waiting on every

self with something else. Even when

type of customer. Chiefly, that in-

portant as those at any social function. How well they are practiced
determines how often each and every customer will return when he or
she needs our services. Good manners truly make a good service busi-

we are busy, it pays to say "Hello"
and assure the customer that he or

volves learning to be a good listener.

she will be taken care of in just a

make our business liked by the peo-

individual with dirty fingernails or

again and again.
Practice being tactful for that is

ness.

unkempt appearance can never leave
a good impression with any customer. He or she goes out of the way to
be rude to every customer.

business manners. We can be certain
that when an individual comes into
the shop that he or she expects ser-

them in return.

Just as there are good manners

Most of the rules of good manners expected of us by our customers
are simple and easy to follow. Here
are the more important of these:
Always practice courtesy for there

is never a time when we should act
otherwise. No matter how unpleasant the customer, nor how badly we
feel at that particular moment, exercising courtesy and consideration
is an absolute necessity during every
moment of our business life.
Use a gentle tone of voice, even
when vigorously pressing a point.
Few indeed are the customers who
appreciate the loud shout in a conversation. No one likes to be bullied

-a loud shout and harsh voice
leaves that impression.

Be attentive and understanding.
When a customer is telling us something, he or she expects us to listen

and absorb what is being said. Dividing our attention with someone
or something else while handling a
customer is discourtesy of the first
order.

Avoid slang when talking with
customers. Some people resent slang

words of any type-they make little

moment.
Keep yourself neat and clean. The

Don't overdress for in doing so
one creates the impression of bad

manners in trying to look better
than the customers.
Respect the customer's wishes for

even though one may be certain a
statement or request is utterly
wrong, remember that he or she believes otherwise. The customer's be-

liefs are the important ones in all
business matters-if they are met,
the customer is satisfied and that is
our big purpose.
Speak clearly and distinctly for
not only is it bad manners to mumble our words or release them from
a corner of our mouth, such talking
is extremely difficult to follow. Slow

and distinct pronunciation of every
word is not only good manners but
a much more effective way of conveying a point.
Make the first impression pleasant

for initial impressions are usually
lasting. Show every customer that
you have a sincere desire to please

him or her as an individual. It is

mum courtesy and respect during

It is good manners and it helps to

ple who will want to come back
another foundation stone of good

vice, and they are a great deal
touchier than they are in their other
daily contacts.
Let every customer feel important

by each word and action taken in
handling his or her needs. The successful individual is always the one
whose sense of good manners is so
acute that it leaves every person
with the impression that he or she
is the most important individual to
conduct business with that day.
Never laugh at a customer. If he
or she mispronounces a name or title, do not laugh at their mistake, as
they are certain to be offended and
it is always bad manners to show off

our knowledge before others who
have less acquaintance in our particular field.
Avoid exaggeration. Exaggeration, like flattery, is apparent to the
simplest person. It is always bad

manners. It always leaves the impression with the customer that one
considers him or her a simple soul
who can be swayed with such talk.
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

Philips'
Model PM3232
Scope
by Phillip Dahien

This true dual -beam instrument is
not limited by the switching circuitry required
for many other two -channel scopes

dual -trace instruments: Because
waveforms are not chopped or

switched, they are generally brighter and there is virtually no possibility of phase -relationship error. Dual beam instruments are especially useful in digital -pulse work, as well as
in other fields in which the time relationships between waveforms are
critical.

In addition to being a true dual beam instrument, it is said to offer
universal triggering facilities, including automatic level, dc coupling and

automatic TV line/frame selection.
Its maximum sensitivity is reported-

ly 2mv/cm over its entire 10MHz
bandwidth.
Philips' Model PM3232 Scope. For more details circle 900
on the Reader Service Card.

We have printed quite a number
of articles advocating the use of
dual -trace triggered -sweep

scopes

for more effective servicing. However,

virtually

all

such

scopes

covered thus far have performed
this dual -trace function with the use

of internal switching circuitry-alternately applying one signal and
then another to the CRT's vertical
deflection circuitry, and generally
switching between these two input
signals at either the scope's horizontal -sweep frequency or some other

much higher frequency. Thus the
waveforms observed only appear as

they were both simultaneously
present on the scope screen. For
if

many applications, such a compromise is quite satisfactory, while for
others it is not.
The manufacturer states a num-

ber of major advantages to dual beam scopes as opposed to switched
40
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The dual -trace inputs are said to
have the loading effect of a 1M re-

sistor in parallel with a 20pf capacitor. A switch for each channel
determines ac or dc coupling, and
vertical sensitivity is adjustable with

a 12 position switch, plus variable

control-the

switched

positions

ranging from 2mv/cm to 10v/cm.
Each channel, of course, has its own

vertical -positioning control; and a
beam switch may be used for observing only Channel A or Channel
B inputs.
The horizontal -sweep switch pro-

vides for time bases ranging from
0.2µ,s/cm to .15s/cm, plus vector
display with the Channel A input
providing the horizontal deflection.
Variable controls are also supplied
for further adjusting the horizontalsweep rate, the horizontal position
and the horizontal external -signal
level.

This new instrument is reportedly
priced at well under $1000 and

should prove to be an excellent
addition to any electronic servicing

shop.

Everytime we introduce
anew product,
you become more important.
New products mein more bus.ncss.
Not only fir- us, :at for yo.a. independent Service :echniciars. Once
a product _eaves cur ht-nds, its in
yours. Ak-ng wi-lk our -epatation
for making, qual.ty electronics.
And for sta-dinz_behir d tierr..
That's why you' -e so impertaat to
us. You ---clp us a-ainta.n cur good
name. Nodact aLer product. Year
after year
Our prozacis rm.-designee. not t--)

break dawn. But the p-escnt state
of the art and the cominuou,711:1w
of new aid aniqt.c products, con -

op

err
gr /'

it

tfnue to provide opportunities for
tie service technician.
We think about you even before
we introduce a product. We build
cur equipment for easy serviceability. Service literature and replacemen: pants are programmed
Lf be avai able when a procuct
goes to market. Not months later,
when a customer ratty need help.
There s no delay fo- you. No inconvenience for your customer.
As a special feature, we subscribe
to a coun:ry-wide, :oll free tele-

phone referral sys-em. It operates
24 haurs a day, 366 days of the
year. When a customer calls 80024346000 asking for Panasonic
sery ce, he is refer-ed tothe nearest
authorized independent service
center. Yes, our nationwide network of authorized service centers
is made up of men like you, independent service technicians.
Panasonic depencs on you. For
in -warranty and out -of -warranty
wor-K. It adds up to more business
for you. And, it's -to wonder that
you become more important to us.

0111,1

oa

12 00

12 00
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just slightly ahead of our time

Panasonic Service Division, 10-16 44th Drive, Long Island City, N.Y. 1.1101
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COLORFAX

SC58 (on E02-1-2 tuner panel) as shown in Fig. 1 and 2.
DIM

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.
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10K

1-20V
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At some signal levels, the VERTICAL -HOLD control can be

adjusted to cause vertical jitter in the picture. To correct
this condition for all signal levels, make the following
changes: Remove resistor R57 (on E02-1 tuner panel

t2OV

STEP2
C64

R76
27011

ilvsv
Figure 2 1E02.2)

Remove capacitor C208 (on E02-1-2 IF panel) and replace it with a 514t, 50v electrolytic capacitor, as shown in

Fig. 3. Remove capacitor C302 (on E02-1-2 IF panel)
IgII M O RED DIM IMI 171154
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UM RM WE IMO ODD IM

4 20V
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.001
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R76
27011
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..
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only) and replace it with a jumper as shown in Fig. 1. Insert a 39K, 1/2w, 10% resistor from tie point GB to the
junction of capacitor C55, resistor R54, R58 and diode

Now!! Selling Direct To Public
Big Powerful 7 H.P. Briggs & Stratton

DIRECT

Mustang RIDING MOWER

CORTtrUAREI of steel

and replace it with a .33/.11, 100v capacitor as shown in
Fig. 4.

+20v

R302
270K
5%

WE REPEAT$22095
if FULL PRICE
Tax & Freight Paid TO YOUR DOOR

MOST STATES
TO OWN ONE

To.

RUSH CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING SALES

2783 MAIN STREET
EAST POINT, GEORGIA 30344

PHONE (404) 768-4585
BALL JOINT ADJUSTABLE
TIE RODS
TROUBLE FREE P051 TRAC
CHAIN DRIVE
LARGE 3 10 TRACTOR
CLEAT SURE GRIP
REAR TIRES
ALL TIRES SEMI NEUMATIC

-

SAFETY CLUTCH
EASY HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT, WIND TUNNEL DESIGN
VACUUM SUCTION AUS
VARIABLE FROM 114- to 3'6"
AUTO TYPE STEERING
TEMPERED STEEL DECK
TRANSMISSION

ALSO AVAILABLE: -
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SC300

R305

560.11.
8""s.p.t.dp,

13-17596-2

120 K

5%

R316

mon.
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semroria

Color -TV Model C12498 Entertainment Center-Wrong Speakers Installed

A small quantity of the above model TV sets were
shipped with the wrong speakers installed. The correct
speaker for the TV function only (two per set) is Part
No. 12-15696-5. If the speakers in the set are -3, they
should be replaced with the -5. Performance of the TV
set is not affected at normal listening volume, however,
premature failure of the audio output transistors in the
TV chassis can be experienced if the TV set is operated
at high volume with the incorrect speakers used.

GR ASSC ATCHER

ONLY moo
SNOW PLOW ATTACH
MENT
LOW PRICE
OF $34.50
THIS
PRICE ONLY APPLIES
WHEN PURCHASED
WITH LAWN MOWER
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Figure 4 1E02-1,-21

STURDY. LARGE

A TRULY GREAT OFFER. UNBELIEVABLE, AT TODAYS INFLATED PRICES
.
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Figure 3 1E02-11,-21
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and both for constant
ruippsd use. this PO*,
ful 7 H -P Mows ynll
.rely cut grass and
weeds 3 Net deep, pull
feruhzer chstrthutor,
seeder. roller or any
other lawn attachment
for your lawn needs.

7 HP BRIGGS 15 STRATTON
(EASY SPIN START) ENGINE

22n

.001

47.25MHz
1 TRAP

TO YOU.

RAINS

R210

- C2t2

L202
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MADE IN U.S.A.

.001

STEPS

Figure 11E024)

TAO & FREIGHT PAID
TO YOUR DOOR

- C210

50V

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.
Please enclose a complete address label from
one of your recent issues.

Introducing the
expensive dual -true
scope that doesn't
cost a lot.
The B&K Precision Model 1470.
A solid-state 5 -inch scope that combines dual -trace triggered
sweep with vectorscope capability.
Our DC to 10 MHz bandwidth wits
10 mV/cm sensitivity makes the 1470 exceptionally
versatile. And its TV -H and TV -V positiors are
a special plus.
Dual -trace lets you observe input and
output wave forms simultaneously in the same
circuit. And 16 -position triggered sweep, from
1 sec/cm to 0.2sec/cm, lets you sync them
instantly.
On the other hand, you might prefer our
Model 1465 single -trace, triggered -sweep scope
at $359.95. It has many of the same features
and our patented CALI-BRAIW automatic voltage
readout system.
Everything about our scopes is expensive

9995
r

WO

"`
C.42

-except their price.
For complete technical data, call your local
B&K distributor. Or write Dynascan Corporation.

qr

4

Very good equipment
at a very good price.

J

411

Product of Dynascan Corporation
1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue. Chicago, Illinois 60613

.

.

.
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ae, de, lolls, amps, ohms
25 ranges
$595 complete
5 -day delivery

CIRCUITRY...
continued from page 37

2ps pulse (as in Fig. 4 of

same as in the actual

the
previous
article)
would require that we

scope photograph used for

"stretch" the 1/2Hz waveform roughly 391/2 miles
-50 times as far as it was
necessary to "stretch" the
10Hz waveform shown in
Fig. 4 of the previous ar-

E New expanded AC response to 100 KHz E New carrying

battery pack with recharger ($95) mounts internally 0 0.01%
dc accuracy E 1,000 megohm input impedance on 3 lowest
ranges E lab, field, or systems use.
For Model 7004A literature, contact your Scientific Devices
office or Systron-Donner at 10 Systron Drive, Concord, CA
94518. Phone (415) 682-6161. Europe: Munich, W -Germany;
Leamington Spa, U.K.; Systron-Donner S.A. Paris (Port Marly)
France. In Australia: Systron-Donner Pty. Ltd. Melbourne.

SYSTR ON

DONNER

... for more details circle 139 on Reader Service Card

equipment

D64

(just as we did from Fig.

scope, and we are unable

11 in the previous article)
that immediately after the
count has been completed
(right after the gate signal
becomes positive) a negative transfer pulse allows
the buffer -storage circuitry to accept a new count.
And upon accepting that
count, the reset signal

Model

to

satisfactorily

nal

that are applied to

IC22-10 (the flip-flop cir-

cuit) and IC24-14 (Inverter A). However, the
output

of

Inverter A

(IC24-1) can be photographed. And since it does
occur in the same frequen-

cy range as the other signals in Fig. 3, it has been

ested in the 1Hz signal

However, with the time -

applied to the time -regu-

regulating circuit in its Hz
mode of operation, this

is

tration in Fig. 11 of the

conversion optional * 5 -day delivery
For details or a demo of Model 6202, contact your local
Scientific Devices office or Systron-Donner at 10 Systron

February issue, produced
while the circuit was in its
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next negative excursion of

the output of Inverter B
(IC24-2), which also
serves to return the flip-

in this series will be concerned with the Buffer -

ly the result of an error Storage and Decoder made by your editor in Driver circuits in Heath's
preparing the composite
illustrations for Fig. 8 and
11 of the February article.
There the scope traces for
IC24-13 were inadvertently flipped from left to
right. The basic timing re-

SYSTRON
44 I

redundant function, since
for all practical purposes
the resetting pulse would
be coincidental with the

apparent difference in
these waveforms is actual-

within the top waveforms

... for more details circle 150 on Reader Service Card

pulse merely performs a

kHz mode. (The major

lationship with the other
waveforms is correct, but
the sequence of voltages

DONNER

applied to 1C22-10, which
resets the flip-flop circuit.

flop circuit to its previous
state.
Although future articles

Munich, W. Germany; Leamington Spa, U.K.

Drive, Concord, CA 94518. Phone (415) 682-6161. Europe:

(Q2 -C) returns the decade counters to zero.
Unlike the previous article in this series, we were

unable to show the pulse

photograph in Fig. 4,
which in many ways looks
very similar to the corresponding composite illus-

* 25 mV sensitivity * 5 high stability oscillator
options * Rechargeable battery option * BCD

From Fig. 4 we note

added as the bottom scope
trace.
We are primarily inter-

shown in the composite

standard, 2 optional * Leading zero suppression

merely

of 1Hz to 1/2Hz.

ship of these signals

* AGC * Autoranging to 200 KHz * 5 digits

article

expansion is well beyond
the capability of the Tel -

reset signals. The relation-

First automatic counter totalizer at that price.

shown in Fig. 4 of this
month's

cover a frequency range

lating circuit and the resulting gate, transfer and

imerjammanosaing

a frequency range of 1kHz

to 10Hz, the waveforms

ticle. Such drastic trace

photograph the pulses differentiated from the 1/2Hz sigcase option New color -coded pushbuttons E Optional

IC24-13 in Fig. 3 of the
February article.) However, instead of covering

should

have

been

the

IB-101 Frequency Counter, this is the last article in

this series for which we
plan to use scope traces to
illustrate circuit function.
This is due to the fact that
the remaining circuits perform switching functions
more readily observed and

studied with the use of
LED displays than with a

scope.

irtsw sm. gm. 1.%

BOOBY TRAPS

...

continued from page 33

AUTOMATIC

ringing ghosts on the right side of

STAPLE GUNS

the objects in the picture. Since you

CUT WIRE & CABLE

the tuner became so dirty that it
wouldn't work, you assume that

INSTALLATION COSTS
.

without cutting into insulation!

.

.

SAFE! Grooved Guide positions wire for
proper

staple

envelopment!

Grooved

Driving

Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation!

-41-.--d).------.5)
No. T-18-Fits wires up to
c

3/16" in diameter.
BELL,
TELEPHONE,
THERMOSTAT,
INTERCOM,
BURGLAR
ALARM

and other low
voltage wiring.
Uses T-18

staples with 3/16" round crown
in 3/8" leg length only.

No. T-25-Fits wires up to
1/4" in diameter.
Same basic construction
and fastens same
wires as No. T-18.

along with a tuner cleaning the customer's TV set is in dire need of an
IF alignment job. Right?
Maybe, but more probably

wrong. Take off the cover and try
again. If the ghosts disappear, look
for the small tongue at the front end

of the tuner nearest the IF cable
jack. This is very easy to bend
while trying to put the cover back
on the tuner, and if you bend it just
right, it will short out the IF output
cable jack. Surprisingly enough, you

will get a fairly good picture with
good color, but with those tunable
ringing ghosts. This has resulted in
many chassis being pulled for align-

ment only to find the real culprit
while attempting to align the TV set.

NO

Fancy Frills
NO
Gimmicks

Conclusion

Also used for
RADIANT
HEAT WIRE
Uses T-25 staples

with 1/4" round crown in 9/32",,
3/8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths.;
T-18 and T-25 staples also available in Monel and
with beige, brown and ivory finish at extra cost.

No. T-75-Fits wires and cables

Considering the BOOBY TRAPS
that tuner covers can get you to fall
into, it might seem expedient to just
leave them off and avoid all the pitfalls, but that is the mark of a sloppy electronic technician; and worse
yet, if you carry it away with you,
that makes you a thief in the eyes of

the electronic technician that follows you. And if he tells that cus-

their cover, you can be sure that

RADIANT HEAT
CABLE,
OF CABLE,
WIRE CONDUIT
COPPER TUBING

you'll be on their list. Be forewarned

Also used as

DRIVE RINGS
in stringing wires.
Uses 1-75 staples with 1/2"

flat crown in 9/16", 5/8" and
7/8" leg lengths.
Arrow Automatic Staple Guns save 70% in time
and effort on every type of wire or cable fastening job. Arrow staples are specially designed with
divergent -pointed legs for easier driving and
rosin -coated for greater holding power! All -steel
construction and high -carbon hardened steel

working parts are your assurance of maximum
long -life service and trouble -free performance.
Ask your Electrical Supply Dealer

or write for further details.

)122ZOICERX=BMIZZ"1:14-.
Saddle Brook. New Jersey 07663
"Pioneers and Pacesetters

For Almost A Half Century"
for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card

NO

Premiums
NO

Wild Claims

tomer that their last technician stole

up to 1/2" in diameter.

or any non-metallic
sheathed cable.

.

don't know who was in the TV set
last, or how the picture was before

of the traps and be careful when
you reassemble those covers.

One of these days, someone is
going to get Sarkes Tarzian and
Standard Kollsman to design their
covers with no internal tangs on the
cover to give us problems. Zenith,
with its Video Guard, proved that
it could be done.
There are many other pet peeves
with tuners and tuner assemblies,
such as: mounting the UHF tuner

Just the finest
reception possible
with rugged
construction that
lasts for years.
Isn't that what
your customers
really want?

directly under the VHF tuner so
that you have a major disassembly
job to even get the VHF cover off;
tuner assemblies requiring six to
eight screws to be removed with a
2 -ft nut driver to remove them from

the cabinet, when Sylvania proved

that one screw will do the job if
you engineer a couple of hooks on

the top.

aA antennacraft
P. 0. Box 1005 Burlington, Iowa 52601
... for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Car
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THIEVES

...

detected. The high camera angle

continued from page 32

for a two-way closed-circuit video
system throughout the

store. A

video system provides much versa-

tility, and there are several ways
such a setup can be used to good
advantage.

Lonely warehouse aisles can be
monitored. Employees will no long-

er have a spot to take that "extra"
break. Big Brother will always be
watching.

The sales floor can constantly be
watched. When traffic is heavy, at-

tempts at shoplifting arc quickly

gives a good view.

Either monitor or camera can be
placed at several locations. Trained

earlier, no system is completely
foolproof-"Mission Impossible"
fans will attest to this.

on a clean corner of the service
shop, customers can view an efficient CET at work, without interference to the electronic technician or

danger to the interested party. A
person working in one area can
monitor another to ascertain if he is
needed there.
Even though the building is pro-

tected from the top, the sides, and
the inside out, Couch's is still considering additions and refinements
to the alarm system. As mentioned

Miss Mary Delgato, an employee at Couch's,
wonders if the six CET's can figure out how to
wire the alarm system.

Will you be prepared
to handle his business
when it comes
your way?
Back

aisles

can

easily be

monitored by

a

closed-circuit TV camera.

One addition to the system might

be ultrasonic detection. Such systems [described in the article "Electronic Security" beginning on page
42 of both the October and December 1972 issues of ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER] would pro-

vide additional safety and offer the
advantage of being very hard to la
cate and defeat. However, such installations are rather critical.
Details concerning other systems

currently in use by other readers
would certainly be welcome.

...remember...there's an Amperex
replacement tube for any socket in
any set you're likely to service. TV,
Hi Fi, FM or AM, House Radio,
Car Radio, P.A. System or Tape
Recorder. Imported or Domestic!

Amperex
TOMORROWS THINKING IN TODAY'S PRODUCTS

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

I

AMP( REX SUPPORTS
THE INDEPENDENT
SERVICE DE ALI R

AMPERE% ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, DISTRIBUTOR AND ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS DIVISION, HICKSVILLE, N. Y. 111102
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"Actually, that's the couple next door. My
picture tube is in the shop for repairs."

Delta Answers
Four Big Questions
About Security Systems
With Their Problem Solver,
The All New Centrally

' Controlled System.

Will it dete:t intrusion, fire, gas, sound alarms;
determine power failure, trigger dialers and
sound internal and external alarms?
Yes, tne system protects anything you want
protected
Can it be instal ed easily with minimum wiring?
Yes, the system uses existing AC wiring in the
building?
Is it flexible to use with existing systems?
Yes, the system is completely flexible and can
be used with other existing systems.
Is it affordable? Can you add on to meet new
demands?
Yes, the s.stern is priced to sell. Completely
expandable, it can be used with any other components to fit customer needs.

to computer with minimum wiring. (3) Phase
Lock Loop Emergency Transmitter: Panic/
emergency signal device puts system into instant alarm. (4) Computer: Central control unit

8 NO -PROBLEM COMPONENTS
THAT WORK FOR YOU!
(1) Fire Detector: Detects dangerous gases and

100db noise.

fire. Activation puts computer system in im-

possible by Delta's breakthrough in fool -proof

mediate alarm condition by overriding any other
signal. (2) Phase Lock Loop Alarm Transmitter:

electronic circuitry. Modern technology and
Delta Products now present you with the No

Used to connect existing N/O or N/C circuits

receives signals from Delta's alarm transmitter

via existing AC power lines. thus activating
self-contained horn, Delta's telephone dialer
(when attached) or other alarm devices. Equip-

ped with time exit and entrance delay. The
system will sound an alarm condition should

AC power fail for more than 45 seconds.
(5) Disable Transmitter: Allows the complete
system to be turned on and off from some remote area. (6) Phase Lock Loop Receiver:
Accessory to activate 110V light, bells or other
alarm device. (7) DeltAlert Ultrasonic Detector:

If you want a security system that solves prob-

lems instead of creating them, write or call
today, for complete information on Delta's
Problem Solver, the Total Security System with
Central Control.
See the No Problem Delta Centrally
Controlled Security System in operation.
Booth A45, at the NewCom '73 Show
in Las Vegas, May 2. 3, 4.
Booth C12, at the Security Show
in Chicago. May 21. 22. 23.

100% American Made
Superior Security at Sensible Prices

Senses movement of intruder in protected area

causing actil.ation of alarm system. (8) Projector: All-weather type speaker creating loud
The complete system uses existing AC wiring

as a signal carrier. This advantage is made

Problem Security System.
... for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1147, Grand Junction, Cob. 81501,
(303) 242-9000

Dept. ETD

You'll have

the answer
with SK3018.
Because it's the right replacement
for over 2,800 different solid-state
devices. And we've got the information that shows you how. Just
ask your RCA Distributor for the
new SK Replacement Guide
SPG-202N. It cross-references the

complete RCA SK line of 156
devices to more than 51,000 types
they will replace.
RCA Electronic Component
Harrison, N.J. 07029
nenElectronic

Components

PICTURE TUBE

...

ALL NEW FROM ENDECO

nut Weed from page 35

the desoldering
iron with a
light

Japan that is 3 lb lighter and 5 in.
shorter than the present Trinitron.
Sony has said that it will definitely
produce such a tube for the American market this year, but has not
announced what sizes they will be.
Sony also said that the 114° tube
will cost more than the present color
tube, but just how much more, they

cannot say at this time. Presently
Sony has the highest -priced color

4
Exclusive
new safety light
shows when power is on

tube on the world market.
One thing appears certain: Every
manufacturer claims that his tube is

MODEL 510 $15.95 NET

Three-way on -idle -off switch

tronic technician, will have to find
out and prove which is best for ourselves. Surely every one cannot be

sistant neoprene cord Exclusive new bracket

insures alignment, prevents damage

.

.

.

5127 EAST 65TH ST.
INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA 46220
PHONE 317/251-1231

share of the color -picture tube mar-

ket, which last year totaled almost

1111

$475,000,000.00.

The following information was
not received in time to be included
in the author's article, but is being
added since GTE Sylvania is a principal supplier of picture tubes in the
original equipment market and has
been very active in the new in -line
tube technology. GTE Sylvania de-

enterprise
cle\veopment

corporation

... for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card

TV TECH AID
REDUCES
PRICES

veloped and demonstrated large
neck three -gun in -line tubes in 1970
and has contributed considerably on

TV TECH AID BOOKS ARE
FILLED WITH THE LATEST
QUICK -SERVICING INFO
ON COLOR TV, B&W TV
AND STEREO . . .

its present refinement. Large neck
in -line appears to be applicable to
all screen sizes 13 -in. to 25 -in. Subsequently, they have in the past year
developed a small -neck, single -gun

Tech Aid takes you right to the
source of the trouble without guess work
and wasted time. In each monthly issue
you receive over 40 actual causes and
cures of color and B&W TV trouble symptoms. You also receive timely and complete information about circuit modifications and other valuable service data.
USE THE COUPON BELOW
TO PLACE YOUR 1973
SUBSCRIPTION (12 ISSUES $7.95)
OR VALUABLE BACK ISSUES
TV

in -line product to serve a broader
segment of the future small -screen
set market.

A major contribution to the in line system concept has been the development of unique and proprietary
equipment by Sylvania for the manufacture of precision Toroidal
yokes. The Toroidal yoke, because
of its precision and unit -to -unit uni-

SEND YOUR CHECK OR M.O.
TO: TY TECH AID. P.O. BOX 603
KINGS PARK, N.Y. 11754
1969 12 Issues $3.95
1971 B&W Book $3.95
1970 -Book Form $3.95
1971 12 Issues $5.95
1972 All New 12 Issues $6.95
1973 Subscription $7.95

formity, becomes, as it were, a necessity for in -line tube perform-

ance.

MOVING?

Name

Be sure to let us know your new address.
Please enclose a complete address label
from one of your recent issues.

Address

City
State
.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, DEALER, MAY 1973

81/2"

long, 31/2 oz Also soldering irons and soldering/desoldering kits.
See your distributor or write

"the best." It can be seen that an
intensive and hard fought battle is
shaping up for manufacturers to
capture for themselves the larger

48

Operates at

40w; idles at 20w for longer tip life 6 tip
sizes available to handle any job Cool, unbreakable polycarbonate handle
Burn -re-

superior and will do a better job.
We, the servicing dealer and elec-

.

Zip
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Sliding Door

Swinging Door

Sales leader
sc r 12 straight yews.

Only Ford %arts hate so many bet-

r it at hand under
convenient cutside

to use.

Ford offais you a choice of aor
2. GUIDE

same
price, a

eng ME is all

the'nay out
of Me :Argo
area Over
81/: ft clear

Strong, Twin -I -Beam Indepencent

sliding side door for cargo 1-am-

Front Suspensicn - Ford's ex:lu-

dling in ciarrrEd alleys and beside loading docks. Three separate Irar<3-a4 tcp, bottom 3rd

sive design Erne DthE the ig:inc for
both load and
driver. Two
forged steel

center -giva bridge -like supoost
for sclic, 3room cne-hand oparation anc fight doo- seal.

Shorter utsice, easier to purls.
Compa-ec io ctrer makes wi h
similar lbadspace, Econolines
have s grificEnt y less overa'l
length -or batter naneuveratility
Availability Tray be subject to Environmental

Engles clear forward. r Forc's
var ces gn,

motor, voltage regJlator, master cylinder, and many ()tiers.

CENTER

in city -del verb operations.

of ovs- NVD tons.

hocd: water Dil,
D a 1:ery, wiper

ventic nal

swinging
doors or,
at the

lengt-s, offer maximul Dayloac

service points are

ter id -xis tit make vans easier
to drive, to sere

Big payloads. Three ser es, in ttmc

Easy, out -front servicing. RoJtine

floor tetfnd

U

driver sseat,
over -3ft. in
the S_pe-Van'

FORD
ECONOLINE
VANS

1 -beam

axles provida strength and
wide .Nheel stance means
stability in C-035 w nds.

Wider at toD for built-ins. Eody
sides are -more vertica w der
apart at top thar ot-er var s. Builtin units fit bette-.

FaR D DIVISION

c.........c.etwiect

ro:ection Agency certification
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain
OF
THESE

ANY

.

UNIQUE
BOOKS

yours for only
..,.with Trial

(Combined List Price $40.85) Club Membership

promptly, for we've reserved only a

May we send you your choice of

any three books on the facing

Club ?

Here are quality hardbound vol-

umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.
These handsome, hardbound books

are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members .

.

tant books to read and keep .

. . .

.

if you act now !

To start your Membership on these

attractive terms, simply fill out and

Yes, if you fill in and mail the membership application card today, you'll also get this Bonus

mail the postage -paid airmail card today. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.

Book, FREE!

UNDERSTANDING SOLID-STATE
CIRCUITS
Thoroughly explains semiconductor circuit operation without physics or high-level math;
covers linear and digital circuitry.

Regular List Price $7.95

. impor.

limited number of books for new Members.

SPECIAL FREE BONUS

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book

vol-

umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electronics-radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communications, engineering-you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your understanding of electronics, too.
How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of

the help and generous savings the

Club offers you. For here is a Club devoted exclusively to seeking out only

those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.

tional Club Selection you purchase.
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodically sent to Members.

6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of important new books . . books vital to
.

your continued advancement.
This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-

perience, that these very real advantages can be yours . . that it is pos.

sible to keep up with the literature

published in your areas of interest .
and to save substantially while so do.

.

ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described

the FREE monthly Club News.
about, and to own if you desire, significant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book

I. Charter Bonus: Take any three of

in

guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable

at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Membership, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . without the substantial savings offered through Club

the books shown (combined values up
to $40.85) for only 990 each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club

Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.

Wide Selection: Members are annually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

4.

9

0

Thus, you are among the first to know

.

Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting opportunity to enroll on a trial basis . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electronics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer

is

appealing,

to

SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections
Simplified TV Trouble Diagnosis

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

Servicing the New Modular Color TV

Receivers (Two Giant Volumes)
List Price $15.95; Club Price $7.95
Citizens Band Radio Service Manual
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
4 -Channel Stereo-From Source to Sound
List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
Complete Minibike Handbook
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

125 Typical Electronic Circuits Analyzed

& Repaired
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Understanding & Using the Oscilloscope
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Introduction to Medical Electronics
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Handbook of IC Circuit Projects
List Price $1.95; Club Price $4.95
Passive Equalizer Design Data
List Price $19.95; Club Price $12.95
Basic Audio Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Elements of Tape Recorder Circuits
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Repair Music Instrument

Amplifiers
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

How to Repair Small Gas Engines

List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Hi-Fi Stereo/Quad Principles & Projects
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Refrigeration
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Using Electronic Testers for Automotive
Tune -Up

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Kwik-Fix TY Service Manual
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Basic Electronics Course
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Marine Electronics Handbook
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Pictorial Guide to Tape Recorder
Repairs

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

act

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

Solid -State Circuit
Troubleshooting Guide
Here's 21 brand-lieW
approach to understanding and troubleshooting all types of
solid-state
circuits.
This unique book
various
discusses
types of solid-state
devices - diodes,
transistors, field effect transistors, integrated devices, and
controlled
silicon

rectifiers-with emphasis on how these devices work in
circuits you're most likely to encounter, and how to pinpoint a
faulty component in minutes. The
book is loaded with schematic di-

agrams of typical circuits and practical suggestions on how to troubleshoot and repair them. Many "service thinking" charts are included.
224 pps., over 150 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 607

Major Appliance Repair Guide
Everything situ need
know to fix any
major electrical appliance is contained
nil
this comprehensive. up-to-date volume. The authors explain every step in
great detail. and illustrate typical situat ions with detailed
photos and drawings.
Numerous

trouble-

shooting charts help
you pinpoint the cause of virtually
any problem in a matter of minutes.
Repair procedures are included for
dishwashers. clothes washers, dryers.
water heaters, garbage disposers. and
ranges, using typical inmlels and
case -history data drawn from actual
experience. In every case. the material is based on practical, down-toearth reasoning and techniques. 288

How to Use Vectorscope-Oscilloscopes, Sweep -Marker
Generators
How to use modern
TV test instruments.
ltiNg11111611166 Scope types and specifications are cov8
ered, including DC
dual -trace snips, and
probes.

explains

vector -

charts, demodulated
patterns, phase and
requency measurements; practical
oscilloscope applications,' encompas_

sing how to make peak -to -peak and
DC measurements, time -base measurements, video and sync waveform analyses; sine, square, and triangular wave testing; using the new
push-button signal
sweep -marker
generators; vectorscom troubleshooting and alignment techlitylles. 256
AC

ppps., over

List Prke

U.Itercho.

No. 550

CATV System Maintenance
A prM tical guide on
all phases of maintaining a CATV 83'stem, with adequate
CATV
technical data on
Want
system design to enable rim -of -the -mill
engineering work re mused in planning
and installing additions and extensions.
The major emphasis
is on maintenanceproviding a wealth
of information on how to locate and
correct equipment failures, including
tips on how to eliminate various
types of interference at the head end. Step-by-step maintenance charts
help to isolate and correct the more
common head -cud problems. Sections
on plant construction and mainten-

ance provide valuable "how-to" in-

List Price $8.95 Order No. 555

List Price $12.95 Order No. 82

Circuit Consultant's Casebook
A practical guide of
value to anyone inrConcuit
in any phase
sulthnt's1 volved
of-trom
circuit design work
Casebook
theory to

199 TV Tough -Dog
Problems Solved

pos. Leatherette cover.

I99TV TOUGH

DOG
PROBLEMS
SOLVED

NKS

Tired

of

project

that simply
tell you how to build
some gadget, then
leave you wondering
shy you bothered?
Looking for a greater
challenge and worthbooks

while knowledge

44,

as

a result of your effort? You'll find it
in this unique new
book,

written

espe-

cially for serious ex-

perimenters, hobbyists and students

-a book that shows why you do

certain things, tells how devices and
circuits work, and suggests innovations that should spur you forward
to more important work in electronics. There are circuits and projects
using integrated circuits, plus communications devices, logic circuits.
"industrial" devices, and lab -type
equipment. 288 lips. Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 553

Ilardbound.

List Price 58.95 Order No. 0.30

Audio Systems Handbook

reference

Complete

and guide to audio
system

design,

same may be said of the treatment

in succeeding Chapters on equalizers, mixers, filters. distribution systems, program sources, commercial
systems, studios, and loudspeaker

systems. 192 pps., 125 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 494

is organized into trouble
symptom sections. Several different

content

104 Easy Projects For The
Electronics Gadgeteer
A varied assortment
of TUBELESS and
TRANSISTORLESS
devices that are usePROJECTS
ful in the home and
car-and fun to
build! These specially -designed
one -evening projects require
IIhno tubes, transistors,
or IC's, yet fre-

104

quently outperform
more
sophisticated
designs. There's an
anamitine:,. a hygrometer, a light
meter, It, s I i gun tester, darkroom

tinier, automatic slide projector, an
combination

lock,

dry -cell

rejuvenator, tape recorder tone compensator, tone generator, telephone
intercom adapter. au electronic coin
toss, a "worm turner" and many,
many more. Any project in the book

can be built for under 85.00. 160
pp, Hardbound
List Price 56.95 Order No. 524

be one of the most

popular

'curate solutions to

all the common and
uncommon electronics and related math
problems.
All you
have to' do is bring
your values to the
right table-and that's almost as

easy as looking up a word in the
dictionary. But you get more than

just answers: Preceding each table
is au explanation of the formula

front which the tabular data was derived-along with examples that
show you explicitly how to set tip
your problem. This book can be used
for daily

reference. 224

circuit
"cook-

book." now containing over 600 proven
circuits, for all types
of functions, selected
from thousands on
the basis of originality and practical application. NOW sou
can 11/1C0. at
your
fingertips, this carefully planned reference source of tried and tested circuits. Selected on the basis of their
usefulness, this detailed compilation
of practical design data is the answer to the owed for an organized
gathering of proved circuits .
both
basic and advanced designs that can
easily serve as stepping stones to
al
t ally kind of circuit von might
want to build. 416 pits., lit big sec.

.

tions. over 600 illus. 81/4" x 11".
List Price $17.95

Order No. T-101

Model Car Racing By
Radio Control
A

complete

hand-

book on one of today's most fascinating hobbies-encompassing

everything

you need to know to
get started and advance to competition
status.

one of

Written

lips.,

tables. Hardbound.

73

List Price $7.95 Order No. 125

Dictionary of Electronics
You'll find this huge
volume
extremely
useful in whatever

connection you have
with electronics. This
dictionary of electronics defines most
all of the electronic
terms you will not
across in your everyday reading... from
alpha
particle.
through
.

.

.

zoom lens
defines the

terms you need and use most often,
including those found in radio. TV.

communications. radar, electronic instrumentation. broadcasting, industrial electronics. etc. It provides full.
complete and easily -understandable
explanations of thousands of specific
electronics terms (such as transistors.
acoustic feedback, alpha particles.
heat oscillator. final anode, electrostatic lens. nonlinear resistance, etc.)
I lard 4211 pits., 487 Must mt
bound.

List Price $8.95 Order No. 300

New Fourth Edition
larged edition of the
designer's

electronics

texts ever published.
It offers fast and

Installing & Servicing
Electronic Protective Systems

ever popular

covering all popular
makes trout Admiral
to
Zenith.
This

Handbook of Electronic Tables:
2nd Edition
I, n is the Second
hiitiun of a book
that has proved to

en-

compassing home encomtertainment,
mercial sound and
studio installations.
Chapter 1, covering
amplifiers and amplification, explains
db and impedances,
level limitations, insertion gain, plus a
host of other basics
necessary for practical system design. The author goes to great
lengths to impart sit understanding
of these vital ingredients as they
apply to over-all operation'. The

-answers to many of
the most challenging
tough -dog TV problems on both color

and B & W sets-

electric

and diagrams. 448 pos., 6" x 9".

-A brand-new, en-

of
actual
case -history solutions

List Price 59.95 Order No. 288

'Si, 'stun

of circuits. thereby providing a basis
for understanding circuits other titan
those selected as examples. This is
a collect ion of practical circuits
which have wide application. Each
circuit description includes data Concerning any unique design or operational data. 'bookish; of illustrations

Here is a master col-

lection

circuits are included; thus the infor'tar
mation provided will apply to
circuits in other models. 256 pps..
199 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 559

Electronics Self -Taught With
Experiments & Projects

practicality.
seetion is included with each group

Handbook

ways of meeting specific requirements

not readily achieved by standard circuit. In certain cases a simple modification to a standard circuit configuration is shown to be sufficient;
in others a novel approach is given.
224 pps., 114 illus. Hardbound.

circuits included were
selected on the basis
of application and
A
design philosophy

Electronic Circuit Design

book is organized so
that you can quickly
find the solid
to
problems.
To enable you
Patti. Mai
to find inhumation relative to a particular problem in a specific set, a
cross-reference of troubles by brand
liaise and chassis is included. The

l'art I is devoted to basic design
problems. and includes a wealth of
actual examples. Part 2 deals with

The broad range of

scopes, with details
on
vector
timing

formation on pole-IMe mechanics
and distribution techniques.
192

in conceiving a suitable circuit configuration to meet a re glared
specification
or in obtaining optimum performance from a newly designed circuit.

oscillators,
plifiers.
logic and switching
circuits, power supplies, slid various
circuits.
nonlinear

Thoroughly

pos.. over 260 illus. liarilhound.

actual
breadboard
performance. Written
for the circuit designer who encounters difficulties either

Handbook of Semiconductor
Circuits
Contains 124 examstandard
ples
of
circuits,
transistor
complete with operational data for am-

by

model rac-

ing's pioneers, it explains the basic concepts of model cars
and the means used
to control them remotely. Also included are detailed chapters on the
engine, power train. silispelution system, and chassis. You'll learn bow
to put a car together, either from

"scratch" or from one of the many
kit types available. Next, you'll
learn how to prepare for a rare, how
to "drive" a model racer, and the

Here's everything >k at
need to know to

break into this challenging field! Covers
the installation and

servicing of virtually
every electronic fire
and theft security
estimate costs, and
contains data 011
how to build your
business. liver llin
photos and illustrations, including complete schematic
diagrams of many protective devices.
Discusses sensing and
detecting
methods. then covers specific typeselectromechanical, photoelectric, ultrasonic, microwave, proximity. audio
and visual, seismic, vibration and
stress intrusion systems, night viewing devices, vehicular, etc. Federal
Crime Insurance regulations, glossary,
and list of manufacturers and suppliers. 256 pps. Hardbound.
$

1111 system, tells how to

List Price $7.95 Order No. 605

Philco Monochrome TV
Service Manual
This all -in -tow schematic servicing manual contains all the
data alol uPnhied blackIv
MONOCHROME
SERVICE MANUAL and white T5' sets,
from 15G20 to 20V35 ("N" through

PHILCO

"T" line). Covers 42

different chassis des
des-ignations! In this
one compact volume,
you have all the
hasic
information
misled. Included are full-size schematic diagrams, I'(' board layout
drawings and photos, adjustment
and alignment instructions, and
parts lists. The foldout section has
24 full-size schematic diagrams.
196 pos.. including 36 -page fold-

etiquette of the sport. 224 pos., over

out section. 81/4" x 11".

List Price $6.95 Order No. 592

List Price S7.95 Order No. 564

2511 illus. Hardbound.

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER...
... for more details circle 105 on Reader Se -site Card

NEW EICO TR-410

TECHNICAL DIGEST

Solid -State
The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

°

cw00610MHz
Oscilloscope

RCA CORP.
Fit

$389 95

Cassette Recorder Model YZD572-Automatic Cassette Eject

The YZD572 cassette recorder has a special circuit that
senses the end of the tape or that the power is OFF and

Never before has so much
been built into a low cost
solid state triggered
sweep scope!

ejects the tape cassette. When the cassette is ejected at the
end of a tape, the instrument is turned OFF.

The schematic shows the simple circuit used for the
+221,

INCLUDES EXCLUSIVE
DUAL PROBE

03

EICO introduces the first laboratory quality, high performance.
wideband Triggered Sweep Oscilloscope, at a price you can
afford!

314
SUPPLY SPINDLE
SWITCH

Use as Vectorscope for Color TV Servicing 3 calibration
voltages (2, 5 and 10) Quick connect BNC connector at
Vertical Input Front panel adjustable Horizontal and Vertical
DC Balance Controls Vertical and Horizontal selection of AC
or DC modes of amplification Sweep synchronized Gate Output Flat faced CRT Z Axis input Rear panel astigmatism
control im Edge lit calibrated screen Operates on a standard
120 volt. a low 100 volt or a 220-230 volt line.

FREE 1973 EICO CATALOG
For name of nearest dealer and free catalog check reorder service card or send 25¢ for prompt first class mail
service. [ICO-283 Malta St., B'klyn. N.Y. 11207

E/CO/7

w.

SIO
TAPE OFF

SII

0217

EJECT

PAUSE

2211

S.D.C.

0215

C200
100 oF

020

EJECT
SOLENOID
02111

0201 1,1
10

47.F

automatic cassette eject function. A solenoid (S.D.C.)
ejects the cassette when energized by the conduction of
transistor Q14.
Tape -motion -sensing switch S14 is part of the tape -supply spindle. When the tape is moving, the movable wiper of

S14 alternately closes the contacts of the switch-much
like the brushes and commutator of a dc motor. When the
tape motion stops, switch S14 can be open or touching

either contact When the tape is moving, transistor Q13
... for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card

What!

You still

haven't tried
the security
field 7

PLC Electronics Security
Systems are prepackaged for
the Electronics man and can
be installed by the Electronics man
with no special training or experience needed!
Send for your free
Alarm Security System Catalog today!
Equipment available from your
local Electronics Distributor.

conducts because increased base current is available. The
base current for Q13 serves as charging current for capacitor C208.
Capacitor C208 never reaches a full charge because the
tape -motion sensing switch (S14) alternately connects
C209 across C208 and then discharges it. This action as-

sures continuous base bias for Q13 while the tape is in
motion. When the tape stops, S14 no longer cycles and
capacitor C208 assumes full charge. With C208 fully
charged, Q13 has no base current and is cut off. When Q13
is not conducting, transistor Q14 conducts and energizes a
solenoid. As the cassette is ejected, SI 0 (discharge switch)

closes and discharges C208. This prevents the cartridge
from being ejected if it, or another, is immediately reinserted. Diode D3 forms an alternate discharge path for
C208.

The cassette is also ejected when the power is switched
OFF because the emitter voltage of transistor Q13 decays
much faster than the base voltage, due to the charge on
capacitor C208. Thus Q13 switches OFF within one second after the power is removed and the solenoid is energized to eject the cassette before the 22v power supply decays below a useful level.

A pause button (switch S11) is provided to allow the
user to stop the tape motion without triggering the eject
circuit. Obviously, the cassette will not automatically eject
when the power is turned OFF as long as the pause button
is ON.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.

Electronics, Inc.
39-50 Crescent St./Long Island City, N.Y. I 1101
... for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card
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Please enclose a complete address label from
one of your recent issues.

Tubes you can
depend on

TEKLAB...

DISTRIBUTOR S NAME

NE

11110RD

. 116 C
1.000

PP.

ca.(

RADIO/T1/
DEALER

1.'llralts77-711

-4-

t=11

BASIC
PARTS

BOARD
e-

MODEL BP
PEGBOARD

SIZE: 17" X 24"
WITH HOOKS

SUPPLIED

CONTAINS 62 MOST NEEDED REPLACEMENT
PARTS: AMP FUSES FUSED RESISTORS FOCUS

RECTIFIERSCIRCUIT BREAKERS CRT ANODE
CONNECTORS CURRENT LIMITING RESISTORS
NEW, COMPLETELY UNIVERSAL TV CHANNEL
SELECTOR SIDE -WINDER CHANNEL SELECTOR
VOLUME CONTROL KNOB.
DEALER:
ASK FOR CA74 152C

DISTRIBUTOR:
MIN. ORDER 10 BOARDS

WORKMAN
Sub./r1/r,

f /PR TEChrlf Af 00' nor

BOx 3828 SARASOTA FLA 33578

e
PRODUCTS. INC

continued front page 29

RI315, on the high -voltage regulator module.
The high -voltage transformer used in this chassis
supplies a fifth -harmonic
tuned pulse from the highvoltage winding to the
live -diode

high -voltage

tripler. The negative por-

tion of the pulse, which
occurs during retrace, is
heavily clamped by the
clamp

circuit

diode

Y1661, capacitor C1661
and resistor R1661 to in -prove the high -voltage
regulation at low beam
currents.

FOR TIGHT

0
O

Arc
POST

PAID

the IF, Video Low -Level
and RGE3 amplifier rhodules.

Summary

We feel that the manufacturer did an excellent
job in designing this chassis not only for maximum

accessibility but also for
maximum serviceability.
The features employed

are what most indepen-

and most of

ture

components required for
servicing this TV set. If
you should want to repair

Horizontal

tube.

al

to

the

picture -tube

ule caddy" service kit is
also a major step towards
"one -call" home service.
includes the modules
the major

the module, the tic points,
component identification
and full circuit board

markings permit conventional servicing.

N

Midget RATCHET SET
plus ADAPTERS

Comments from our readers are always welcome.

Address your letters to:
Phillip Dahlen, CET, Editor
Electronic Technician/Dealer
1 East First Street
Duluth, Minnesota 55802.

steel case. The strength of this twenty
tooth stainless steel ratchet far exceeds
torque standards set by military specifications. Requiring only an 18° working
arc, reverse action is obtained by simply
turning the ratchet over. Kit includes 12
Allen Hex Adapters from .050" to 5,,",

2 popular Philips sizes (#1 and #2), 2
Slotted Head sizes ('" and h"), plus a
1/4- Square Drive for use with standard
sockets.

Only $12.95

DIGITAL:THEORY,DESIGN ,
CONSTRUCTION

Send Check
or Money Order

LOGIC
NEWSLETTER ©

POCKET SIZE

SAMPLE COPY $ 1.00
LOGIC NEWSLETTER
POB 252
WALDWICK,N.J. 07463

NO. 6320 KIT
THE CHAPMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Send Check

or Money Order 10 ...

DURHAM, CONNECTICUT 06422 Dept. ETD5
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the

It

MIDGET RATCHET in a compact 4" x 6"

Working

attain

focus voltage for the pic-

Seventeen different interchangeable adapters with a screwdriver attachment and
extension, plus the world's mightiest

18°

to

er, R1662, provides the

beam current.

CHAP

5

---21v power supply for

dent electronic technicians
would suggest to make
home servicing of the color -TV set easier.
General Electric's "mod-

nitude directly proportion-

SPOTS!

minal

A high -voltage indicator neon bulb, NE -1600,
is inductively coupled to
the input lead of the high voltage tripler and glows
when the horizontal circuits are operating.
A resistive focus divid-

pulses, at the ground end
of R 1662, appear across
capacitor C1703 and resistor R1703 with a mag-

... for more details circle 146 on Reader Service Card

Diode Y1141 scan rec-

tifies the pulse output of
transformer T1700 Ter-

.

.
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the grooved guide positions wire for
proper staple envelopment. The automatic safety stop reportedly halts the
staple at a proper height to prevent
damage to the wire. Arrow.

NEW PRODUCTS
For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE

SOLDERING TIP
703

DIALER

This automatic

telephone

705

Tip can be selected

for job application

A new line of soldering tips are

Features self-contained
message programmer

designed and rated for the following
dialer,

Model R2, features a self-contained
message programmer. It reportedly
permits fast, silent communication of
pre-recorded alarm voice messages
over existing phone lines and responds

to inputs from either fire or burglar
alarm detectors, or both. Two channels permit the sending of separate

1

i

capstans and guides. The unit generates a controlled 60Hz magnetic field
which is reportedly strong enough to

ill is Is Is Is

qualities: heat transfer, durability and
thermal load in watts. These tips are
exclusively used on the company's
solid-state, constant -temperature probe,
the Loner soldering instrument. Edsyn.

effectively demagnetize without producing additional residual magnetism.
It reportedly features a flexible probe
which will flex to reach usually inaccessible recorder/player parts. The
magnetic field radiates from the tip of
this probe, which is designed to contact sensitive areas without danger of
physical damage. A sensitive micro switch is activated by finger tip pressure when the unit is picked up and
deactivated when it is released. Nortronics Co.
707

ANTENNA
706

HEAD DEMAGNETIZER
Removes residual magnetism
from heads, capstans and guides

messages for two types of emergen-

cies, and up to six separate parties
may be contacted on each channel.
The dialer is packaged in a locked,
tamper -resistant cabinet measuring 12
in. wide by 101/2 in. deep by 41/2 in.

high. Mountain West Alarm Supply
Co.

STAPLE GUN
Designed to fasten low voltage wire up to 1/4 in.

A new series of single -channel yagi

The Model QM -202 head demag-

TV and FM antennas are designed to
improve home TV and MATV recep-

netizer is designed to remove all residual magnetism from recording heads,

continued on next page

tion. Designated as the EY series,

All New and Improved
Ferrograph RTS-2
Simple to operate
Learn to use in minutes
Minimum set up time

704

Designed for signals that
come from different directions

On!y two leads
necessary

Pushbutton activation

Versatile all -in -one

precision test unit
Sine Wave genera:or

Millivoltmeter

Wow & Flutter bricge
with expanded rarge
Harmonic distortion

analyzer with greatly
simplified measurements

The Model T-18 staple gun is specially designed for safe, secure and

Use it anywhere

Recording & broadcasting studios

Testing laboratories
Service Shops
Compact, lightweight,
Portable
All this for only $1450
Sturdy carrying case
optional

NEW, CONVENIENT LEASING PLAN!
neat fastening of any inside or outside
low -voltage wire, up to 'A in. in diam-

eter. The tapered striking edge reportedly gets into close corners, and

Try the Ferrograph RTS-2 in your service shop, on your own test bench. Watch it make
money while it pays for itself. See how it saves you valuable troubleshooting and servicing
time. The first 30 days are Free - on us. Write for details today.
ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC., New Hyde Park, N Y. 11040 / 7301 E. Evans Rd., Scottsdale, Ariz. 85253
.

.

.
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NEW PRODUCTS...
continued from page 57

amplifiers. These yagi designs are said
to provide typical front -to -back ratios
as high as 16dB and beam widths that

SCOPE

708

A compact, lightweight,
solid-state instrument

ensure good color reception even at
channel band -edges. Gain is typically

7dB over that of a tuned dipole, and

lead and to mixing networks or pre-

reliable performance and good appearance over the years. Blonder Tongue Laboratories, Inc.

these yagi antennas are especially designed for areas where the viewer is
located between several TV stations
with signals coming from different
directions. The antennas reportedly
feature a 6MHz wideband response to

the double -fold 30011 driven element
provides an exact match to the down -

construction and deluxe gold finish are
combined in the antennas to maintain

range from 56° to 65°, depending
upon the channel required. Rugged

The Model LBO -310, 3 in. solidstate scope is designed to offer 20mv
p-p/div vertical sensitivity with a
maximum input at 600v (dc/ac p -p).

If we don't
have the needle,
there's no point

in looking for it.
We're a prime manufacturer of phonograph

needles and cartridges. So we're always
ahead in needle knowledge. That's why your

E-V/Game distributor always has just the
right replacement needle you want. Factory
sealed. Attractively packaged. And priced
right.

And, it's easy to specify Electro-Voice
needles. They're listed in the most up-todate, comprehensive catalog in the
industry. Simplified cross-refer-

encing and precise illustrations
enable you to pinpoint
what you want in seconds.

Tell your local distributor haystacks are
for making love. Ask him for a free E-V/Game

needle and accessories catalog today. Or
contact us. E-V/Game, Inc., Box 711, Freeport, N.Y. 11520.

E-V/GAME, INC.
I)

E/,. tr,,

( Inc A GULT ON company

v

Gananoque. Ontario

®©

The sweep frequency is in four ranges:
10Hz to 100kHz, continuously adjust-

able between steps. The input impedance is reportedly 1M shunted by

40pf with the ability to monitor waveforms to 100MHz with direct connection. It has ac and dc coupled vertical
inputs with provisions for dc voltage
level checks and the bandwidth is re-

portedly dc to 1MHz, at -3dB. The
instrument measures 6 in. high by 4
in. wide by 131/4 in. deep and weighs

approximately 10 lb. Leader Instruments Corp.

TOOL CASE

709

Moderately large assortment of
hand tools and specialized equipment

A attache -style tool case, Model
TC-200/ST, is designed for the electronic technician who has frequent
need of a moderately large assortment
of hand tools and specialized equipment for his work. The case contains
a generous assortment of screwdrivers,
nutdrivers, pliers, cutters, stripper/cutter, etc., all mounted in see-thru plastic pockets on a removable pallet of

heavy gauge vinyl located in the lid of
the case. Construction features of the
case reportedly include a solid -wood

frame with dovetailed corners, locking brass -finished hardware and a
... for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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continued on page 60

FREE

with your purchase of RCA
entertainment receiving tubes

Now you can get RCA's brand new Col-

or -TV Service Handbook, Volume 4,
free of charge when you buy RCA entertainment receiving tubes from your
local participating RCA Distributor.

Olympic Packard Bell Panasonic ask for details on Volume 4 of RCA's
Philco RCA SonySylvaniaZenith Color -TV Service Handbook (1A1973).
You'll find everything from chassis lay-

outs to step by step instructions for RCA / Electronic Components
adjustments that can be performed in

Harrison, N.J. 07029

Get 284 pages of practical service infor- the home. You'll solve your late model
mation on 1971 and 1972 color sets color servicing problems faster and easier. For practical field -service informamade by 15 manufacturers:

Admiral Airline Dumont Emerson
General Electric Hitachi Magnavox

tion you can use every day, see your
local participating RCA Distributor and

... for more details circle 134 on Reader Service Card
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The "Country Boys" Have it!

NEW PRODUCTS...
continued from page 58

\SELL

NEW iereerto

PERMANENT BOND

HIGH STRENGTH

George

Dalton

RAPID BONDING

rugged, black Durahyde vinyl covering. The bottom of the case is unoccupied to allow ample space for an
individualized selection of additional

ALPHA CYANOACRYL All

*
VO*

ADHESIVE

One component only - no mixing required. Versatile bonds metal, glass, phenolics, rubber, ceramics and plastics.

Extremely rapid setting - seconds, not hours. Economical - one drop covers one square inch and costs less than
1 /4c. Very strong - up to 5000 lbs/ in2 tensile strength.
Fingertip pressure only - no clamps or fixtures. Sets at
room temperature - no heat needed. Does not use solvents
or catalysts.

Packaged in Meadville, Pa. in top quality, 2 -gram Blister Pack
ultra -sonically sealed in no leak tubes. Retails at $2.98.

SEND FOR OUR 5 -TUBE EVALUATION KIT
ONEIDA INSTANT -WELD ENGINEERING Evaluation

tools, test instruments,

Kit, five assorted two -gram tubes @ $7.95, postpaid.
ONEIDA ORK 1 Drive Belt Kit (round rubber) @ $19.95.

parts boxes,

soldering gun, etc. to be carried along
with the pre -selected tools. The case

ONEIDA ORK 2 Drive Belt Kit (flat & square rubber)
@ $19.95.

measures

ONEIDA ORK 3 "0" Ring Kit @ $19.95.
Bill Me
P. 0. No.
Ship COD

4-14 in. Xcelite Inc.

in. by

181/2

131/2

in. by

Write for our complete catalog and discount prices.

SOLDER/DESOLDERING WICK

ONEIDA ELECTRONIC MFG. INC.
MEADVILLE, PA. 16335

HOLDER

710

Designed for fast, clean,
professional repair methods
.

for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card

An economical handy supply hold-

er, called TWIP, is designed for the

Pix-Mate

TM

the crt tester

you can afford to take alone

technician who is looking for fast,
clean, professional repair methods. It
holds a roll of desoldering wick and a
roll of solder, making it ready for immediate use. The holder has a storage

clip for both the wick and solder. It
also includes a belt clip and storage
port with window gauges for supply
level viewing. Edsyn.
A quality CRT tester with
individual test for each gun.
Compare guns for emission.
Test for leakage and shorts.

TRANSISTOR -CAPACITOR

Legible 3 color scale.
Compact, portable, rugged.
Avoid recalls, check the CRT
on every call.
PIX-MA1E CRYS-MATE GEN-MATE
SOUND -MATE TRACE -MATE

ee

The Caddy -Mate line.
2245 PITKIN AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11207
.

60

Leaves hands free
to desolder leads

take along the time savers

WRITE US!

711

REMOVAL AIDS

for more details circle 142 on Reader Service Card
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A reportedly quick and easy method

of removing transistors or capacitors
is introduced. It consists of a set of
seven

versatile

tools,

Quick

Picks,

Catalogue No. 9216, in a convenient
plastic carrying case that reportedly
lit more than 25 different outlines of

transistors or can capacitors. These
non-magnetic tools leave hands free
to desolder leads and are color coded

EVERY GROUP OF TECHNICIANS, n-1EREs A
WHO ALWAYS SEEMS TO EARN A LITTLE
THAN THE REST of u5--50MEIIME5 EVEN
WITH SHORTER HOURS. TO HEW EVERY TECHNICIAN
"IAQ THE f051-OF HIS TIME HERE" HOW
IN

441

-""livierat

for fast, easy size selection. They also
make excellent heat sinks. GC Electronics.

AND

AFTER TWO DAYS
NIC7HT5 OF COOKING AND

TESTING, I 5nu._ CANT

FINDTHI5 DARN
GUE55
INTERMI
I'LL HAVE TO CANCEL
THE BOWLING,

qEORGE DOE5 IP, ^
THIS CAN Of %PEW
FROST AID SAYS
YOU LO5E USE THE

1KNow 113 THE

giASgur

JUST CANT

EXTENDER TIRE
AND SPRAY COMFOHENT5

A security
and safety product

LOCATE THE
COMPONENT.

5ET5 sAcK ID NORI4A1...

The Sonic-Raylight is an outdoor
remote control light that is used outdoors as a garage or door light and is
said to be ideal for the porch or walkway. The unit reportedly consists of
an all -aluminum, weather-proof receiver box and socket, plus a convenient pocket-size remote control hand

ON THE JOS

REMOTE CONTROL UNIT

KINE

712

ONE -N -ONE UNTil THE

HERE IT K --BET THAT
ci4T-Hotx RESISTOR 5

LOST MY SHIRT

ALREADY, Bur
FETER>ON 5 PAY

UBLED IN VALUE'.

Bbr CUSTOMER.

BEr yuu A

STF_Alc DINNER
YOU CAN'T nx IT

SURE CARRY IT
WITH ME ASAN

rrt

EMEKGENC1 FIRE
EXTINGUISHER.
USE IT FOR LOCATING

pc- DoA143,c MO.
A5 A HEAT-5INK,AND
LOT5 OF OTHER IV -1Y5
GOT THE IDEA FROM
A FREE BOOK

CHEmT-RoNKS WILL

SEND YOU... f3ut
RO-Tr NOWLET5
GET THAT5rEPK!

unit. Each socket reportedly powers a

lamp rated at up to 150w. Acting as
both a security and safety product for
the home, the unit may reportedly be
controlled from the owner's car, within a 75 -ft. distance. Signal Science,
Inc.

WHY"LET- err:..oRGE DO Ir.?

DO IT YOURSELF WITH

SUPERFROSTAID.ONEOF

VHF/UHF LINE AMPLIFIERS 713

CHEMTRONICS M ANY
WO RK-5AVING, SOLUTIONS

Offers more flexibility
when designing MATV systems

FOR TEC4N ICIA NS'
PRODLEM 5.

A solid-state, line -powered, line
amplifier is designed to overcome

FoR,ft)UR I-KLE PROI3LEM-50LVING

problems resulting from high loss sys-

tems caused by long trunk lines and
remote antenna installations. The line
amplifier is designed to add signal
gain where it is needed most, in the
continued on page 62

BROCHURE AND CATALOG, wRITE To:

CCHENIRONKS
I NCORPORAIW
1260 RALPH AYE., BROOKLYN,NY,II2.56.0UR 13U5INE55 i5 IMKOVINGYOIR5
.

.

.
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NEW PRODUCTS

...

plug the tester into your outlet and observe the indicator lights on the device.
The amber lights will show the pres-

continued from page 61

ence or absence of power. Reverse

trunk line. The Model LE -215 report-

edly amplifies VHF signals +15dB
and passes UHF signals with negligible loss. It is also said to feature a

radio equipment. If normal ac line
power is interrupted or fails, the unit
reportedly transfers to system power
in 20 ms. When the normal ac power returns, it is said to transfer the
load to incoming ac and disconnects
the emergency power. The charger
then reportedly turns ON to its high charge position until the batteries are
recharged, then automatically switches to its maintenance "sensing" position to keep the batteries in full -charge
condition. The pilot light and ammeter
are located in the front operating

polarity, faulty connections or missing
grounds are immediately evident when

built-in 3dB tilt compensator to correct for the unlinear attenuation characteristics of coaxial cable. The high
input level, excellent VSWR and low
noise figure are said to allow a large
number of these to be cascaded, if

necessary, to overcome
losses. Winegard Co.

the red light glows-either alone or
in conjunction with the amber lights.
The red light indicates a need for immediate qualified service. Alco Electronic Products, Inc.

extra high

STANDBY -POWER SYSTEMS 715
GROUNDED OUTLET TESTER
714
Simplified tester checks for
faulty wiring circuits

Instantaneously provides up
to 1000w of ac power

A simplified tester, Model GT-20, is
designed to check for faulty wiring cir-

by emergency ac power source for

A solid-state standby power system,
Model 660-112, is designed as a stand-

radio communications, CATV, microwave, amateur radio and citizens band

cuits in a matter of seconds. Simply

Zo-oo-om-m-m
First in the race. Raytheon put together
the car. You drove it to top money in the
big '72 season. It's a money -making team tha
started with your switch to Raytheon, the larges
independent tube supplier. We know the competitio
is rough. As an independent serviceman, you can't waste
time and money on call backs or pit stops. So, Raytheon
builds to beat the competition. You drive hard for first place.
And we're going for the trophy again this year. Together.
.

62

panel. The light indicates that ac incoming power is available to the system. The ammeter shows the operat-

.
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ing charge rate of the charging system.
The system is said to have forced -air
cooling and the cabinet is designed to
be both attractive and functional, measuring 51 in. high by 161/4 in. wide
by 121/4 in. deep. The unit is supplied

with brackets for mounting in a stan-

dard 19
Corp.

in.

rack or panel. Terado

with a built-in condenser microphone.

presence from two -channel sources.

DEALER SHOWCASE
For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

There are said to be two jacks for

All functions are activated by push-

four -channel headphones, one for the
front channels or stereo, and the other
for rear channels. Panasonic.

buttons for simple and

TELEPHONE ANSWERING

717

DEVICE

FM/AM/FM STEREO RADIO

Designed for
use in the home

716

Radio has four amplifiers
for discrete four -channel sound

The Hastings Model RE -7740

reported ability to act as an "elec-

The Metrotec electronic phone answerer is designed for home use and
incorporates operating and design features particularly suited to the general

is

said to be a new "Series -44" home entertainment system combining an FM/

tronic bulletin board," for in -home
messages. The ac -powered device reportedly meets all applicable telephone
company regulations. Computer -type
logic circuitry is used instead of moving parts for switching functions. The
unit measures 9 in. by 10 in. by 23/4
in. BSR-Metrotec.

AM/FM Stereo radio with four amplifiers

for

discrete

fool -proof

operation. The device can reportedly
record up to 30 messages on a special
cassette and a "Message Waiting" indicator light is illuminated whenever
a call has been taped. The answerer is
factory set to answer after three rings,
but may be adjusted by the user to answer after as many as five rings. Another feature is the phone answerer's

four -channel

sound, supplied complete with four

VIDEOCASSETTE TEST TAPE
718

Provides proper adjustment of
videocassette players

An

air -suspension

speaker

consumer. It is shipped with pre-recorded answering messages for an
authoritative, attention commanding
sound and to aid microphone shy
users. But there is also provision for
home recording of personal messages

enclosures.

The unit reportedly features Quadruplex circuitry for matrix records and
also

provides

sound

four -channel

inexpensive,

accurate

3/4U

videocassette test tape is supplied for
the proper adjustment of videocassette
players and TV receivers. The tape is
for use with
Wollensak, Sony, Panasonic, Concord,
continued on next page
specifically designed

Spots trouble fast tells where it is
WR-515A Master Chro-Bar/
Signalyst is the most advanced
color -bar generator ever
developed by RCA

Consider these features:
Output at RF , I F, and Video for all patterns.

RCA's exclusive "Superpulse" pattern for simplified gray scale tracking adjustment, testing for picture smear, and
trouble -shooting by signal tracing and signal injection.

RCA's exclusive color -bar marker identifies the third,
sixth, and ninth color bars
aids in AFPC alignment and
setting the tint control range.
Pushbuttons provide color bars, dots, lines, crosshatch,
and blank raster patterns with provision for selecting three
.

.

.

75 -ohm or 300 -ohm variable level RF, IF, and Video
output with positive or negative video sync. polarity.

IC circuitry throughout.
The price? Only $189.00! *

For more information on the WR-515A, see your RCA
Distributor or write RCA Electronic Instruments Headquarters, Harrison, N.J.07029.
*Optional Distributor Resale Price

AElectronic

or ten horizontal and/or vertical lines with middle of

Instruments

pattern electrically centered.
. .

. for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE...
continued from page 63

and

J.V.C.

videocassette recorders
with 3/4 U format systems. It is de-

package). The system is completely
self-contained and reportedly has a
heavy speaker horn, solid-state control

center, two heavy-duty 6v batteries,

scribed by the manufacturer as "a

must for anyone involved in set-up
and performance of a videocassette
system." Each test tape is said to be
a

Mi
Cu

cr

MI

en

CL
us

CD

N

I

co
co

CI

high quality, carefully prepared,

master recording with every element
planned to allow a step-by-step adjustment procedure. The videocassette
test tape reportedly consists of: Registration Pattern-RETMA, Color Bars
(Split field), Dots, Cross Hatch and

Dots, Cross Hatch only, and Color
Bars (full field). The videocassette
player can also be adjusted for tracking and skew. A 1 kHz audio tone, at
zero level VU, is recorded throughout
the entire tape to make adjustment of
the TV receiver for inner carrier separation. Magnetic Video Corp.

security shunt lock (ox/oFF) with
two keys, package of mounting hardware, door or window decal, 150 ft of
black and yellow conductor wire, instruction sheet and guarantee. Idea
Systems.

FM/AM DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO
RECORD CHANGER

719

Offers many features of
the higher priced units

A Model 1214 record changer

is

designed which offers many features
of the higher priced units. The unit reportedly features a high -torque constant -speed motor, 6% pitch -control,

silicone -damped cue -control and elevator -action changer spindle. The lowmass counterbalanced tonearm has
low -friction pivot bearings and can reportedly track at as low as
grams.
United Audio.

-
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INTRUSION/FIRE ALARM
SYSTEM

720

Solid-state control center
operating on 12v dc

co

3
co

on 12v dc. When an intrusion is at-

tempted, the magnetic closure contacts
are latched, sounding the alarm siren.

Within the system is a special circuit
for fire detection, sounding the siren if
the temperature exceeds sensor limits

( I35°F). The protection system
.

.

for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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bility to receive continuous government weather broadcasts in many cities. All of these controls, jlus AM/

FM selector, are top -mounted for con-

venience. Also reportedly featured is
the Snooz-Alarm clock, a 24 -hour
wake up system and an electronic tone
alarm with adjustable loudness. The
cabinet is made of easy -to -clean polystyrene and a walnut -grain finish.
General Electric.

VIDEO TIMER

A Model Y -2000-A burglar and fire
alarm system is designed to be installed almost anywhere without difficulty or special tools, and operates

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, MAY 1973

is

available with additional switches or

sensors (two of each included per

721

The Model C4332 FM/AM Digital
Clock radio is designed to provide all
desired clock radio functions: wakeup -to -music, or wake -up -music and
alarm. It is said to also have the capa-

CD

'0 C

CD

.

Receives government weather
broadcasts in many cities

722

Superimposes numerical
indications on monitor

A new video timer reportedly superimposes clear, high -definition numerical indications directly on the monitor

a TV system. The Model G-77
video timer accepts input from any
video source, such as a camera or
in

VTR. A precise time reference is provided by a crystal -controlled oscillator
and the time information is then
superimposed on the video signal,
which may be displayed on a monitor

or recorded on tape. The unit is said
to he compatible with all popular
CCTV and VTR systems, including
color, B/W, 2: 1 and random interlace, without equipment modifications.

plate holder on the front or hack of
any car. The unit includes a motion
sensing circuit triggered by two silicon
activated mercury switches. When ac-

tivated, any movement of the car reportedly sets off a piercing 115dB

alarm. The self-contained unit is said

to operate from two Mallory Duracells with two separate circuits, each
of which includes an alarm horn, a

Products.

AUTO BURGLAR ALARM

723

Bolts to
license -plate holder

A new self-contained automobile
burglar alarm has been designed that
can reportedly be installed by anyone
in less than 5 min. Called Carguard.
the alarm simply bolts to the license

mercury switch and a power supply.
To avoid false alarms, the sensitivity
is usually set to a moderate level so
that only someone attempting to enter
the car or to remove something will
set it off. A built-in logic circuit shuts
the alarm off after about 30 seconds,
but if the car is touched again, the
alarm blasts continuously. The auto
alarm can only be turned OFF with a
key and when the owner leaves the
car, he arms the unit by turning the
key to the oN position. Omnico.

11EILSAIIESTEll I
- 06 000
6

4to

Centralab wirewounds
are available in both 11/2
and 3 watt ratings in four

for added convenience,
nylon plug-in shafts and

tandem twin couplers are
available. Ask for Centralab

Generates Pulses, Sine waves and Square waves
to 20MHz Li Supplies dc power at 5v, 1 15v, 15v, 30v CI Digitally
VERSATESTER I

Measures frequency from 20Hz to 20MHz, with autoranging; DC and AC
volts, 0-500v; Resistance to 200 Megohms. Ll Complete for only $1,250!
11 Contact your nearest Scientific Devices Office for specs or demo or
Datapulse Division, Systron-Donner, 10150 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver
City, CA 90230. Phone (213) 836-6100.

Iabstru-ment Vlab-stra-ment \n 1: a complete test lab in one lightweight, portable, 31/2" panel height Systron-Donner/Datapulse instrument.

DATAPULSE

wirewound controls from

your Centralab stocking
distributor.
DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS

VJF
CENTRALAB

DIVISION
.

The right control for exact
replacement is most often a
Centralab miniature wire wound control. They're the
time and temper savers for
all your trouble shooting.

mounting styles: flange, PC,
tab and bushing mount. Resistance values range from
1.5 ohm to 15K ohms. And,

What is it?
labstrument*

SYSTRON

over 1,000

applications

The user can control horizontal and
vertical position of the numerals, size
of the numerals, mat intensity and several other useful functions. Portions
of the display are independently oN/
OFF switchable, with hold, start and
reset functions also provided. Important operating modes are all selectable
through front panel controls. Gyyr

The right
control for

Electronics Division

DONNER

for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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T&T
VALUE SALE

The No.1 Antenna for

Metropolitan Areas...

in which Mr. Moch administers
the affairs of NATESA, no one can
deny that it is a successful organiza-

80% off LIST
61E6

6BK4

E 6096
L 6FQ7
1G3

5 for $3.45
5 for $9.35
5 for $8.15
5 for $5.85
5 for $3.25
5 for $4.35

ri 60W4

5 for $4.05
5 for $4.40
5 for $8.05
5 for $4.05
5 for $3.25
5 for $3.40

1_1 6156

6AX4
8E07

= 6BZ6

tion. Any corporation or organization
that operates successfully must have
good director or president. He
(they) must have wide latitude of authority in order to attain its objectives. Perhaps Mr. Moch is using his
a

TRANSISTORS XACT. REPLACE. (BOXED) 80% OFF

LI SK3007-HEP635 (list $2.10 ea.)

5 for $2.10

SK3026-HEP241 (list $3.00 ea.)
SK3041-HEP245 (list $4.20 ea.)

5 for $3.00
5 for $4.20

SK3018-HEP709 (list $2.25 ea.) 5 for $2.25
SK3020-HEP50 (list $2.20 ea.) 5 for $2.20
C SK3021-HEP240 (list $3.15 ea.) 5 for $3.15

own money on behalf of NATESA

#61(-716 VHF/UHF/FM
COLOR ANTENNA...

business because, on occasions, there
is no time to call a board meeting and
decisions must be made immediately.
Of course, he is taking a chance that

Similar design to Space Tracking
Antennas- 5 UHF Disc Directors, 7

CAPACITORS

2 for $1.00
2 for $1.00
2 for $1.00

100 MFD at 400 Volts
El 160/100/60 MFD at 350 Volts

TM

RMS 'STAR -TRACK'

PHONO EQUIPMENT EQUIV. REPLACE. (BOXED)
ASTATIC 133 $2.50
EV 275
$2.50
ASTATIC 142 $2.50
EV5015
$2.75
Sonotone 87 and 11' 9T
$2.50 ea.
GE C650 8
GE C660
$4.25 ea.
VARCO TN4B
$2.00

r) 80/30/20 MFD at 450 Volts

VHF Cut -to -Channel Elements, I Driven
Element, and 10 Corner Reflector

Elements. 23 Elements for maximum
reception--- Up to 50 miles on VHF,
and up to 50 miles on UHF. Single

GENERAL

HEP 170-2.5 AMP 1000 PIV
2 AMP 1000 PIV RECT.

10 for $1.50
10 for $1.00
ZENITH VOLTAGE TRIPLER 212-109 $7.95 ea.

down -lead- includes VHF/UHF Splitter.

Suggested Retail.

FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER!
Minimum Order $30-F.O.B. Brooklyn
Catalogs $1 -Refundable upon your order

$39.95

Breaking All Sales Records...
since their introduction- 6 performance
proven models for all areas- See Your
Distributor.

& T SALES CO)

RMS

4802 AVENUE K
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11234
Phone: (212) 241-5940

ELECTRONICS, INC.

50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462
Tel. (212) 892-6700
See RMS at CES Show -Booth 9305

... for more details circle 140 on Reader Service Card
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NEW Heath/Schlumberger
30 MHz Frequency Counter...
only $225*
5 Hz to 30 MHz range

Auto -ranging
10 mV input sensitivity
6 -digit LED readout with
leading zero blanking
Heath/Schlumberger does it again...a breakthrough in price for counters. Compare
our new SM-118A against the competition. The 118A provides 5 Hz - 30 MHz guaran-

teed range...2 Hz - 40 MHz typical...10 mV sensitivity guaranteed over the total
range...5-8 mV typical. Plus features not found on other low cost counters: auto ranging with four automatically selected ranges of 10 sec., 1 sec., 100 ms & 10 ms

...plus switch -selected ranges of 1 sec. and 10 ms. 1 MHz time base provides 1 part
in 10'/mo. stability. Rear panel connector allows use of external time base for greater
accuracy. Other features include 6 -digit LED readout with leading zero blanking and
overrange indication...combination carrying handle/tilt stand...small size and light
weight...120/240 VAC operation.
Send for our FREE catalog and get the details on this and other
low cost, high performance test gear.
Assembled SM-118A, 7 lbs.
$225.00"

FREE rHeath/Sehlumberger Scientific Instruments
1 972
'''

111=11:
Schlumberger

Dept. 531482
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
El Please send 1973 Electronic Instruments catalog.
Name

Heath/Schlumberger
Electronic Instruments
Catalog...send
coupon now.

Address

City

State

Mail order prices; FOB factory.

... for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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continued from page 14
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RAYTHEON NEW JOBBER -BOXED TUBES

E 6GH8

LETTERS

Zip
EK-372

he may not get reimbursement. Because of such accounting practices, he
may find himself on the horns of a dilemma today. However, his counter-

part (NEA or whatever) should not
take undue advantage of a man's
awkward predicament to deny him the
hard-earned money incurred on association properties. So equitable compen-

sation should be made where necessary.
TOM GING

Clarify Digital Articles
I've just found the time to read your
excellent articles "Basic Digital Circuitry" in the November and December issues. I've learned a lot, but I am
puzzled by one point. I would appreciate it if you would clear this up for
me.

What puzzles me is this: If J, the
output of Gate C is in the "1" condition at Time Tio (as shown in Fig. 2
on page 47 of the December issue)
how can the negative excursion of C
cause the fourth flip-flop to change
from the "1" condition to "0"? Would
not the "1" applied to pin #7 of the
fourth flip-flop inhibit change just as
the remaining positive potential on
output K is slated to inhibit the second flip-flop from changing (at Time
Tio) from "0" to the "1" condition?
W. M. S. RILEY

Only when the second and third
flip-flop circuits are both in a "1" con-

dition can the output of Gate C also
be in a "1" condition -from shortly
after Ti; to shortly after Tv, and not
during Tin as indicated in your letter.
Only during that time interval may a
negative excursion from the first flipflop circuit switch the fourth flip-flop
circuit to a "I" condition.

However, once switched to a "1"
condition, the fourth flip-flop cannot
he inhibited from switching back to its
original "0" condition with the next
negative excursion from the first flipflop circuit, as occurs at time Tin.
When in a "1" condition, the fourth
flip-flop circuit prevents the second

flip-flop circuit from heing switched

front a "0" condition to a "I" condition. And at time Ti0, the fourth flipflop circuit does not switch into a "0"
condition fast enough to allow the sec-

If yotfre not
using NA
Universal
Transistors, the
odds are 800 -tol
you're wasting
time and money!

ond flip-flop to switch to a "1" condition with

the

negative

excursion

from the first flip-flop circuit. Ed.

What We need is a New Union
Some of the brightest men I've ever
met have been Electronic Technicians.
After 19 years in this business it seems
bewildering why we are the vassels of

the public whim, whipping boy of the
press and still we "collectively" cannot see the wisdom of solidarity in our
action.

I dropped out of NATESA this year
because I've got a "CHRONIC" desire
to be a CET. Still I can easily feel re-

sentment that just CET after one's
name does not insure that he could
ramrod a TV shop for 19 years as I've
done.
I believe Mr. Finneburgh has our

best interests at heart. We are by our

nature self-made men and "mavericks." At this time it would be appropriate, I think, to appoint Mr. Finneburgh as the temporary head of a new

National "UNION," not association.
What we need is the type of clout the
Teamsters have-only power matters
in America!

The public is cruel. How many of
us know of old time technicians who
retire without a pot by the window!

We boiled over 45,000 transistors
down to a universal product line of
66 devices, an 800 -to -1 reduction.

give reliable performance with extra

TOM DAVENPORT

This lets you satisfy 99% of your functional requirements, faster and easier.

we're giving away our expanded Transistor Applications Slide -Rule, with 14

It cuts down the time -eating task of

additional new transistor types, that

searching for exact replacements,

lets you quickly pick the right transistor for your application.
GET YOUR NEW IR SLIDE -RULE
FREE, plus our current "Semiconduc-

Fool -Hardy Daredevil Method
Your January 1973 feature article,
"New Color Picture Tube Replacement Technique," is a fool -hardy,
daredevil method-without gloves and
safety mask-and the most dangerous unsafe method published. It does
not denote skill and understanding of
the force and damage done by an imploding kinescope.

margins of safety.

To make your job even simpler,

locating special sources, then waiting
for delivery.

You'll save more money too, by

tor Cross Reference and Transistor
Data Book", by redeeming the cou-

getting IR's 20% -off -net -pricing on a

10 -piece purchase, instead of the
10% offered by other brands. And,
you're assured of premium quality,
because all International Rectifier

pon below at your nearest IR distributor. Switch to International Rectifier's

"universal transistor line" and make
the odds work in your favor.

transistors are conservatively rated to

You must show pictures of force
and damage done by imbedded glass

from a kinescope implosion. Safety

7e'''W- -

begins here in ET/D.
LEO J. DARAUS

So many electronic technicians ignore these basic safety procedures that
we failed to even note that these pre-

cautions were not shown in the photo-

graphs supplied us by the manufacturer.

This was not the first letter

readers concerning this matter. Have
any encountered implosion of the new-

er tubes and taken pictures of the
damage done? How many do take
these safety precautions? Ed.

GOOD FOR NEW
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REDEEMABLE
FOR ONE
IR TRANSISTOR
APPLICATION
SLIDE.RULF
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bringing the fact to our attention. We

would like to hear from ow- 9ther
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AND FREE
SEMICONDUCTOR
CROSS REFERENCE
AND TRANSISTOR
DATA BOOK
(Value S,

iR

0,
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INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER
Semiconductor Div.: 233 Kansas St., El Segundo, California 90245
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EN
ANTULANT
PRODUCTS
DUNA
RED

WHITE

BLUE

READERS

DISCOUNT

SERVICE
INDEX

PRICES
TEST

ADVERTISER'S INDEX

OVER 20 COLORS
Exclusive ANTUL

-Antulixed

Antennas

T.V. Antennas-custom colored in
many colors Arttulixed

Antenna Mounting Hardware
Pre -assembled Chimney Mounts

Tools

Staple Gun

Tars and Caulking
Anchor Bolts for Towers

Signs

Fishing Wires
Clamps, Mounts, Nails
COLOR 111(HETEO ROTOR WIRE

min Ill onE OUTER JA(HET!

FROM ANTUL
-

-

-

FOIL SHIELD

COMBO
COAX ROTOR
WIRE
BRAID SHIELD

7800

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
3549 N. ELSTON AVE., CHICAGO, ILL 60618

GOOD TOOLS!
15 Watt

Miniature
Plug -In

Soldering Iron

ORYX - the tiny iron for service work,
lab, production - needs no transformer,
weighs only an ounce plus cord. Heat so
quickly - reaches 725 F in about a minute. Light weight, small size let you work
all day without fatigue. Just the thing for
tiny components, delicate circuits, working in close quarters. Many replaceable
tips, including iron -coated for long life.
115-15J Soldering Iron - 115V, 15W;
2 -wire cord and plug
$9.95

115-15J-3 Same, but 3 -wire, no plug

9.95

Ask for catalog listing all ORYX irons

miponrrrel/r./ RIM

58
54
57
48

,

Mullard Tubes Specials
Catalog & Prices on Request

.

Leader Instruments Corporation
3rd Cover
Mallory Distributor Products Co.
22-23
Mitchell Co., C.H.-Telvac Instrument

125
126

Self -Adjusting

Wire Stripper
Unique - just squeeze and pull! Many
narrow cutting blades close in around the
wire, automatically providing the correct
opening and the right tension. Operator
adjustment is not needed to change from
one wire size to another.
Cutting tension is provided by spring
action in the blades - so it requires no
special "feel" nor getting used to - and
the wire is stripped clean, without nicking
the conductor.
T-52 Stripper for # 8 to ..t24 wire
T-56 Stripper for #111 to Z28 wire

.5 9.40
.

11.95

127
128
129
130

135
136
137
138
139
150
140
142
151
143

144
145
146
147
148

FORDHAM Radio Supply

7o0
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710

721

14104 RAMER STREIT
VAN HUTS. CALIF. 1403

... for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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773

Company, Inc.
558 Morris Avenue, Bronx, N.Y.
Tel: (212) 585-0330
RCA

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
.

for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card
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Mountain West Alarm Supply Co.
Oneida Electronic Mfg. Co.

68
68
60
54
41

PLC Electronics, Inc.
Panasonic -Service Div.
Precision Tuner Service
21
RCA Electronic Capabilities
2nd Cover, 3
RCA Parts & Accessories
11
RCA Picture Tubes
59
RCA Semiconductor Dist. Prod.
48
RCA Test Equipment
63
RMS Electronics, Inc.
66
Raytheon Company, Distributor Products
62
Sprague Products Company
12
Systron-Donner
44
Systron-Donner
44
T & T Sales Company
66
TV Tech Aid
48
Telematic Div., UXL Corp.
60

Test & Measuring Instruments Inc.
5
Triplett Corporation
4th Cover
Universal Technics, Inc.
56
Winegard Company
6-7
Workman Electronic Products, Inc.
56
Xcelite

Incorporated

Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Co.
Zenith Radio Corporation

10

68
15

Hex Socket
Oscilloscope

Drivers

Picture Tube Tester
Automatic Telephone Dialer
Staple Gun
Soldering Tip
Head Demagnetizer
Antenna
Scope

Tool Case

Videocassette Test
Record Changer

MOST VERSATILE

F

URNITURE PADS

Stereo Theatre
TRUCK DEVELOPED!

cONSOLE TV COVER

v1111,41T04/4 DOLor

FREE illustrated brochure

YEATS dollies
1307 W. FOND DU LAC AVE.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53205
.

for more details circle 148 on Reader Service Card

FREE ALARM CATA
Full line of professional burglar

and fire alarm systems and sup-

plies. 80 pages, 400 items. Off
the shelf delivery, quantity

-

prices.

Solder/Desoldering Wick Holder
711
Transistor -Capacitor Removal Aids
712 Remote Control Unit
713 VHF/UHF Line Amplifiers
714 Grounded Outlet Tester
715 Standby -Power Systems
..
716 FM/AM/FM Stereo Radio
717 Telephone Answering Device
718
719
720

i4;:z

24

NEW PRODUCTS

722

WEElectronic Tools 8, Test Instruments

Electronics Corp.

Div.

701

68 I

NC OF R

47

Game, Inc.

124

141

mirapy

Data Pulse Div., S/D
Delta Products, Inc.

Jerrold

133
134

MEM '

65
56
61
65

123

... for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Ca d
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50.53

Chemtronics, Inc.
E/V

EQUIPMENT

EICO Electronic Instruments Co., Inc.
Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc.
Enterprise Development Corp.
Finney Company, The
14
Ford Marketing Corp.
49
Fordham Radio Supply Co., Inc.
68
Franklin Manufacturing Sales
42
118 GC Electronics Company
17
GTE Sylvania, Electronic Components
8, 19
119 Gavin Electronics, Inc.
64
General Electric Company
55
120 Heath Company, The
18
121
Heath/Schlumberger Scientific
Instruments
66
122 International Rectifier Corp.
67

131
132

rr mi-Noe.dxsC

.

108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
149

312-463-4428

CATALOG,

46
45
68
45
43

.....

Drill Bits, etc.

.:7820

Amperex Electronic Corp.
Antennacraft
Antul Antenna
Arrow Fastener Co., Inc.
B & K Div., Dynascan Corporation
105 Book Club-Tab Books
106 Centralab Distributor Products
107 Chapman Mfg. Company
101
102
103
104

Tape

Intrusion/Fire Alarm System
FM/AM Digital Clock Radio
Video Timer
Auto Burglar Alarm

20
20
20
57
57
57
57
58
58
58
60
60
61

mountain west alarm

s

*41 4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 1551

1ED 15
A &POD

61

62
62
63
63
63
64
64
64
64
65

TEST INSTRUMENT
900

Philips' Model PM3232 Scope

40

I ri
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.
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$
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$
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$
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MAGNAVOX

.9V P/P
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40V P/P
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS 1/2 HOWL
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RGB MOD
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IF MOD

1
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1
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IF MOD
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1/2 HOR 12.
4VPP

1/2 HORIZ

VIDEO LOW

'2) LEVEL MOD

BRITE MIN.

7

1SVPP

BRITE MAX

PIN 14

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color -TV Chassis
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LOO

VIDEO LOW
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LEVEL MOD
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VIDEO LOW
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'
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-
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R1201 degaussing switch

EP39X4
EP49X142
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R205 -IF AGC 250 n
R206- RF AGC, 250 n
R325 -peaking, 500 n
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R413 red drive
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1/2 HORIZ
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9
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2
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ca 3
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1
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.
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*
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TINT LOCK
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30v
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MATIC DIAGRAM AND THE PARTS LIST DESIGNATE
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THAT GENERAL ELECTRIC CATALOGED PARTS BE
USED FOR COMPONENT REPLACEMENT IN THE SHA-

II

ST

5003,

PRODUCT SAFETY NOTICE

4111731.

Pt?

00r

PRODUCT SAFETY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED WHEN A
COMPONENT REPLACEMENT IS MADE IN ANY AREA
OF A RECEIVER. THE SHADED AREA OF THIS SCHE-

E

111

13v
0-*

-.7V Max. Mite.

1..04

200V

J

415,.03.*

7,00

IC601-chrome processor
IC602-chroma demod.

4343

13;M

57:K

33*

c ,a

53

(F!
54.

-

4433

tP01

LED

AUP

"1017

6.5V

EP84X5
EP84X6
EP84X7
EP84X3
EP62X41
EP766X10

IC202-AFC
IC501-audio

-Xo
5.7.14304
1421.:"
24

7030

2.2mt

EP84X 1

IC201 --IF

tripler, H. V. IH. V. M 1600)

0134

459

4430 tc,,

r;11:4$

EP62X34
EP64X22
EP77X 13

yoke, deflection

.0% D.r1 an,'"

r
moo
t*

111

Sr

EP35X2
EU36X856

T1700 -high voltage

EP31X42

401

4111
111133

734

..EP36X112

L1001-horiz. osc. (Hold)
T1200 -power line choke
T1201 -power xformer
T1202 -CRT filament

123v -200V
434

1.tp,

I

K 320

)Sr

L222 -choke
L501- audio take -off
L502 -quad
L617 -chroma. 4.3MHz
1.634 -phase, 3.58MHz
L642-chroma phase

Ilk..125V -200V, Vanes with Briiihtns 5

-a..

5301

EP36X92
EP36X111
ES36X751
EP36X106
EP36X 107
EP36X 112
EP36X112

L215-4.5MHz trap

EP49X 131

C1206A- 1900 u f. +100-10%, 40v
C12066 1900 u f, +100-10%, 40v
C1206C - 1900 u f, +100-10%, 40v

s_5),I3,1.1:3FER MOD.

6.5V,

GS49X628
EP49X143
EP49X144
EP49X147
EP49X148
EP49X90

R1133 --CRT bias

VHF TUNER EP86X19
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
1/2 HORIZ

EU49X35

R619 -chroma gain equal, 2.5K
R623 ACC ad) 100K
R706 -vert size, 3.5M
R1113 -horiz centering, 1505)

aa-

130VPP

EP49X141

R453 blue drive
R606 killer adj. 50K

Are

1.11V101

L207- 41.25MHz trap
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L

---.507
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T

ft.23

1
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1

J

C0.0410.0051(

10 PP. 1
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" V ca

3.5KV to
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41010 4140 J1131
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I36V

I/OV

2700
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-3.3V
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Of IL
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+135V

-2.5V
+.3V

MST

2"

164

220
C154

IO

C165
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W

LI

167

T 61

1 35V

L

12E154

+2130V

-72V
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Cal

T2200
NMI

mig

T

1001

111g

tit
AK

+280v
V48
TP

r_c501
I4 39

AT 120V AC Lila VOLTAVE

240V
220V

c5051

TL447/ TNI's I41:0

n

TP

ANTENNA TElaillIALS SNORTED TOWNER.

0503

cis

ON -SIGNAL VOLTAGES AND WAVE SHAPES
TAKEN WITH A NOISE FREE SIGNAL PRODUCING
-23 TO -3.50 HOC AT VHF TUNER.

0503

I

I
e'

I

s000

OV
I

111

1190-E
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117
IV MOM
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l5 0 5
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*ED SAL
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10
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---LIST

k
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CW
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t

T41

ioTpxor

Rill
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0000T

Ji
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' R510 ..,,K.

- -_ 330 "TT

2511. TINT

srg

wis

15,4845.0

TP

L

1521

500

+280V

V,'

150

.

2.6V

TP.SIT

6.11K

'1.7V,11

1,52.8

inoi-Lcs.2

f,:giu,e ILL

COLOR

180 V

11

soil

Lsosl, z,503
Ida 47F

5%

.015

4007*

11315

6.81

524
36
5%

+280V

V5A

£11110161
JACK

Vol

TP

4-135V

Ia 1211Fil
AUDI OUT

/2121711
AUDIO DOT

C313

)

1301

Tux°

NOV
7300
1.51X1

C502

S4 .Tr
135s.

IL.

5000

OV

- J 130511303
5000T 680

2 5V

I

11301

ilk

R309

1/2 11177
VERT OUTAIT

.0061
500V

-10V

1

1314

1

Losni

+I35V

UNLESS 011111I110E NOTED

4:1,000

17271 A- 145V SOURCE

443C0403

nv TCo

0205

1210

1001

4711

555

+280V SOURCE

-4-145V

'Tf:gt
V9
PET/

vs

1000
SOOT

3510

1.13011

V12

VS

11103

64C10

V7
NMI

Till MONO APES SF TIN

VIOA
1/2 MTN

MIME MY

1.3V
1.IV

I "I

12554

203/E.

4°33

NOLD

C262

L25,111

MO

'.

.111;;AI
150V
C265

-)I
C26111

S%i 1251
NOR

441

I35V

5%

'I' 22

1253
430

*1101C/11S P0000111011 CHANGE

31.-n

7.6V
7.4V

R264
3301

)1
3.

4,

.1115

4 10

AC

MS CM

408

IOU T.0012
1200

L.

2

L252
10.1
I.1n

052

0103

h 280V

"74

4774T

T.0061
C263

.00,2

VHF TUNER
I,

123n

07t6,./

RZ:25

2.55,
KOKO

IbOV

013
106111

135, 3.- 5V

CNANACTEIRTICS AL OECOOMENDEO
FACTORY itIMICE 11001111M1108 NAT CREATE
5110C11 VIII OR OMEN NAZAMIS

---

ID .0.5
NOR OUTPUT

111011,--

T102:143

INI Or 1411110I7I7E REPLACEMENT PUTS
MEN AO NOT MAI 1111 SAM SAFETY

NOM

NO SECT

1323:7

IC.

3,E

VII

i 70V

000 ssc Cf:!

1256
1100

2.4V

itifkilelL'ErsitanTrarzt
NE 85E8 MINE COIMMIEST stns.:tom is

DEGAUSS

COIL

CEIV

L253
I NOME

4

13^ j

1216
ISO

'eat

log

VIOB

AIK

C2-"21:33"31IN"

1/2 6176

PHASE DEI
s7s3

MOO

/75V

VOA
la WO

NAM AMA OF A MMES. TOE AIMED
AKA 41 TNUI KAMM OMAR ANO THE
PANTS LIST OSSISMATE COMPOIENTS IN
SPECIAL5161111111111C11 SAFETY COI

Ta/

2

/

PoOlOCT SAFITY_IMOOLD EE c0151810(0

CONY (MIKE COILS

NoR pUTPUT

052

MIEN A 1041m1111 IIPLACEIKIIT if MAN

\\+ I35V SOURCE

+280v

11I1t0.112

-

P2026'

TEL

VERTICAL

LIN C212

1E4151009 ARE I/21

1203

404
,

MI,000,000

280v

04J

204

.039

0.11 IT

0'0.41017210

CANCITORS 11011E THAI PAT 01
CAPACITORS LESSEN/AO 41

+145V

I442

ACK

C200

6000

1150

4-135VX

600V

MI

04

TEL

1.202

1.2.17

41

T-1141,

NSA

0211

2 °V Aloe rem
7

T .20 1)09
24K
-16

600

4041

C2I1
DLA111046

8"#

IC205

-35v

88 V

1

17

R208

1900

II

-4 9
u.
a

4:11

LI_ _4 _ J

c 304

VERT OSC

14
I

1.8 V

5000-I

1/T sty T

CI iPPER

I

_

3.1n

ill 60011

11204
22K

CI65
470

3

f

zo

v98

v9A
C204

I

_1120

1
I

V7b

+135V

P1

-1

C305

/rOV

5644

064

oso,
6511 -

$000

0529

64.111P

%AMP

let

IN

le *VICO

5%

7C
I/3V MI!

T.53060
I

SE

SUIICARMI! R AN. 1270

+-1.

LL _1

4 280V

rig '

560 -

2bov

N55

0032

C515
0

100
C506

,11552

CLIP

2.4

2

In J =

XIII

OFF -SIGNAL VOLTAGES TAKEN
SON ANTENNA DISCONNECTED AND

2800

6110V 680v W\-7
R549

SYNC

1.3

VOLTAGE

..3.-c344.10545.2.0416

+2E100

150
5

BOOST

6801

R5311

CONTRAST

750

1

+2BOV +600V

250

-.3V

4

VHS

3 501AL

304111

111113

16C 00110

PO%

8.4, 4-280V

TAOE 011

2_J

R538

1/3 111111

IlEASUREMENTS NAT VARY

130C US2:141116.11

29ov

52V

110

RECEIVER SET FOR NORMAL OPERATION.

intERE ON-1164AL AND OFT -SIGNAL
VEASURIOENTS DIFFER, ON -SIGNAL VOLTAGE
APPEARS IN ITALICS OVEN OFF-51611AL

.1,6

1

R544

RISS

"--753V

SUPST Oil

CHROME

VOLTAGE MiaSedirtlin MADE WITH A
ATOM 11TH RESPECT T000555,

13

+1355/

1001

V 7A

I/2 11011

32V

31

4

014 'Caws

AMP

-/5V

1112 0302
2201 151

9s.

4.40250V

6155
401

2

2:r1g4., T5000

291

IPSO

'OK(
Pill S4

I

aI

MOOEL

,T154

SIG AN

1301

1124

PAGE

22

CITROVA

V6C

SEE

54

c91

1112

.015

1/311111

AuD

VI4

33049

1260

200V

5%

100

280V

21

-7

11.11 T 33

07n

LI61

C404C -10175
Ca0

CIT3

1173

0151

7
1

R

ItSre
/62V

1

II

C I55

2200

110V

470

9V

INN

TRAP

RIO'
1200

TP

IOI

1174

.2000

42.22

L

106V

-4V -

llisi -.4V

-1

881

-1.7 V ,

110

114

34E.c,

SIM

8177

112V

Ti

I

M53

27

135V

2110V

4.2*

NOTE CRT SOCKET HAS BUILT
IN SPIRK GAP. USE 0810
EINCT REPLACEMENT PART

TP

V6A
1/3110111
410 AMP

4411111

I002

20011111 7150

HO IF

/38V

T1!

1.156
C17

1.163

I/O 1111

'223,89"

ST IF

0I" 121

0

TP

TP

TRAP

V4A

V30

+ 2900
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DAMPEN

OTS SOOTS
IISE11011SOME

SOS

!OULU
COILS

GENERAL ELECTRIC

WAVEFORMS FOR POINTS INDICATED

TP

S VERT. RATE
4 VOLTS PEAK

III

BROADCAST
SIGNAL

TP 111
CROSSHATCH
GEN. SIGNAL

y VERT. RATE
4 VOLTS PEAK
FROM GROUND

s VERT. RATE
200 APP

0

Color TV Chassis

HDH4

TUBE AND ADJUSTMENT LOCATOR

V9. PIN 3

N

4

T

CD

n

CA 0
CD 0

O
TP

y VERT. RATE
95 VPP

I.

y VERT. RATE
95 VPP

SIGNA.

0

TP Iv
CROSSHATCH
GEN. SIGNAL

s HORIZ. RATE
28 VPP

0

VIO, PIN

7

y HORIZ. RATE

3 OP

0

N

010. PIN 8

\

In) -n

4--> 0

la

/

/A\
C)
TP V
BROADCAST

y VERT. RATE
2 VPP

TP v
CROSSHATCH

y VERT. RATE
2 VPP

SIGNAL

V10, PIN 6

s HORIZ. RATE

s HORIZ. RATE

45 IMP

45 OP

GEN. SIGNAL

0

COQ
-)1

v10, PIN

LA

<
-

O< 0
on

13 0 CI

M

m -4 )4.0-4
v,
-

"

rn
CI

N
IA

2Z
00
1- X)

-

y VERT. RATE

65 OP

0

V6, PIN 7
BROADCAST
SIGNAL

s BERT. RATE
65 ADP

O46,

PIN 7

CROSSHATCH

HORIZ. RATE
30 VPP

V10. PIN
17

RA
HOR1Z. RATE

150 VPP.

GEN. SIGNAL

0

V10, PIN

LA

r.A

>00><
X

co

'13

r-

pal

rCD

I

O

ncp
M°

O

0)

to CN

m

%).Cco<
LA-4,XIC
Corn _44 -

ti

v. xi

nmr
M
t

O
CD

y VERT. RATE
Sn VPP

TP

VI

evnAnclicr

5n VPP5
S VERT. RATE

TP VI

CROSSHATCH
GEN GLAIR

HORIZ. RATE
200 VPP

- co
2)

19

f.I

C

cp

0

s- in,

O

CD

(y.

Z

Is VERT. RATE
70 APP

0

V7, PIN 7

OWN
y VERT. RATE
26 YAP

(2:)

V6, PIN 3
BROADCAST
SIGNAL

m

y HORIZ. RATE
140 VPP

RATE

0

APP

NMI

22

TP IA

22

RAINBOW
wentNA.o.

ol

46, PIN 6
KEYED RAINBOW
GENERATOR

y N0RIZ. RATE
250 vPP

0

96, PIN 9

HORIZ
200 APP

47, PIN 3
KEYED RAINBOW
HERAT R

.:1. RATE
IBS APP

0

vs, PIN 2
KEYED RAINBOW
GENERATOR

DESCRIPTION

R218 -2K, vertical linearity
R273-HV set. 500K
triple control
V9, PIN 10

S VERT. RATE

240 OP

0

V

v9, PIN 11
180 ADP

KEYED RAINBOW
GENERATOR

50 APP

80.

c..)

IL

KEYED RAINBOW
GENERATOR

C403A-120 p f, .100-10%. 350v
C4038-100 tr f. +100-10%, 300v
C403C-100 f, +100-10%, 150v
C4030 -100p 4. +100-10%. 75v
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Vs

0
co

N

Z

O

O

O

GENERAL ELECTRIC PART NO.

R212-thermistor, 1.052M
R272-VDR, bra @ 850 ± 15%
triple control
R183-250 n , contrast
R539- 500K. green brightness
R545 -500K, blue brightness
dual control
R195 -40K, AGC
R213 -3.4M, vertical height

VERT. RATE
80 YAP

O

A4

SYMBOL
y NORIZ. RATE
26 APP

.c

EP14X206
EP13X2
EP49X592

EP49X593

EP49X590
EP49X42
EP49X591
EP31X265

C404A--80 p f, +100-10%, 175v
C4046-10 r. f, +100-10', 150v
C404C - 4 p P. +100-10%. 300n
L155 -coil, 4.5MHz trap, w/core
L201 -deflection yoke-Horiz & vert.
L251 -cod, bora osc, w/core
L300 -coil, audio detector, w/core
L501 -coil, 3.58MHz. peaking. w/core
T154 'dormer. chrome take -off, w/core
T200-xformer, vert output
T252-xformer, horiz output. w/cap & lead assembly
T300-xformer, 4.5 MHz, tnterstage. w/core
T301-xformer, audio output
T501 xformer, chrome amp output, w/cores
T502-xformer, crystal filter, w/cores
T503-xformer, chroma demodulator. w/cores
fuse, 2'S a. slow -blow, F400
fuse, 2Yr a, fast -blow, F401

EP31X266

EU61X12I
EP76X4

ET35X52
EP36X52
EP36X20
EP61X177
EP64X14
EP77X4
EP36X813
ET64X105
END X173
EP61 X174

EP61X175
EP10XI1
EP1OX47

1471

Eligogn 2J7/ 4zimpiei yir

ZENITH

MAY

Color TV Chassis
19DC21

1973

NOT USED

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
F
CH.1

-

5 60

r
CH. 7-13

Iv

V

4,

4,

tril7C-s-1

4,

b

j

4

4

I

9'

1.0( C01NNC0

V.

J

TR-2

332

:SP

1

0 72V P P

SIS

1122 456,1
ION 0

010.-..2-2

171
03.3

I

.01

TE T PONT r

'41'00

4(

ct.

022-00111

1:15C,,:itt

1 IND

it'

C) 45 OV PR

9 2V PP

30

60 Hz

I

.1.1

® 2V P.P
60 144

O

OK Arc

5+ MCC

4.6.0

0_

5 OV P

C)

54. +311 REF
2411

soy 1,1,
60 Hz

33

60 Hz

Jim midi

0001151'

0

7 5V PP

34

35

3.5V P P
15.75 KHz

49

135V PP
15.75 nm:

1 4V RP

15.75 (Ha

11"11

30001110
INPUT

0

32

60 Hz

60 Hz

I-

Y8.

/.

101/ P -P

15.75 (Hs

OSC.

1-43

X1121-141
Ttp

200V P -P

15.75 KHz

121-149

-1 Tv&

MIXER

20V P -P
15.75 KHz

15.75 (Hz

ip

OUTPUT

010

15 75 KHz

TR-3

"no

coma

95r

T2

t;

01

110

2

O 240V P -P

200V PP
15 75 KHz

210V P -P

C)

CONi.

ANT

UHF I, F
INPUT

O4.0V PP
15.75 KHz

24V PR
60 Hz

-

4,

CH. 2-6

60 Hz

3 5V OP 15.75 KHz

O

14V RP
60 Hz

0 2 8V P.P 15.75 KHz ® 1AV PR

2.8V PP 60 Hz
3.5V 0,P 60 Hz

C)

15 75 KHz

*6-';

1 OV P.P

4 ovpp

*6-"R

)
61
V:21

iovpp

15.75 KHz

15.75 KHz

15 75 KHz

150V P P
15.75 KHz

*

40V PP

*

15 75 KHz

L
A

B

0

33)31 wus N0
OSLO
aP.s

r

I

"

Pr

0105

ei-ev.on

N

91-529

2110IF

..

.

.

..

''"

.

V.

'

ill
l.

,
Ole

.,..
"4 .

gr
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0

0".

cm -SIN
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OSC

c
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.
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.

Me
.
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MIXN %NM
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016

.7."'7r:S
MN

,..

,9

IC 3.00 221-.S

,..no

lei/

c SI

N

PM

0201

.

'

[111°Un"
.1 N.1'

l
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..

No

RI..

J

/a

t'':

WA5
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NIP

/ llIN

0201

/0

1110 I i

121-4111
SOUND DET

.. CS 91-509.21-sai

iST VICE*

01-524 CO

tal -929 Ca

....,9 9.9 ,.: 9

eHrts

01011

41103

Ole

it
^-1%!

e.

/WI

ell

an/ an:

7,!

V%

IP

0101

...
i

it NV

:

..,,

el-scoat-sal
at iv- so)

Nel

oSTIF
0/11 MN
Ill:;r1F-

fails--..

4-

110

0201

42020
I/3 burn 011 44411
NOM/ COT

......

*Li 04604
NORM OUTPUT

WIN

Qk

el

.1
lel

.1-

0205

IX

4/N

21002000i3-4

9 (t)

0,,c

.1r

.;-

ll

/a
......

,

N

1

":

..

.:',...

'''

ON

,9 9

c.9

XX

lel

02029

01 000 C99c411
90912 OSC
.4,11.00

4-.11r10.

OJ

V'e

E1

)202C

i/

9440
9023
9011U DISCH

114

0.
74'

0209

9207
121-917
vENTKOL

#M)000

n

01-sce

9.

2700

c1.1.9

'Ill

1
11100102.000,.mg.

eo
INDIC
vICE0

C1209

121-095

LElANTI "

9,grom 7.99 9
121.0

Oul <0110

NM Mill

NtlIttli
t /111,0
NulX/0

4,10.;.11 ...... e

N.

Ile

".."
....SC el

r47.0

F
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19.9
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+NV IIEGILATO9

1,-.

FOP 500C2 comm.
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0
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e.%

ZENITH
Color -TV Chassis
19DC21

Ci

1.0V P -P

60 Hz (Ripple)

0 .1V P -P
60 Hz (Hippie)

0

15V P -P

15.75 KHz

it

12V P -P

425V P -P

260V P -P

135V P -P

15.75 KHz

15.75 KHz

15.75 KHz

12

15.75 KHz

_LL

WATTS 230 - U(1ERES 7
1v01T5 DO A C -

11110 ROHR

wiTH 01X0118105 - WATTS SOD- AMITU-0.11
numuSTORS

22

70y P -P

60 Hz

23

300V P -P

60 Hz

PIX

mWDE

OS? vial

0000

MOIM_RXILE

24

65V P -P

60 Hz

25

50V P -P

34V P -P

35V P -P

60 Hz

60 Hz

60 Hz

N.,

,169

M IC903

OR SOP

MILS Ow

CHOY
UP

19VC0P22 100-606

AFC

ufO
[(MODULATOR
I

VHF TUNER

&et
NOT USED

0

NOT USED

F Su B0leSSiS
TRAsousEORS 1.900

,LLT

EA_Mt

60-001

TAARuSTORS

nst0(
%TWA

280V P -P

60 Hz

!!!
3V P -P

60 Hz

® 9060V P.P
Hz

®

38

5V PP
1575 KHz

1 5V PP

1 5V P.P

42

1575 6M,

15 75 10-1,

-

COLLECTOR of TRANSISTORS

C409.. AURPOI.140....TOT ........000.2..E..ATS15,Kmmfel

NOT USED

NOT USED

C

Tok 03517100115

18V P -P

60 Hz

23V P -P

6V P -P

60 Hz

60 Hz

54

1250V P -P

15.75 KHz

SUITE

55

56

COLOR COOING OF INDIVIDUAL LEAD CONNECTIONS
BROWN -1211A1351

SKATER 171111)

ORANGE/WHITE -AFC 54
RED-- (2 LEADS

WHITE/BLUE
WHITE/GREEN

AEC CHASSIS
AFC CHASSIS

DEGAUEIT SEA)

" FOR WAVEFORMS 43 THROUGH 49, BYPASS TEST POINT "D" WITH 1.0 MF CAPACITOR.
-071-

0

1.
ue,
en

071;11

TA,e
SIB!..

I
_.1

2 "'.

ca

0202

..".4,17+1.,
H.
no j
'Ma

I,. 1:i

-ED-.

Off SO.CMT

121-711
SOUND

I

1411.
NO

11).,

1

sou

4:

W.

tA

44.

6,16

14111.

.;

G\

ens

.r.""
so

;

PIX
19VCOP22

'

;:

.,

r,;z:

0209

1'

OLITUTT:Ir

E
0210

I

NED TIOE0
OUTR1T
-

I

""
TVA

nor. en

"8141:

WWI

ROO

L

I

F

,

'

C 901 221-69

1,.
<WM KOLL/

G
o.O01Inel
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-46-,

1)111111,0 WM,

OUTPUT

0

811

T

am sea
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116W. t
4V,111

1472

ELECTRONIC

RCA SALES
CORP.

MAY

TV Chassis
KCS191

7-TVETL7

AC

71A

1973

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

48v p- p

2 5v P -P

VERT RATE

SYMBOL

RCA PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

VERT RATE

137324
132650
132650
137325
137347
130120
130121
137326
131951
137327
137328

2 section elect
GPRI-circuit encapsulated
CPR2-circuit encapsulated
C101

F101 --fuse

yoke, deflection assembly
T301- xformer
T302--xformer
PW400-module, complete MAF004A
PW500-module, complete MAM00113
PW600 module. complete MAG003A
PW900-module, complete MAHOO5A

1,0444.1 (4."7

30v P -P
HORIZ RATE

3ov p -p
Hop.2 RATE

C201

10v p -p

70+18V
220

01

-0212
- 001

( 20 )

r- -12 8301
C301
4

TUNER

JBP 102-7

E215

R514

soy

*101

OUTPUT

=

6 <-

C 3051

12K

276

C304

C303

MAI 00113

Lv PW 300

I 0203

irx
(872.2

I(
8515

I

470

180

<5

8508
4 76

0047

SYNC

3577
R507
1806

W102

VHF
TUNER

90

I

0

I 0201

ON TMA

1_001

F 8401

2 79h

100

001

0

L406

8409

C407
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LECER...
1HE MORE

YOU WAR
1HE MORE
YOU

HERE is an outstanding group of
solid state instruments from Leader
ushering in a new era of operational convenience, precision and unfailing performance. As a result, you
get the benefit of advanced, stateof-the-art design culminating in
unequaled values for service.
industry and education! Compare
these quality products, feature -for feature, and convince yourself:
LBO -502 NEW 5" SOLID STATE
TRIGGERED SCOPE Lab grade per-

formance! Uncommon accuracy! Has auto-

matic triggered sweep from 1µsec/cm to
0.5%ec/cm, calibrated in 17 steps with 5X
magnification, 0.2 µsec/cm max. speed.
Bandwidth is DC to 15MHz and v't'l sensitivity is frcm 1CmVp-p/cm to 2OVp-p/cm. Rise time is 35
ranosec. It will observe non -recurring transients and doubles
as a vectorscope to check color signals. Compact, lightweight,
easy -to -use for most every electronic area. Access. incl.
$529.95
LBO -511 5" GENERAL PURPOSE WIDEBAND SCOPE A solid

state winne, offering recerrent sweep with automatic synch:
chasing control, calibrated v't'l input and high linearity sweep.
Features FET input stages for firm stability plus distortion free displays. V't'I sensitivity is
20mVp-p/cm to 10Vp-p/cm; bandwidth
DC to 10MHz and you can use it as a vector scope, too. For color, black and white service or on-lineproduction use. Access. incl.
$349.95
LBO -310 3" SOLID STATE GENERAL PURPOSE SCOPE Unusually high sensitivity with bright

GET.

display, sharp focus II excellent stability. Delivers 20mVp-p/div v't'l sensitivity with 600V
max. input. Sweep frequency is in 4 ranges-10Hz to
100KHz. cont. adjust. Also monitors waveforms to 100Mliz
and has provision for DC voltage/level checks. Compact,
lightweight, it's an ideal time and
money saver everywhere - for hobbyist,
educators, production and service.
$199.95
LCG-391 SOLID STATE COLOR BAR

GENERATOR A new breed of high pre-

cision, compact, color bar generators
with a white "no noise raster" for purity 8,
balance checks. Has digital integrated circuitry
to assure 6 sharp, clear, precise patterns. Offers
return trace blanking and flickerless h'z'tl lines
plus square cross -hatch pattern for linearity
checks; two switch selectable frequencies:
RF output connectors and integrated circuit
PC board construction. Clearly a best buy.
Carry case and RF cable incl.
$129.95

LBO -502

LT -70 BATTERY OPERATED VOLT/OHM METER

An all-around, extra -tough instrument
with full protection against polarity reversal
and overload. Has special LI scales for SCR
and transistor checks. Reads as low as
0.25V full scale and 250µ A for smaller
solid state needs. There are 9 current
ranges, IODCV ranges, 3ACV ranges and 5
resistance ranges. Sensitivity is 20,000

ohms/VDC. Portable. lightweight. with
shielded metal case. Battery operated, complete with

I.). LBO -310

accessories.
LV-71 SOLID STATE FET VOLT/OfiM METER$3435

VTVM accuracy plus battery operated convenience! Has
instant on -operation, polarity reversal switch, dual FET
circuitry & diode overload protection. Incorporates
12 voltage. 4 current 8, 4 resistance ranges plus a
zero center scale on a large 41/2" meter. Perfect for
use in a broad range of service, hobby and industrial areas, it's compact. lightweight and complete
with accessories.
$64.95

s %%44.

4
LT 70

LDM-815 PORTABLE. TRANSISTORIZED DIP METER

A sturdy RF tester that enthusiasts and technicians
have always wanted. Use it for quick. easy checking
of receivers, transmitters and antennae in 1.5 to
250MHz range. Determine LC network resonant frea;
align receivers: adjust wavetraps; find parasitic
oscillations. Has 310° calibrated dial, 3 position
function monitoring, indicating meter and 6 plug-in
coils. With earphones.
$89.95
Put these fine Leader instruments to work at your
facility for unequaled quality and performance. And
remember. only Leader gives you a full 2 yea'
warranty on its complete line.

.40./

LV 71

LCG 391

LDM-815

"Put us to the test"
INSTRUMENTS CORP.
3727 27th STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK 11101
(212) - 729.7410

... for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card

'69

Mode

If you want a
popular, rugged,
general-purpose V -O -M...
Buy Triplett's 630
1. Diode overload -protected suspension
movement; single range -switch minimizes error.

2. 4 Ohmmeter ranges with 4.4 ohms
center scale.
3.

Simplified scale-only 4 arcs for all 27
ranges.

Now featuring a rugged suspension movement, Triplett's
Model 630 is being welcomed
by lots of new buyers.
They're buying it for its long,
easy -to -read scales, 27 ranges,

20,000 Ohms per Volt sensitiv-

ity and 2% accuracy on DC,
5,000 Ohms per Volt and 3%

and DC capability and lots
more. The feature -packed
Model 630 is $69.

If you want the same features in
a V -O -M with laboratory accu-

racy, Triplett's Model 630-A at
S79 offers 11/2% DC accuracy
and a mirrored scale.

on AC, diode overload protec-

See for yourself, at your local

tion, resistance measurements to

Triplett distributor, the -lots
more that makes Triplett's

100 megohms, 6,000 Volt AC
For full details
Representative.

Dial Toll -Free 800-645-9200 for nearest Triplett
New York State
Call Collect 516-294-0990
... for more details circle 143 on Reader Service Card

Models 630 and 630-A such
great values. For more information or for a free demonstration

call him or your Triplett sales
representative. Triplett Corporation, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

lirTRIPLETT
The Worlds most complete line of V0 -M's
. choose the one that's just right for you
.

